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Abstract

Volumes of unstructured, non-tabular data (e.g., videos, audio, and text) have been increas-

ing exponentially. This data is exciting to scientific researchers, business analysts, and data

scientists for downstream analyses. For example, video can be used by urban planners to

analyze traffic, ecologists to understand hummingbird-bacteria microcosms, and data scien-

tists to analyze customer behavior in stores. However, this is impossible to do manually at

scale: exabytes of data are generated per day, outstripping manual processing capacity.

In recent years, automatic analysis over this unstructured data has become possible

via machine learning (ML). Analysts can use ML to extract structured information from

these unstructured sources, such as object types and location from a video. The structured

information can subsequently be used in downstream analysis, e.g., the urban planner can

count the number of cars that passed by an intersection.

Unfortunately, using ML for these analyses is challenging. Deploying ML is prohibitively

expensive for many organizations: naively analyzing a year of video from a small town can

cost millions in cloud compute credits. ML methods are also unreliable, returning incorrect

results, which can lead to downstream errors. Finally, deploying ML for analytics requires

knowledge of deep learning, data systems, programming, and other technical skills.

In light of these challenges, we make two observations: many applications can tolerate

approximations, if there are guarantees on accuracy, and methods for answering unstructured

data queries range by up to 10 orders of magnitude in cost.

In this dissertation, we develop systems and algorithms for efficient and reliable unstruc-

tured data analytics, leveraging the two observations. Instead of returning exact answers, we

return approximate answers generated by cheap approximations to expensive ML methods.

Our systems can return statistically valid answers on a wide range of query types, including

selection, aggregation, and limit queries. Furthermore, our systems can be up to orders of

magnitude cheaper than standard methods of answering queries.
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We further develop systems for monitoring and quality assurance over ML pipelines.

In addition to being deployed for analytics, ML is increasingly being deployed in mission-

critical settings, such as in autonomous vehicles. Despite being deployed in these settings,

models are often unmonitored and the training data is often not vetted.

To address this, we propose abstractions for monitoring and quality assurance of ML

deployments: model assertions and learned observation assertions. These assertions allow

domain experts to specify errors, both at deployment time and over the data used to train

these models. Assertions can find errors with both high recall (75%) and high precision

(100%) in real-world autonomous vehicle, video analytics, and medical datasets.

The systems and abstractions in this dissertation have been deployed in a variety of

real-world settings, including for autonomous vehicles and ecological analysis.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Unstructured (non-tabular) data in the form of videos, images, text, and audio, are now the

largest forms of data produced and rapidly growing in size. As an example, a single fleet of

vehicles (the Tesla fleet) can already produce exabytes of video data per day. Furthermore,

video data already accounts for 88% of internet traffic [131]. Beyond data from vehicles,

this data comes from street cameras, video conferencing meetings, personal cameras, forums,

and social media.

As a parallel trend, programmatic capabilities of extracting semantic information from

these unstructured data sources have dramatically improved. These programmatic capabil-

ities have largely been in the form of powerful machine learning (ML) models. ML models

can now extract object types and positions from images [150], actions from video [77], sen-

timent from text [186], and other information. In addition to ML models, there has been a

proliferation of services providing high-quality human labels over unstructured data.

Given these two trends, analysts and scientists are increasingly interested in automati-

cally answering queries over unstructured data to understand the real world. Urban planners

can understand traffic patterns from camera feeds; social scientists can understand how trust

in science changes after major world events from newspaper scans; journalists can under-

stand dynamic situations from social media posts.

Unfortunately, answering unstructured queries is challenging for three reasons. First,

extracting the semantic information necessary for queries is incredibly expensive. Extracting

object types and positions from the video feeds of a small town using a state-of-the-art

ML method may cost over $1M in cloud compute credits. Second, ML methods can be

unreliable, returning incorrect results, such as missing or hallucinated objects in a video.

1
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Finally, deploying ML methods is challenging, requiring expertise in programming, statistics,

and computer systems.

In this dissertation, I develop systems, algorithms, and techniques to address the issues

in answering unstructured data queries. In order to allow non-experts to issue unstructured

data queries, I have built systems that allow these application users to specify queries via

standard SQL and extensions. By allowing application users to declaratively specify their

queries in a familiar language, SQL, the systems I have built can then optimize these queries

automatically.

The optimizations I have developed address the high cost of ML-based queries by using

cheap approximations while providing guarantees on query accuracy. These optimizations

can provide one to four orders of magnitude speedups compared to naive methods of answer

queries. To address the reliability of ML methods, I have developed new programming

abstractions to find errors in ML models and the data used to train them. These abstractions

can help developers find errors in ML models with high precision (>80%) and can even

be used to improve the quality of these ML models. My work has been deployed to aid

scientists and autonomous vehicle companies, with real-world improvements of three orders

of magnitude for analytics and 2× cost improvements for finding errors.

In the remainder of this chapter, I discuss the challenges of unstructured analytics and

provide an overview of my contributions towards answering unstructured analytics queries.

1.1 Challenges to Unstructured Data Analytics

1.1.1 The High Cost of Unstructured Data Analytics

The first challenge to answering unstructured queries is its high cost. To understand why

the cost is prohibitive in answering unstructured queries, consider if it were free to execute

ML models. In this scenario, we could simply fully materialize all the semantic information,

e.g., by using Mask R-CNN to extract all object types and positions from every frame in a

video, and use a standard structured database to answer queries.

Unfortunately, this is infeasible for many organizations. To understand the why, I an-

alyzed the cost of answering queries in two scenarios: an urban planner analyzing a small

town’s worth of video (one month of video from 100 street corners) and a social scientist ana-

lyzing how language evolves through Wikipedia text (four billion tokens). For each scenario,

we compute only the cost of materializing the semantic information using a self-hosted ML
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Urban planning Wikipedia
Structured query $0.042 $0.000026
Self-hosted ML (AWS) $380, 000 $59
ML service (GCP, OpenAI) $18, 000, 000 $300, 000
Human annotation (Scale AI) $630, 000, 000 $320, 000, 000

Table 1.1: Costs of executing queries over unstructured data via self-hosted methods, an
ML service, and using human annotators compared to the cost of executing a structured
query over similar data.

model (AWS EC2), an ML model service (Google Cloud, Open AI), and human annotations

(Scale AI). We also include the cost of a structured query over the same data for reference.

At the time of writing the costs were as follows. The AWS EC2 g4dn.xlarge costs

$0.526 per hour. The Google Cloud Vision API costs $2.25 per 1,000 images. The OpenAI

Davinci model costs $0.08 per 1,000 tokens. Finally, Scale AI labeling costs $0.08 per image

and $0.08 for 100 tokens.

As shown in Table 1.1, the cost of naively executing unstructured queries can be orders of

magnitude more expensive than executing similar structured queries, costing up to millions

of dollars. While the cost difference between the ML services may seem striking (up to

5,000× more expensive), these ML services are widely used. One reason is that many

organizations do not have teams of engineers that can train multi-billion parameter state-of-

the-art models, such as GPT-3 [25]. As a result, they must rely on external services, which

can cost millions of dollars to naively answer unstructured queries.

Thus, the cost of ML models is a major challenge in answering unstructured queries.

1.1.2 The Unreliability of Unstructured Data Analytics

The second challenge to answering unstructured queries is the unreliability of the ML models

often used to answer these queries. An emerging body of work in the ML literature has

shown that even state-of-the-art ML methods are brittle. These ML models can return

highly miscalibrated answers [67], fail to generalize under distribution shift [19], and be

fooled by imperceptible perturbations [63].

This unreliability in ML models can cause catastrophic errors in downstream applica-

tions, both for analytics applications and beyond. For example, errors in ML models have

already caused fatal accidents in autonomous vehicles [171]. Furthermore, any errors in ML

models will be reflected in unstructured data queries that depend on these models.
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Figure 1.1: A confident error from a state-of-the-art model for detecting birds. The
confidence is in the top 99.9th percentile in the dataset.

To understand how errors can affect unstructured data queries, consider the example

of ecologists searching for hummingbirds in field videos. My collaborators in the Stanford

biology department are interested in finding at least 50% of the hummingbirds in ∼200 days

of collected field videos [32, 126]. The 50% recall target is required for scientific validity when

studying hummingbird feeding patterns. We deployed a state-of-the-art object detection

model (Mask R-CNN [73]) to find birds in this video and labeled the top 1,000 clips of video

(out of ∼8M total). Only 30 of these 1,000 clips contained hummingbirds, a precision of 3%.

Furthermore, the minimum confidence of these 1,000 clips was 98.5%, showing that these

models are highly miscalibrated on real-world data. Simply trusting the model’s confidence

would result in inaccurate queries, as shown in Figure 1.1.

As these results show, ML can be unreliable. Directly deploying ML models would result

in erroneous queries and other negative downstream consequences.

1.1.3 The Programming Difficulty of Unstructured Data Analytics

The third challenge in using ML to answer unstructured data queries is the difficulty in

managing and deploying ML models. Training, managing, and deploying ML models in pro-

duction requires knowledge of programming, deep learning, and data management. Most
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domain experts in fields outside of computer science (e.g., ecologists, social scientists, busi-

ness analysts) do not have this expertise. Furthermore, even organizations and experts that

do have this expertise must use precious resources towards the management of ML models.

1.2 Efficient and Reliable Unstructured Data Queries

In this dissertation, I construct novel systems and algorithms for efficient and reliable un-

structured data queries. To do so, I develop three key ideas. The first key idea is to allow

application users to express unstructured data queries declaratively in standard SQL, simi-

lar to how structured databases allow users to declaratively express queries over structured

data. Given a query specification, the second key idea is to combine cheap approximations

to expensive ML methods with statistically principled algorithms, which can improve query

costs by orders of magnitude. The third key idea is to design new programming abstractions

to allow domain experts to specify when errors in ML models and the data used to train

them might occur, and automatically mitigate them.

Thesis statement: High-level interfaces for querying unstructured data with ML, com-

bined with automatic optimizations, can deliver high performance and statistical guarantees

on result quality to make unstructured data analytics practical.

In the remainder of this section, I provide an overview of my contributions in the disser-

tation to support the thesis and a summary of the main results.

1.2.1 Efficient ML-based Queries

Unlike in standard queries over structured data, the primary cost in querying unstructured

data is extracting the structured information via expensive ML methods or even human

labelers. We show an example of costs in Table 1.1. Due to the costs of these methods, the

extraction of the structured information must be done at query time. As a result, many

standard query processing techniques cannot be applied and data management with ML

must be rethought.

In the first line of work in this dissertation, I describe my work on generating and using

cheap approximations, called proxy models, to accelerate ML-based queries. Proxy models

are substantially cheaper than expensive ML models, but can be inaccurate, which is not

acceptable in many applications. To rectify this, I have developed algorithms to accelerate
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general classes of queries: selection, aggregation, and limit queries with statistical guarantees

on query results. I further show how to efficiently generate these approximations.

Selection queries (classification). An important class of queries is selection queries, in

which the user wishes to select records matching a predicate, e.g., frames of a video con-

taining a hummingbird. I explored generating cheap approximations (which I refer to as

proxy scores) in the NoScope system [94]. NoScope trains a proxy model to approximate

whether or not a data record satisfies the target DNN-based predicate. The proxy model is

used to generate a proxy score per data record, which is combined with the target DNN to

answer queries. NoScope can improve approximate selection by orders of magnitude com-

pared to the solution of exhaustive labeling. NoScope has inspired other recent techniques

for ML-based data analytics [11, 30, 124]. Furthermore, I have shown that proxy models

can accelerate general classes of traditional ML workloads [109], e.g., data-transformation

bound workloads.

Selection queries with guarantees. While NoScope and other systems [11, 30, 124] can

accelerate approximate selection queries, they do not provide statistical guarantees on the

recall of the returned set. These guarantees are critical for scientific rigor. For example, my

collaborators in the Stanford biology department wish to find rare events of hummingbirds

feeding in wildlife video. To ensure scientifically valid inferences, they require statistical

guarantees on the recall of the discovered hummingbirds. I am actively working on deploying

SUPG to this application.

To obtain statistical guarantees, I have developed SUPG, query semantics and sampling

algorithms for approximate selection queries with guarantees [95]. My algorithms selec-

tively sample the target DNN and optimize confidence intervals over the samples, which

provides the statistical guarantees. Prior work uses uniform sampling, which I show results

in poor quality results (i.e., returned sets with low precision). To improve the sampling

efficiency, SUPG instead uses a novel set of weights for importance sampling. I show that

my algorithms can improve query quality by up to 30× for a fixed budget.

Aggregation and limit queries with guarantees. I have also developed algorithms

to optimize aggregation (computing a statistic over the data records), aggregation with

predicate (computing a statistic over a subset of the data records that satisfy a condition),

and limit (finding a limited number of records that match a set of predicates) queries [93, 96].

Perhaps surprisingly, I show that these different queries require different algorithms.
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BlazeIt, which optimizes aggregation and limit queries, reduces variance in sampling

for aggregation queries and ranks rare events for limit queries. In contrast, ABae, which

optimizes aggregation with predicate queries, uses stratified sampling based on proxy models

to avoid sampling records not satisfying the predicates. We show that the convergence of

ABae requires novel analysis of stratified sampling with stochastic draws. Both systems

can improve query execution times by orders of magnitude compared to baselines.

1.2.2 Efficient and High Quality Proxy Score Generation

While the algorithms I have described above can accelerate unstructured data queries, they

require high-quality proxy scores. To generate proxy scores efficiently, I have developed

methods for creating indexes for proxy-based algorithms and efficiently generating them.

Efficient indexes for proxy scores. While proxy scores can accelerate many query

types, they can be inefficient to deploy. A common method of generating proxy scores is

to train a new, cheap model per query to approximate the expensive target DNN [30, 124].

Unfortunately, this method does not share work across queries, requires ad-hoc training

methods, and requires executing the target DNN many times.

To address these issues, I have developed TASTI, an indexing method for constructing

proxy scores for unstructured data via an embedding index [97]. TASTI pre-computes

embeddings that can be used to place records that are close under target DNN outputs

together and annotates a small fraction of the records. To generate scores, TASTI assigns

close records (by embedding distance) to the value of the nearest annotated record. Because

these embeddings are pre-computed and are designed to work for any query over the target

DNN output, they can be reused across queries and query types (including every query

type I described above). I show that TASTI is simultaneously over 10× cheaper at index

construction time and can return query results up to 24× better than ad-hoc proxy models.

Efficiently executing visual analytics [99]. Recent research, e.g., new accelerators, has

greatly improved the throughput of DNNs by up to 150×. While this work has improved the

throughput of DNN execution, it ignores other costs. I show that the preprocessing of visual

data (e.g., image decoding) now bottlenecks end-to-end DNN inference for visual analytics

systems by up to 23×, in the first measurement study of its kind [99]. I have built Smol, a

system that jointly optimizes preprocessing and DNN execution, to address this bottleneck.

Smol can improve throughput by up to 5.9× at a fixed accuracy.
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(a) Frame 1 (b) Frame 2 (c) Frame 3

Figure 1.2: An object detection model erroneously missing the prediction of the car in
the second frame. Even widely used models (SSD) fail simple checks, such as temporal
consistency.

1.2.3 Monitoring and Quality Assurance

Although my work and others have shown the promise to deploy ML in analytics and beyond,

the widespread deployment of ML is hampered by the lack of reliability in ML models. For

example, errors in ML models can cause fatal accidents in autonomous vehicles.

To begin to address the unreliability of ML methods, I have developed systems and ab-

stractions to monitor ML methods, continuously improve ML models, and improve training

data quality. My work has been deployed at an autonomous vehicle company.

As ML methods continue to improve on benchmark tasks, they are increasingly being

deployed in mission-critical settings, such as autonomous vehicles. However, average-case

measures of performance can hide potentially critical errors. Although software testing has

developed tools for testing critical software, these tools are not directly applicable to ML.

My work has taken steps to bridge these two views. I’ve developed two abstractions,

model assertions [101] and learned observation assertions [92]. Both abstractions are used

to find potential errors in ML model predictions and human labels.

Model assertions allow users to specify specific forms of potential errors. For example,

consider a state-of-the-art object detection DNN deployed over video to detect cars. Even

state-of-the-art models can fail simple assertions, such as temporal consistency, e.g., that a

car should not appear and disappear rapidly in a video (Figure 1.2). As an example of an

assertion, I show the pseudocode for the flickering assertion, which can be written in a few

lines of code:

# Boxes are indexed by time and id
def flicker(boxes: Box [][]):

failures = 0
for box1 in boxes [-1]:
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Figure 1.3: A motorcycle missed by a human annotator in a self-driving car dataset. The
dataset was generated by a leading label vendor, showing that even best-in-class services
can have errors in “gold” labels.

for box3 in boxes [-3]:
if overlaps(box1 , box3) and no_overlap(box1 , boxes [-2]):

failures += 1
return failures

Learned observation assertions (LOA) leverage existing human labels to learn when there

may be discrepancies in ML model predictions or new, possibly erroneous, human labels

(Figure 1.3). Model assertions and LOA can find errors with high true positive rate, at least

75% in all cases we studied.

Furthermore, I showed that assertions can be used in retraining ML models. Organiza-

tions continuously collect data to retrain ML models as they are deployed over new scenarios,

e.g., autonomous vehicles seeing new streets. It is critical to select data that will improve

the model as the majority of data is uninteresting. I showed that model assertions can be

used to select “difficult” data (i.e., data that the model fails on), which improves ML model

quality more than baselines. Assertions can reduce labeling costs by up to 40% at a fixed

budget by finding such data.

My work allows application users to express unstructured data queries via methods they

are already familiar with, SQL. Given queries specified declaratively with SQL, the systems

and algorithms I have built automatically optimize unstructured data queries to be orders

of magnitude more efficient. Furthermore, domain experts can improve the ML models used

in these queries via abstractions until they are satisfied with model quality.
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1.3 Organization

In this dissertation, I describe the systems, algorithms, and abstractions for efficient and

reliable unstructured data queries. The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows:

1. In Chapter 2, I present background on example applications, advances in machine

learning, and related work.

2. In Chapter 3, I present NoScope, SUPG, ABae, and BlazeIt, which are proxy-

based algorithms and systems for accelerated ML-based queries. These systems col-

lectively answer selection queries, aggregations, and aggregations with predicates with

both best-effort and exact semantics. They can either improve query runtimes by

orders of magnitude or improve query performance by up to 30× depending on the

setting.

3. In Chapter 4, I present TASTI and Smol, which collectively execute ML-based queries

efficiently. TASTI generates proxy scores efficiently by constructing an index that can

be used across queries. Smol executes proxy-based queries efficiently by generating

query plans that consider preprocessing costs. These systems can deliver up to 24×
improved query runtimes.

4. In Chapter 5, I present model assertions and learned observation assertions, which are

novel abstractions for finding errors in ML models and the data used to train them.

Our prototype systems that implement these, OMG and Fixy, can find errors with

high precision (>80%) that prior work cannot find and improve model quality with

up to 2× fewer labels.

5. In Chapter 6, I conclude with a discussion of trends in ML-based applications and the

results in this dissertation.

The work in this dissertation is adapted from a range of publications (VLDB ’17 [94],

VLDB ’19 [93], VLDB ’20 [95], MLSys ’20 [101], VLDB ’21 [96, 100], SIGMOD ’22 [92, 97]).

My research has inspired a number of extensions in the literature [15, 30, 38, 72, 124].

In addition to academic impact, my work has been deployed in a variety of real-world

applications. My work on query processing has been deployed on ecological data to find

hummingbirds in large-scale video in a cost-effective manner. Furthermore, my work on

finding errors in ML deployments has been deployed at an autonomous vehicle company.



Chapter 2

Background

In this chapter, I provide background for unstructured data queries and discuss related work.

I describe several examples of real-world unstructured data queries in Section 2.1, describe

general trends for ML deployments in Section 2.2, and discuss related work in Section 2.3.

2.1 Example Applications

We begin by describing several example applications that require executing queries over un-

structured data. We describe three examples: an urban planner conducting traffic analysis,

ecologists finding hummingbirds in field videos for ecological analysis, and social scientists

analyzing historical newspaper scans to understand how news affects public opinion.

2.1.1 Traffic Analysis

Suppose an urban planner is interested in conducting traffic analysis. To do so, the urban

planner collects the videos from cameras placed on street corners around the city. After

collecting this video, the urban planner may be interested in a range of queries.

To generally understand the data, the urban planner could issue an aggregation query

that counts the average number of cars per frame of the video. Then, to further understand

traffic patterns, the urban planner may execute a query that computes the average number

of cars per frame of video when there is a red light.

After understanding high-level statistics about the video, the urban planner may be

interested in seeing specific instances of events for further analysis. The urban planner may

issue a query to find instances of five cars and a bus at a stop light to understand congestion.

11
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Processing this video manually is infeasible even for small towns. Even analyzing a month

of video over 100 intersections could cost up to millions of dollars, as shown in Table 1.1.

2.1.2 Ecological Analysis

Our collaborators in the Stanford biology department and Jasper Ridge nature preserve are

studying bird-bacteria microcosms. To do so, they have collected microbial readings from

flowers at a bush and field video of the flowers. The ecologists are interested in matching

hummingbird feeding events (at the flowers) to the microbial readings. To find the feeding

events, the ecologists could issue a query to find at least 90% of the hummingbird frames in

the video. These frames can subsequently be used in their feeding analysis.

The ecologists have collected 200 camera-days of video, which is ∼10TB of data. Un-

fortunately, this data is too much for the team of three scientists to manually analyze.

Furthermore, as they specialize in ecology, they are not well equipped to deploy complex

ML methods over this large scale data.

2.1.3 News Analysis

Our social scientist collaborators at Harvard, Northwestern, and NYU are interested in

understanding how news affects public opinion. To do so, they have collected newspaper

scans from the 1900s to the present. After collecting these scans, the social scientists split the

scans into semantically meaningful regions. For example, images on the page are separated

from section headings and the main text. Finally, the regions are turned into text via optical

character recognition.

After extracting the text, the social scientists are interested in a range of queries. To

understand how major world events affect opinion on science, they may be interested in

issuing a query to compute the average sentiment on science before and after the moon

landing. They may also be interested in retrieving articles discussing the polio vaccine

around its initial release.

These newspaper scans span decades. As a result, there are millions of scans and ter-

abytes of data. Furthermore, the text generated by the scans is in the order of hundreds of

gigabytes and growing as more text is added to the corpus.
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2.2 Deploying ML for Analytics

As described in the examples above, the data volumes for these analyses are too large for

manual analysis. As a result, analysts and scientists are increasingly turning to ML for

automatic analyses.

The trend of using ML for analytics is driven in large part by the increasing capabilities

of ML models. For example, ML models can match human-level performance on supervised

object detection on the MS-COCO dataset [119]. Furthermore, on zero-shot learning tasks,

large language models are now performing markedly better [25].

Unfortunately, as described in Section 1.1, there are three major problems in deploying

ML: difficulty, cost, and reliability.

To understand these challenges, consider the example of finding hummingbirds in eco-

logical field video. In order to find hummingbirds, the ecologists must:

1. Manage ∼10TB of video, which will not fit on a single laptop.

2. Decide which ML model to deploy among the many hundreds of options in the litera-

ture.

3. Write the code to deploy the ML model over large-scale video, including the serving,

work distribution, and logging of results.

4. Collect the results, analyze the accuracy, and determine if the accuracy is high enough.

Doing these steps requires expertise in programming, computer vision, and large-scale data

management. Furthermore, as described in Section 1.1, deploying the ML model can be

costly and return inaccurate results.

Recent progress in ML is driven in large part by larger datasets and model sizes [25]. For

example, language models display sharp improvements in downstream tasks when they are

larger than a critical threshold [175]. Given these trends, we expect ML models to increase

in cost as their capabilities improve.

Given these trends, many analysts and scientists are willing to tolerate approximate an-

swers to queries. Answering approximate queries has a long history in the data community,

known as approximate query processing (AQP). However, as we show, answering approxi-

mate queries over unstructured data requires new techniques, algorithms, and systems.
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2.3 Related Work

We now discuss two areas of related work: approximate query processing for structured data

and retrieval.

2.3.1 Approximate Query Processing

The data analytics community has developed a number of techniques for answering approx-

imate queries over structured data. These approximate query processing (AQP) techniques

broadly fall under two categories: online aggregation and offline synopsis generation [118].

Online aggregation “select[s] samples online and use these samples to answer OLAP queries”

and offline synopsis generation “generate[s] synopses offline based on a-priori knowledge (e.g.,

data statistics or query workload) and use these synopses to answer OLAP queries” [118].

Offline synopsis generation uses pre-computed data structures, ranging from samples

[5, 7], histograms [45, 142, 144], wavelets [66], to sketches [58, 59]. In all of these cases, with

the exception of uniform samples, these methods require that the structured data is already

available at ingest time to compute these synopses. Unfortunately, the structured data is

not available ahead of time for unstructured data. As a result, these techniques cannot be

directly applied to unstructured data queries.

Online aggregation methods aim to generally return progressively more accurate answers

to aggregation queries. These methods typically uniformly sample from the records. Namely,

online aggregation methods use random sampling as additional processing of structured

records is similar to the cost of simply aggregating them, so uniform sampling is the most

efficient. As we show in this dissertation, the cost of materializing structured data from

unstructured data (i.e., running ML models) is so high, this necessitates new methods of

answering approximate queries.

2.3.2 Retrieval

A closely related field is retrieval, in which the goal is to retrieve related records (typically

text or image records) to a target record [65]. Retrieval is typically used in large appli-

cations, including for manual analysis [65], search [52], or question answering [105]. An

emerging body of work in the retrieval community leverages modern ML methods [106].

These methods broadly use powerful deep neural networks to embed the data records and

the target record. They then use similarity of embeddings to do retrieval.
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In general, retrieval techniques do not directly apply to analytical queries. In particular

retrieval techniques do not apply to aggregation queries, selection queries with guarantees on

recall, and other analytical queries. However, several of the emerging techniques in retrieval

are similar in spirit to the techniques described in this dissertation.



Chapter 3

Proxy-based Algorithms and Systems

In this chapter, I describe algorithms and systems that accelerate approximate unstructured

data queries by leveraging proxies. Proxies are cheap approximations to expensive deep

learning models.

As described in Section 2.3, answering approximate queries via AQP techniques has a

long history in the structured data literature. However, unstructured data does not have the

structured records materialized ahead of time. As a result, precomputation is not feasible

for unstructured data. On the other hand, naive random sampling can answer queries but

is not efficient.

To address these issues, I have developed methods of using proxies to “guide” sampling

to answer unstructured data queries more efficiently. In this chapter, we describe a simple

method of generating proxies, but defer a full discussion of efficient generation of proxies

to Chapter 4. In the remainder of this chapter, I describe my algorithms and systems

to leverage these proxies for efficient selection, aggregation, aggregation with predicate, and

limit queries. The algorithms and systems I have developed can provide up to 40× improved

query execution times or query quality (depending on the query type) compared to baselines.

In this chapter, we describe how to leverage these proxies to accelerate a range of queries

including best-effort selection queries (NoScope, Section 3.1), selection queries with guar-

antees on accuracy (SUPG, Section 3.2), aggregation queries with predicates (ABae, Sec-

tion 3.3), aggregation queries, and limit queries (BlazeIt, Section 3.4).

16
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3.1 NoScope

The first system I describe is NoScope, a system for querying videos that can reduce

the cost of selection queries in video by orders of magnitude via inference-optimized model

search. In particular, NoScope supports queries in the form of the presence or absence

of a particular object class. Given a query consisting of a target video, object to detect,

and reference pre-trained neural network (e.g., webcam in Taipei, buses, YOLOv2 [149]),

NoScope automatically searches for and trains a sequence, or cascade [169], of models that

preserves the accuracy of the reference network but are specialized to the target query and

are therefore far less computationally expensive. That is, instead of simply running the

reference NN over the target video, NoScope searches for, learns, and executes a query-

specific pipeline of cheaper models that approximates the reference model to a specified

target accuracy. NoScope’s query-specific pipelines forego the generality of the reference

NN—that is, NoScope’s cascades are only accurate in detecting the target object in the

target video—but in turn execute up to three orders of magnitude faster (i.e., 265-15,500×
real-time) with 1-5% loss in accuracy for binary detection tasks over real-world fixed-angle

webcam and surveillance video. To do so, NoScope leverages both new types of models

and a new optimizer for model search:

First, NoScope uses proxy models that forego the full generality of the reference NN

but faithfully mimic its behavior for the target query. In the context of our example query

of detecting buses, consider the following buses that appeared in a public webcam in Taipei:

To generate these proxy models, NoScope performs model specialization, using the full NN

to generate labeled training data (i.e., examples) and subsequently training smaller NNs

that are tailored to a given video stream and to a smaller class of objects. NoScope then

executes these proxy models, which are up to 340× faster than the full NN, and consults

the full NN only when the proxy models are uncertain (i.e., produce results with confidence

below an automatically learned threshold).

Second, NoScope’s difference detectors highlight temporal differences across frames.
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Consider the following frames, which appeared sequentially in our Taipei webcam:

These frames are nearly identical, and all contain the same bus. Therefore, instead of

running the full NN (or a proxy NN) on each frame, NoScope learns a low-cost difference

detector (based on differences of frame content) that determines whether the contents have

changed across frames. NoScope’s difference detectors are fast and accurate—up to 100k

frames per second on the CPU.

A key challenge in combining the above insights and models is that the optimal choice of

cascade is data-dependent. Individual model performance varies across videos, with distinct

trade-offs between speed, selectivity, and accuracy. For example, a difference detector based

on subtraction from the previous frame might work well on mostly static scenes but may

add overhead in a video overseeing a busy highway. Likewise, the complexity (e.g., number

of layers) of proxy NNs required to recognize different object classes varies widely based

on both the target object and video. Even setting the thresholds in the cascade represents

trade-off: should we make a difference detector’s threshold less aggressive to reduce its false

negative rate, or should we make it more aggressive to eliminate more frames early in the

pipeline and avoid calling a more expensive model?

To solve this problem, NoScope performs inference-optimized model search using a

cost-based optimizer that automatically finds a fast model cascade for a given query and

accuracy target. The optimizer applies candidate models to training data, then computes

the optimal thresholds for each combination of models using an efficient linear parameter

sweep through the space of feasible thresholds. The entire search requires time comparable

to labeling the sample data using the reference NN (an unavoidable step in obtaining such

data).

We evaluate a NoScope prototype on binary classification tasks on cameras that are in

a fixed location and at a fixed angle; this includes pedestrian and automotive detection as

found in monitoring and surveillance applications. NoScope demonstrates up to three order

of magnitude speedups over general-purpose state-of-the-art NNs while retaining high—and

configurable—accuracy (within 1-5%) across a range of videos, indicating a promising new

strategy for efficient inference and analysis of video data.
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In the remainder of this section, we describe NoScope’s architecture, describe its eval-

uation, and conclude with a discussion on NoScope’s impacts.

3.1.1 NoScope Architecture and Techniques

NoScope Queries and Goal. NoScope targets binary classification queries—i.e.,

presence or absence of a given class of object in a video over time. In NoScope, users

input queries by selecting a target object class (e.g., one of the 9000 classes recognized by

YOLO9000, such as humans, cars, and buses [149]) as well as a target video. Subsequently,

NoScope outputs the time intervals in the video when an object of the specified class was

visible according to a given reference model, or full-scale NN trained to recognize objects in

images. NoScope allows users to specify a target accuracy in the form of false positive and

false negative rates and aims to maximize throughput subject to staying within these rates.1

In summary, given these inputs, NoScope’s goal is to produce the same classification output

as applying the target model on all frames of the video, at a substantially lower computational

cost and while staying within the specified accuracy target.

System Components. NoScope is comprised of three components, as shown in Fig-

ure 3.1: a) proxy models, b) difference detectors, and c) an inference-optimized cost-based

optimizer. When first provided a new video, NoScope applies the reference model to a

subset of the video, generating labeled examples. Using these examples, NoScope searches

for and learns a cascade of cheaper models to accelerate the query on the specific video. No-

Scope subsequently runs the cascade over the remainder of the video, stopping computation

at the cheapest layer of the cascade as soon as it is confident.

NoScope uses two types of models. First, NoScope trains proxy models (Section 3.1.2)

that perform classification tasks. For example, while detecting humans with perfect accuracy

in all frames may require running the full reference model, we show that a much smaller

NN can output a confidence value c that lets us safely label a frame as “no human” if it is

below some threshold clow, label it as “human” if c > chigh, and pass the frame to the full

NN if it is unsure (i.e., clow < c < chigh). Second, NoScope uses difference detectors to

check whether the current frame is similar to a recent frame whose label is known (e.g., for

a camera looking at a hallway, this could be an image where the hallway is empty).
1A false positive is a case where NoScope reports an object but running the reference model would have

reported no object. A false negative is a case where NoScope reports no object but the reference model
would have reported one.
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Figure 3.1: NoScope is a system for accelerating neural network analysis over videos
via inference-optimized model search. Given an input video, target object, and reference
neural network, NoScope automatically searches for and trains a cascade of models that
can reproduce the binarized outputs of the reference network with high accuracy—but up
to three orders of magnitude faster.

Finally, to automatically search for and configure these models NoScope includes a

cost-based optimizer that learns an efficient configuration of filters for each query to achieve

the target accuracy level (i.e., false positive and false negative rates). We have found (and

empirically demonstrate) that customizing cascades for each video is critical for performance.

We provide an overview of NoScope’s proxy generation technique, but defer the de-

scription of the difference detectors, cost-based optimization, and model search to Kang

et al. [94].

3.1.2 Model Specialization

NoScope uses proxy models to accelerate queries. These are smaller models that faithfully

mimic the behavior of a reference model on a particular task. Generic NNs can classify or

detect thousands of classes, and the generality of these methods naturally leads to costly

inference. Proxy models forego the full generality of a generic, reference model but mimic

its behavior on a subset of tasks the generic model can perform. In query systems such
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as NoScope, we are generally only interested in identifying a small number of objects—as

opposed to the thousands of classes a generic NN can classify—and, in video inference, such

objects may only appear from a small number of angles or configurations.

NoScope performs model specialization by applying a larger, reference model to a target

video and using the output of the larger model to train a smaller, proxy model. Given

sufficient training data from the reference model for a specific video, the proxy model can

be trained to mimic the reference model on the video while requiring fewer computational

resources (e.g., NN layers) compared to the reference model. However, unlike the reference

model, the proxy model learns from examples from the target video and is unlikely to

generalize to other videos or queries. Thus, by sacrificing generalization and performing both

training and inference on a restricted task and input data distribution, we can substantially

reduce inference cost.

Critically, in contrast with related approaches to model compression [70, 79], the goal of

model specialization is not to provide a model that is indistinguishable from the reference

model on all tasks; rather, the goal of model specialization is to provide a model that is

indistinguishable (to a given accuracy target) for a restricted set of tasks. This strategy

allows efficient inference at the expense of generality.

NoScope uses shallow NNs as its specialized models. Shallow NNs are efficient at

inference time and naturally output a confidence in their classification. NoScope uses this

confidence to defer to the reference model when the specialized model is not confident (e.g.,

when no loss in accuracy can be tolerated). NoScope implements proxy models based on

the AlexNet architecture [110] (filter doubling, dropout), using ReLU units for all the hidden

layers and a softmax unit at the end to return a confidence for the class we are querying.

However, to reduce inference time, NoScope’s networks are significantly shallower than

AlexNet.

To train proxy models, NoScope uses standard NN training practices. NoScope uses

a continuous section of video for training and cross-validation and learns NNs using RM-

Sprop [78] for 1-5 epochs, with early stopping if the training loss increases. In addition,

during model search, NoScope uses a separate evaluation set that is not part of the train-

ing and cross-validation sets for each model.
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Table 3.1: Video streams and object labels queried in our evaluation.

Video Name Object Resolution FPS # Eval frames Length (hrs)
taipei bus 1000x570 30 1296k 12.0
coral person 1280x720 30 1188k 11.0
amsterdam car 680x420 30 1296k 12.0
night-street car 1000x530 30 918k 8.5
elevator person 640x480 30 592k 5.5
roundabout car 1280x720 25 731k 8.1

3.1.3 Evaluation

We evaluate NoScope on binary classification for real-world webcam and surveillance

videos. In this dissertation, we present end-to-end results and defer a detailed evaluation to

Kang et al. [94]. We show that NoScope can achieve 40× improved throughput compared

to exhaustive execution.

Evaluation Queries and Metrics. We evaluated NoScope on a fixed set of queries

shown in Table 3.1. We use YOLOv2 [149], a state-of-the-art multi-scale NN, as our reference

model. YOLOv2 operates on 416x416 pixel images (resizing larger or smaller images).

YOLOv2 achieves 80 fps on the Tesla P100 GPU installed on our measurement machine.

We obtain videos from seven webcams—five from YouTube Live, and one that we manually

obtained. We split each video into two parts: training and evaluation. Five videos have two

days worth of video, with 8-12 hours of footage per day due to lighting conditions; for these

videos, we use the first day of video for training and the second day for evaluation. For two

videos, we use the first 2.3 hours for training and separate an evaluation set (5-8 hours) by

a minimum of 30 minutes.

We measure throughput by timing the complete end-to-end system excluding the time

taken to decode video frames.

Hardware Environment. We perform our experiments on an NVIDIA DGX-1 server,

using at most one Tesla P100 GPU and 32 Intel Xeon E5-2698 v4 cores during each experi-

ment. The complete system had 80 cores and multiple GPUs, but we limited our testing to

a subset of these so our results would be representative of a less costly server. The system

also had a total of 528 GB of RAM.

End-to-end evaluation. Figure 3.2 illustrates the overall range of performance that

NoScope achieves on our target queries. For each dataset, we obtained the points in the plot
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Figure 3.2: Accuracy vs. speedup achieved by NoScope on each dataset. Accuracy is the
percent of correctly labeled time windows, and speedup is over YOLOv2.

by running NoScope’s CBO with increasing false positive and false negative thresholds (FP∗

and FN∗, with FP∗ = FN∗) and measuring the resulting speedup. NoScope demonstrates

several orders of magnitude speedup across all the datasets, with magnitude depending on

the desired accuracy levels. In all cases, NoScope achieves a 30× speedup with at least

98% accuracy. In many cases, this level of accuracy is retained even at a 100× speedup, and

NoScope can obtain 1000× to 10,000× speedups at 90+% accuracy. The video with the

lowest peak speedup at the 90% accuracy mark is taipei, which shows a busy intersection—

thus, the difference detectors cannot eliminate many frames. However, even in this video,

NoScope can offer an 30× speedup over YOLOv2 with no loss in accuracy.

3.1.4 Discussion

As we have shown, NoScope can accelerate inference over video at scale via inference-

optimized model search. To do so, NoScope uses proxy models trained via model special-

ization and difference detection. By combining these with cost-based optimization and model

search, NoScope can achieve up to orders of magnitude improved throughput compared to

exhaustive evaluation.

As early work published in 2017, NoScope has inspired further work on and using

proxy models, including from groups at MIT, CMU, University of Washington, and MSR
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[16, 30, 72, 124]. Proxy models are now a standard tool of ML-based analytics.

While NoScope accelerates selection queries, it unfortunately does not provide guaran-

tees on query results. Furthermore, it does not accelerate a range of other common queries,

such as aggregation queries. In the following sections, we describe how to leverage proxies to

answer a range of query types with guarantees on accuracy, including selection, aggregation,

and limit queries.

3.2 Approximate Selection with Guarantees

Given the rise of the ability to collect large datasets, practitioners regularly aim to find all

instances of rare events in these datasets. For example, biologists in a lab at Stanford have

collected months of video of a flower field and wish to identify timestamps when humming-

birds are feeding so they can match hummingbird feeding patterns with microbial readings

from the flowers. Furthermore, our contacts at an autonomous vehicle company are inter-

ested in auditing when their labeled data may be wrong, e.g., missing pedestrians [50], so

they can correct them. Importantly, these events are rare (e.g., at most 0.1-1% of frames

contain hummingbirds) and users are interested in the set of matching records as opposed

to aggregate measures (e.g., counts).

Unfortunately, executing oracle predicates (e.g., human labelers or deep neural networks)

to find such events can be prohibitively expensive, so many applications have a budget on

executing oracle predicates. For example, biologists can watch only so many hours of video

and companies have fixed labeling budgets.

NoScope can accelerate selection queries by leveraging proxy models. These proxy

models are typically small ML models that provide a confidence score for the label and

selection predicate. If the proxy model’s confidence scores are reliable and consistent with

the oracle, they can be used to filter out the vast majority of data unlikely to match.

There are two major challenges in using these proxy models to reduce the labeling cost

subject to a budget: reliability of proxy models and oracle labeling efficiency.

First, given the budget, using an unreliable proxy model can result in false nega-

tives or positives, making it difficult to guarantee the accuracy of query results. Ex-

isting systems do not provide guarantees on the accuracy. In fact they can fail unpre-

dictably and catastrophically, providing results with low accuracy a significant fraction of

the time [11, 30, 83, 93, 94, 124]. For example, when users request a precision of at least
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Figure 3.3: Box plot of achieved precisions of naive sampling from recent work [94, 124]
and our improved algorithm. The naive algorithm returns precisions as low as 65% for over
half the runs. In contrast, our algorithms (SUPG) achieve the precision target w.h.p.

90%, over repeated runs, existing systems return results with less than 65% precision over

half the time, with some runs low as 20% (Figure 3.3). These failures can be even worse

in the face of shifting data distributions, i.e., model drift (Section 3.2.5). Such failures are

unacceptable in production deployment and for scientific inference.

Second, existing systems do not make efficient use of limited oracle labels to maximize

the quality of query results. To avoid vacuous results (e.g., achieving a perfect recall by

returning the whole dataset will have poor precision), NoScope, probabilistic predicates,

and other work uniformly sample records to label with the oracle in order to decide on the

final set of records to return. We show that this is wasteful. In the common case where

records matching the predicate are rare, the vast majority of uniformly sampled records

will be negatives. Thus, naively extending existing techniques yields results with accuracy

guarantees can fail to maintain high result quality given these uninformative labels.

In response we develop novel algorithms that provide both statistical guarantees and

efficient use of oracle labels for approximate selection. We further develop query semantics

for the two settings we consider: the recall target and precision target settings.

Accuracy guarantees. To address the challenge of guarantees on failure probability,

we first define probabilistic guarantees for two classes of approximate selection queries. We

have found that users are interested in queries targeting a minimum recall (RT queries)

or targeting a minimum precision (PT queries), subject to an oracle label budget and a

failure probability on the query returning an invalid result (Section 3.2.2). For instances,
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the biologist are interested in 90% recall and a failure probability of at most 5%.

We develop novel algorithms (SUPG algorithms) that provide these guarantees by using

the oracle budget to sample records to label, and estimating a proxy confidence threshold

τ for which it is safe to return all records with proxy score above τ . Naive use of uniform

sampling will not account for the probability that there is a deviation between observed labels

and proxy scores, and will further introduce multiple hypothesis testing issues. This will

result in a high probability of failure. In response, we make careful use of confidence intervals

and multiple hypotheses corrections to ensure that the failure probability is controlled.

Oracle sample efficiency. A key challenge is deciding which data points to label with the

oracle given the limited budget: as we show, uniform sampling is inefficient. Instead, we de-

velop novel, optimal importance sampling estimators that use of the correlation between the

proxy and the oracle, while taking into account mismatches between the binary oracle and

continuous proxy. Intuitively, importance sampling upweights the probability of sampling

data points with high proxy scores, which are more likely to contain events of interest.

However, naive use of importance sampling results in poor performance when sampling

according to proxy scores. Using a variance decomposition, we find that a standard approach

for obtaining importance weights (i.e., using weights proportional to the proxy) is suboptimal

and, excluding edge cases, performs no better than uniform random sampling.

Instead, we show that sampling proportional to the square root of the proxy scores allows

for more efficient estimates of the proxy threshold when the proxy scores are confident and

reliable (Section 3.2.4). For precision target queries, we additionally extend importance

sampling to use a two-stage sampling procedure. In the first stage, our algorithm estimates

a safe interval to further sample. In the second stage, our algorithm samples directly from

this range, which we show greatly improves sample efficiency.

Careless of use of importance sampling can hurt result quality when used with poor proxy

models. If proxy scores are uncorrelated with the true labels, importance sampling will in

fact increase the variance of sampling. To address these issues, we defensively incorporate

uniform samples to guard against situations where the proxy may be adversarial [137]. This

procedure still maintains the probabilistic accuracy guarantees.

We implement and evaluate these algorithms on real and synthetic datasets. Our algo-

rithms achieve desired accuracy guarantees, even in the presence of model drift. We further

show that our algorithms outperform alternative methods in providing higher result quality,
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(a) Hummingbird present (b) No hummingbirds

Figure 3.4: Sample matching (a) and non-matching (b) frames for a selection query over
a video stream used by our biologist collaborators. DNNs can serve as proxies to identify
hummingbirds as shown in (a), but the confidence scores can be unreliable.

by as much as 30× higher recall/precision under precision/recall constraints respectively.

In the remainder of this section, we describe use cases for SUPG, its algorithmic proce-

dure in detail, and our evaluation of SUPG.

3.2.1 Use Cases

To provide additional context and motivation for approximate selection queries, we describe

scenarios where statistically efficient queries with guarantees are essential. Each scenario is

informed by discussions with academic and industry collaborations.

Biological Discovery

Scenario. We are actively collaborating with the Fukami lab at Stanford University, who

study bacterial colonies in flowers [154]. The Fukami lab is interested in hummingbirds

that move bacteria between flowers as they feed, as this bacterial movement can affect both

the micro-ecology of the flowers and later hummingbird feeding patterns. To study such

phenomena, they have collected videos of bushes with tagged flowers at the Jasper Ridge

biological preserve. They have recorded six views of the scene with a total of approximately

9 months of video. At 60 fps, this is approximately 1.4B frames of video. To perform

downstream analyses, our collaborators want to select all frames in the video that contain

hummingbirds. Due to the rarity of hummingbird appearances (< 0.1%) and the length of

the video, they have been unable to manually review the video in its entirety. We illustrate

the challenge in Figure 3.4.
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Proxy model. Prior to our collaboration, the Fukami lab used motion detectors as a proxy

for identifying frames with birds. However, the motion detectors have severe limitations:

their precision is extremely low (approximately 2%) and they do not cover the full field of

view of the bush. As an alternative, we are actively using DNN object detector models to

identify hummingbirds directly from frames of the video [18, 73]. These DNN models are

more precise than motion detectors, and can provide a confidence score in addition to a

Boolean predicate result.

During discussion with the Fukami lab, we have found that the scientists require high

probability guarantees on recall, as finding the majority of hummingbirds is critical for

downstream analysis. Furthermore, they are interested in improving precision relative to

the motion detectors. The scientists have specified that they need a recall of at least 90%

and a precision that is as high as possible, ideally above 20%.

Autonomous Vehicle Training

Scenario. An autonomous vehicle company may collect data in a new area. To train the

DNNs used in the vehicle, the company may extract point cloud or visual data and use a

labeling service to label pedestrians. Unfortunately, labeling services are known to be noisy

and may not label pedestrians even when they are visible [50].

To ensure that all pedestrians are labeled, an analyst may wish to select all frames where

pedestrians are present but are not annotated in the labeled data. However, as autonomous

vehicle fleets collect enormous amounts of data (petabytes per day), the analyst is not able

to manually inspect all the data.

Proxy model. As the proxy model, the analyst can use an object detection method and

remove boxes that are in the labeled dataset. The analyst can then use the confidences from

the remaining boxes from the object detection as the proxy scores.

As this is a mission-critical setting, the analyst is interested in guarantees on recall.

Missing pedestrians in the labeled dataset can transfer to missing pedestrians at deployment

time, which can cause fatal accidents. The analyst may also be interested in using other

proxies, such as 3D detections from LIDAR data. In this work, we only study the use of

a single proxy model, but we see extending our algorithms to multiple proxy models as an

exciting area of future work.

This scenario is not limited to autonomous vehicles but can apply to other scenarios
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SELECT * FROM table_name
WHERE filter_predicate
ORACLE LIMIT o
USING proxy_estimates
[RECALL | PRECISION] TARGET t
WITH PROBABILITY p

Figure 3.5: Syntax for specifying approximate selection queries.

where curating high quality machine learning datasets is of paramount concern.

3.2.2 Approximate Selection Queries

We introduce our definitions for our approximate selection queries (SUPG queries), describe

the probabilistic guarantees they respect, and define metrics for comparing result quality.

Query Semantics

A SUPG query is a selection query for set of records matching a predicate, with syntax

given in Figure 3.5. Unlike much of the existing work in approximate query processing,

SUPG queries return a set of matching records rather than a scalar or vector aggregate

[7, 75]. We defined these semantics to formalize a common class of queries our collaborators

and industrial contacts are interested in executing.

The query specifies a filter predicate given by a “ground truth” oracle, as well as a

limited budget of total calls to the oracle over the course of query execution. We use the

term oracle to refer to any expensive predicate the user wishes to approximate. In some

cases, the oracle may be an expensive DNN (e.g., the highly accurate Mask R-CNN [73])

that may not exactly match the ground truth labels that a human labeler would provide.

However, the use of proxies to approximate powerful deep learning models is common in the

literature [11, 83, 93, 94, 124], so we study how to provide guarantees in applications that

use a larger DNN as an oracle.

Since oracle usage is limited, queries also specify proxy confidence scores for whether

a record matches the predicate. The proxy scores must be correlated with the probability

that a record matches the filter predicate to be useful. Nonetheless, our novel algorithms

will return valid results even if proxy scores are not correlated.

The accuracy of the set of results can be measured using either recall (the fraction of

true matches returned) or precision (the fraction of returned results that are true matches).
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Based on the application, a user can specify either a minimum recall or precision target

as well as a desired probability of achieving this target. We refer to these two options as

precision target (PT) and recall target (RT) queries. As an example, consider the following

RT query:

SELECT * FROM hummingbird_video
WHERE HUMMINGBIRD_PRESENT(frame) = True
ORACLE LIMIT 10,000
USING DNN_CLASSIFIER(frame) = "hummingbird"
RECALL TARGET 95%
WITH PROBABILITY 95%

where both HUMMINGBIRD_PRESENT and DNN_CLASSIFIER are user-defined functions (UDFs).

This query selects the frames of the video that contains a hummingbird with recall at least

95%, using at most 10,000 oracle evaluations, and a failure probability of at most 5%, using

confidence probabilities from a DNN classifier as a proxy. The oracle could be a human

labeler or expensive DNN.

Finally, we note that some queries may require both a recall and precision target. Unfor-

tunately, jointly achieving both targets may require an unbounded number of oracle queries.

Since all use cases we consider have limited budgets, we defer our discussion of these queries

to an extended version of this chapter [95].

Probabilistic Guarantees

More formally, a SUPG query Q is defined by an oracle predicate O(x) ∈ {0, 1} over a set

of records x from a dataset D. The ideal result for the query would be the matching records

O+ := {x ∈ D : O(x) = 1}. However, since the oracle is assumed to be expensive, the query

specifies a budget of s calls to the oracle O(x), as well as a proxy model A(x) ∈ [0, 1] whose

use is unrestricted. The query specifies a minimum recall or precision target γ. Then, a valid

query result would be a set of records R such that Precision(R) > γp or Recall(R) > γr

depending on the query type. Recall that

Precision(R) :=
|R ∩O+|
|R|

Recall(R) :=
|R ∩O+|
|O+|

.

A SUPG query further specifies a failure probability δ. Many precision or recall targets γ

may be impossible to achieve deterministically given a limited budget of s calls to the oracle,

as they require exhaustive search. Thus, it is common in approximate query processing and
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statistical inference to use randomized procedures with a bounded failure probability [44].

A randomized algorithm satisfies the guarantees in Q if it produces valid results R with

high probability. That is, for PT queries:

Pr[Precision(R) ≥ γp] ≥ 1− δ (3.1)

and for RT queries:

Pr[Recall(R) ≥ γr] ≥ 1− δ. (3.2)

These high probability guarantees are much stronger than merely achieving an average

recall or precision as many existing systems do [11, 83, 94, 124]. For example, in Figure 3.8

we illustrate the true recall provided for queries targeting 90% recall to NoScope system,

and compare them with the recall provided by SUPG which satisfies the stronger guarantee

in Equation 3.2. NoScope only achieves the target recall approximately half of the time,

with many runs failing to achieve the recall target by a significant margin. Such results that

fail to achieve the recall target would have a significant negative impact on downstream

statistical analyses.

Result Quality

Since SUPG queries only specify a target for either precision or recall (the target metric),

there are many valid results for a given query which may be more or less useful. For instance,

if a user targets 99% recall the entire dataset is always a valid result, even though this may

not be useful to the user. In this case, it would be more useful to return a smaller set of

records to minimize false positives. Similarly, if a user targets high precision the empty set

is always a valid result, and is equally useless. Thus, we define selection query quality in

this chapter as follows:

Definition 1. For RT/PT queries, a higher quality result is one with higher precision/recall,

respectively.

There is an inherent trade-off between returning valid results and maximizing result

quality, analogous to the trade-off between maximizing precision and maximizing recall in

binary classification [28, 64], but efficient use of oracle labels will allow us to develop more

efficient importance sampling based query techniques.
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Figure 3.6: SUPG algorithms use sampled oracle labels and proxy scores to identify
a subset of records that satisfy a recall or precision target with high probability. Naive
methods use limited oracle samples less efficiently and can fail to achieve the target recall
or precision.

3.2.3 Algorithm Overview

In this section, we describe the system setting that our SUPG algorithms operate in, and

outline the major stages in the algorithm: sampling oracle labels, choosing a proxy threshold,

and returning a set of data record results.

Operational Architecture

Our algorithms are designed for batch query systems that perform selection on datasets

of existing records. Users can issue queries over the data with specified predicates and

parameters as described earlier. Note that the oracle and proxy models used to evaluate the

filter predicate are provided by the user as UDFs (callback functions) and are not inferred

by the system. Thus, a user must provide either a ground truth DNN or interface to obtain

human input as an oracle, as well as pre-trained inexpensive proxy models. In practice, one

can provide user interfaces for interactively requesting human labels [4] as well as scripts for

automatically constructing smaller proxy models from an existing oracle [94, 124], though

those are outside the scope of this chapter.

We illustrate how SUPG uses oracle and proxy models in Figure 3.6. For all query types,

SUPG first executes the proxy model over the complete set of records D as we assume the

proxy model is cheap relative to the oracle model. Then, SUPG samples a set S of s records
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to label using the oracle model. The choice of which records to label using the oracle is done

adaptively, that is, the choice of samples may depend on the results of previous oracle calls

for a given query.

Algorithm 1 SUPG query processing
function SUPGQuery(D, A, O)
S ← SampleOracle(D)
τ ← EstimateTau(S)
R1 ← {x : x ∈ S ∧O(x) = 1}
R2 ← {x : x ∈ D ∧A(x) ≥ τ}
return R1 ∪R2

We summarize this sequence of operations SUPG uses to return query results in Algo-

rithm 1. After calling the oracle to obtain predicate labels over a sample S, SUPG sets a

proxy score threshold τ and then returns results R that consist of both labeled records in

S matching the oracle predicate as well as records with proxy scores above the threshold τ .

τ is tuned so that the final results R satisfy minimum recall or precision targets with high

probability, and we describe the process for setting τ below.

Choosing a Proxy Threshold

Since the proxy scores are the only source of information on the query predicate besides the

oracle model, SUPG naturally returns records corresponding to all records with scores above

a threshold τ . This strategy is known to be optimal in the context of retrieval and ranking

as long as proxy scores grow monotonically with an underlying probability that the record

matches a predicate [125]. We have observed in practice that this is approximately true for

proxy models by computing empirical match rates for bucketed ranges of the proxy scores,

so we use this as the default strategy in SUPG. For proxy models that are completely un-

correlated or have non-monotonic relationships with the oracle, all algorithms using proxies

will have increasingly poor quality, but SUPG will still provide accuracy guarantees.

Thus, the key task is selecting the threshold τ to maintain result validity while maxi-

mizing result quality. This threshold must be set at query time since the relation between

proxy scores and the predicate is unknown, especially when production model drift is an

issue. Existing systems have often relied on pre-set thresholds determined ahead of time,

which we show in Section 3.2.5 can lead to severe violations of result validity.

One naive strategy for selecting τ at query time is to uniform randomly sample records
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Table 3.2: Notation Summary

Symbol Description
O(x) Oracle predicate value
A(x) Proxy confidence score
δ Failure probability
γ Target Recall / Precision
τ Proxy score threshold for selection
S Records sampled for oracle evaluation

to label with the oracle until the budget is exhausted, and then select τ that achieves a

target accuracy over the sample. However, this strategy on its own does not provide strong

accuracy guarantees or make efficient use of the sample budget. Thus, in Section 3.2.4 we

introduce more sophisticated methods for sampling records and estimating the threshold:

that is, implementations of SampleOracle and EstimateTau.

3.2.4 Estimating proxy thresholds

Recall that SUPG selects all records with proxy scores above a threshold τ . Denote this set

of records

D(τ) := {x : A(x) ≥ τ}.

SUPG query accuracy thus critically depends on the choice of τ . In this section we describe

our algorithms for estimating a threshold that can guarantee valid results with high proba-

bility, while maximizing result quality. While precision target (PT) and recall target (RT)

queries require slightly different threshold estimation routines, in both cases SUPG samples

records to label with the oracle. Using this sample, SUPG will select a threshold τ that

achieves the target metric on the dataset D with high probability.

In order to explain our algorithms and compare them with existing work, we will also

describe a number of baseline techniques which do not provide statistical guarantees, and

do not make efficient use of oracle labels to improve result quality.

We now describe baselines without guarantees, how to correct these baselines for statisti-

cal guarantees on failure probability, and finally our novel importance sampling algorithms.

Baselines Without Guarantees

The simplest strategy for estimating a valid threshold would be to take a uniform i.i.d. ran-

dom sample of records S, label the records with the oracle, and then use S as an exact
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representative of the dataset D when choosing a threshold. This is the approach used by

probabilistic predicates and NoScope [94, 124], and we call this approach U-NoCI because

it uses a uniform sample and does not account for failure probabilities using confidence in-

tervals (CI). Let RecallS(τ) and PrecisionS(τ) denote the empirical recall and precision for

the sampled data S, and 1c denote the indicator function that condition c holds:

RecallS(τ) :=

∑
x∈S 1A(x)≥τO(x)∑

x∈S O(x)
(3.3)

PrecisionS(τ) :=

∑
x∈S 1A(x)≥τO(x)

|S|
. (3.4)

The U-NoCI-P approach maximizes result quality subject to constraints on these em-

pirical recall and precision estimates. For PT queries this results in finding the minimal τ

(minimizing false negatives) that achieves the target metric on S, and for RT queries this

results in finding the maximum τ (minimizing false positives). Formally this is defined as,

τU-NoCI-P(S) = min{τ : PrecisionS(τ) ≥ γ} (3.5)

τU-NoCI-R(S) = max{τ : RecallS(τ) ≥ γ}. (3.6)

However, we have no guarantee that the thresholds selected in this way will provide valid

results on the complete dataset, due to the random variance in choosing a threshold based

on the limited sample. We empirically show that such algorithms fail to achieve targets up

to 80% of the time in Section 3.2.5.

Guarantees through Confidence Intervals

In order to provide probabilistic guarantees, we form confidence intervals over τ and take

the appropriate upper or lower bound.

Normal approximation. In Lemma 1 we describe an asymptotic bound relating sample

averages to population averages, allowing us to bound the discrepancy between recall and

precision achieved on S vs D. This approximation is commonly used in the approximate

query processing literature [6, 68, 75].

For ease of notation we will refer to the upper and lower bounds provided by Lemma 1
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using helper functions

UB(µ, σ, s, δ) := µ+
σ√
s

√
2 log

1

δ
(3.7)

LB(µ, σ, s, δ) := µ− σ√
s

√
2 log

1

δ
. (3.8)

Lemma 1. Let S be a set of s i.i.d. random variables x ∼ X with mean µ and finite variance

σ2 and sample mean µ̂. Then,

lim
s→∞

Pr [µ̂ ≥ UB(µ, σ, s, δ)] ≤ δ

and

lim
s→∞

Pr [µ̂ ≤ LB(µ, σ, s, δ)] ≤ δ.

Lemma 1 defines the expected variation in recall and precision estimates as s grows large,

and follows from the Central Limit Theorem [174]. Using this, we can select conservative

thresholds that with high probability still provide valid results on the underlying dataset

D. Though this bound is an asymptotic result for large s, quantitative convergence rates

for such statistics are known to be fast [20] and we found that this approach provides the

appropriate probabilistic guarantees at sample sizes s > 100.

We will now describe baseline uniform sampling based methods for estimating τ in both

RT and PT queries.

Recall Target. For recall target queries, we want to estimate a threshold τ such that

RecallD(τ) ≥ γ with probability at least 1− δ. To maximize result quality we would further

like to make τ as large as possible. We present the pseudocode for a threshold selection

routine U-CI-R that provides guarantees on recall in Algorithm 2.

Note that Algorithm 2 finds a cutoff τ that achieves a conservative recall of γ′ on S
instead of the target recall γ. This inflated recall target accounts for the potential random

variation from forming the threshold on S rather than D.
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Validity justification. Let τo be the largest threshold providing valid recall on D:

τo := max{τ : RecallD(τ) ≥ γ}

If RecallS(τo) ≤ γ′ then Algorithm 1 will select a threshold τ ′ where τ ′ ≤ τo since recall

varies inversely with the threshold. Then, RecallD(τ ′) ≥ RecallD(τ) ≥ γ and the results

derived from τ ′ would be valid.

It remains to show that with probability 1− δ, γ′ satisfies:

RecallS(τo) ≤ γ′. (3.9)

Let Z1(τ), Z2(τ) be sample indicator random variables for matching records above and

below τo, corresponding to the samples in S.

Z1(τ) := {1A(x)≥τO(x) : x ∈ S}

Z2(τ) := {1A(x)<τO(x) : x ∈ S}.

Note that
µ̂Z1(τ)

µ̂Z1(τ)
+µ̂Z2(τ)

= RecallS(τ), which increases with µ̂Z1(τ) and decreases with µ̂Z2(τ).

Thus, if we let

γ∗ =
UB(µZ1(τo), σZ1(τo), s,

δ
2)

UB(µZ1(τo), σZ1(τo), s,
δ
2) + LB(µZ2(τo), σZ2(τo), s,

δ
2)

then asymptotically as s → ∞ Lemma 1 ensures RecallS(τo) =
µ̂Z1(τo)

µ̂Z1(τo)
+µ̂Z2(τo)

≤ γ∗ with

probability 1− δ. γ∗ is not computable from our sample so we use plug-in estimates for τo,

µ, and σ to estimate a γ′ → γ∗ as s→∞.

Precision Target. For precision target queries, we want to estimate a threshold τ such

that PrecisionD(τ) ≥ γ with high probability. To maximize result quality (i.e., maximize

recall), we would further like to make τ as small as possible.

Unlike for recall target queries, there is no monotonic relationship between PrecisionD(τ)

and τ : PrecisionD(τ1) may be greater than PrecisionD(τ2) even if τ1 < τ2. Thus, for PT

queries we calculate lower bounds on the precision provided by a large set of candidate

thresholds τ , and return the smallest candidate threshold that provides results with precision

above the target.
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Algorithm 2 Uniform threshold estimation (RT)
function τU-CI-R(D)
S ← UniformSample(D, s)
τ̂o ← max{τ : RecallS(τ) ≥ γ}
Z1 ← {1A(x)≥τ̂oO(x) : x ∈ S}
Z2 ← {1A(x)<τ̂oO(x) : x ∈ S}
γ′ ← UB(µ̂z1 ,σ̂z1 ,s,δ/2)

UB(µ̂z1 ,σ̂z1 ,s,δ/2)+LB(µ̂z2 ,σ̂z2 ,s,δ/2)

τ ′ ← max{τ : RecallS(τ) ≥ γ′}
return τ ′

Algorithm 3 Uniform threshold estimation (PT)
m← 100 . Minimum step size
function τU−CI−P(D)
S ← UniformSample(D, s)
AS ← Sort({A(x) : x ∈ S})
M ← ds/me
Candidates← {}
for i← m, 2m, . . . , s do

τ ← AS [i]
Z ← {O(x) : x ∈ S ∧A(x) ≥ τ}
pl ← LB(µ̂Z , σ̂Z , |Z|, δ/M) . Precision Bound
if pl > γ then

Candidates← Candidates ∪ {τ}
return minτ Candidates

We provide pseudocode for U-CI-R which uses confidence intervals over a uniform sample

(Algorithm 3). Since the procedure uses Lemma 1 M times by union bound we need each

usage to hold with probability 1 − δ/M for the final returned threshold to be valid with

probability 1− δ.

Validity justification. Let

Z(τ) = {O(x) : x ∈ S ∧A(x) ≥ τ},

then µ̂Z(τ) = PrecisionS(τ) and µZ(τ) = PrecisionD(τ). Asymptotically by Lemma 1, with

probability 1− δ/M
LB(µ̂Z(τ), σZ(τ), |Z(τ)|, δ/M) ≤ µZ(τ).

By the union bound, as long as each τ in the Candidate set has LB(µ̂Z(τ), σZ(τ), |Z(τ)|, δ/M) >
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γ, the precision for each of the candidates over the dataset also exceeds γ. Since we do not

know σ, in Algorithm 3 we use sample plug-in estimates for σZ(τ). Alternatively one could

use a t-test (both are asymptotically valid).

Importance Sampling

The U-CI routines for estimating τ in Algorithms 2 and 3 provide valid results with prob-

ability 1 − δ. However if the random sample chosen for oracle labeling S is uninformative,

the confidence bounds we use will be wide and the threshold estimation routines will return

results that have lower quality in order to provide valid results. Thus, we explain how SUPG

uses importance sampling to select a set of points that improve upon uniform sampling. We

refer to these more efficient routines as IS-CI estimators.

Importance sampling chooses records x with replacement from the dataset D with

weighted probabilities w(x) as opposed to uniformly with base probability u(x). One can

compute the expected value of a quantity f(x) with reduced variance by then sampling

according to w rather than u and using the reweighting identity:

E
x∼u

[f(x)] = E
x∼w

[
f(x)

u(x)

w(x)

]
. (3.10)

Abbreviating the reweighting factor asm(x) := u(x)/w(x), we can then define reweighted

estimates for recall and precision on a weighted sample Sw:

RecallSw(τ) :=

∑
x∈S 1A(x)≥τO(x)m(x)∑

x∈Sw O(x)m(x)
(3.11)

PrecisionSw(τ) :=

∑
x∈S 1A(x)≥τO(x)m(x)∑

x∈Sw m(x)
(3.12)

If we can reduce the variance of these estimates, we can use the tighter bounds to improve

the quality of the results at a given recall or precision target.

The optimal choice of w(x) for the standard importance sampling setting is w(x) ∝
f(x)u(x) [174]. However, this assumes f(x) is a known function. In our setting, we want

f(x) = 1A(x)≥τO(x) which is both stochastic and a priori unknown. This prevents us from

directly applying traditional importance sampling weights based on f(x). Instead, we can

use the proxy A(x) to define sampling weights.

Our approach solves for the optimal sample weights for proxies that are highly correlated
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Algorithm 4 Importance threshold estimation (RT)
function τIS-CI-R(D)

~w ← {
√
A(x) : x ∈ D}

~w ← .9 · ~w/‖~w‖1 + .1 ·~1/|D| . Defensive Mixing
S ←WeightedSample(D, ~w, s)
m(x)← 1/|D|

w(x)

τo ← max{τ : RecallSw(τ) ≥ γ}
ẑ1 ← {1A(x)≥τoO(x)m(x) : x ∈ S}
ẑ2 ← {1A(x)<τoO(x)m(x) : x ∈ S}
γ′ ← UB(µ̂z1 ,σ̂z1 ,s,δ/2)

UB(µ̂z1 ,σ̂z1 ,s,δ/2)+LB(µ̂z2 ,σ̂z2 ,s,δ/2)

τ ′ ← max{τ : RecallSw(τ) ≥ γ′}
return τ ′

with the oracle, i.e. calibrated with A(x) = Prx∼u[O(x) = 1|A(x)]. In practice this will

not hold exactly, but as long as the proxy scores are approximately proportional to the

probability we can use them to derive useful sample weights. We show in Section 3.2.4 that

the optimal weights which minimize the variance are proportional to
√
A(x)1A(x)≥τu(x). To

guard against situations where the proxy could be inaccurate, we defensively mix a uniform

distribution with these optimal weights in our algorithms [137].

Note that the validity of our results does not depend on the proxy being calibrated, but

this importance sampling scheme allows us to obtain lower variance threshold estimates and

thus more efficient query results when the proxy is close to calibrated.

Recall target. For recall target queries, we extend Algorithm 2 to use weighted samples

according to Theorem 1. We use the weights to optimize the variance of E[O(x)] as a proxy

for reducing the variance of E[1A(x)≥τoO(x)] and E[1A(x)<τoO(x)]. We present this weighted

method, IS-CI-R, in Algorithm 4. The justification for high probability validity is the same

as before.

Precision target. For PT queries we can combine Theorem 1 with an additional observation:

if we know there are at most nmatch positive matching records in D, then there is no need

to consider thresholds lower than the nmatch/γ-th highest proxy score in D, since any lower

thresholds cannot achieve a precision of γ. SUPG thus devotes half of the oracle sample

budget to estimating the upper bound nmatch and the remaining half for running a weighted

version of Algorithm 3 on candidate thresholds. We present this two-stage weighted sampling

algorithm, IS-CI-P, in Algorithm 5.
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Algorithm 5 Importance threshold estimation (PT)
m← 100 . Minimum step size
function τIS-CI-P(D)

~w ← {
√
A(x) : x ∈ D}

~w ← .9 · ~w/‖~w‖1 + .1 ·~1/|D| . Defensive Mixing
S0 ←WeightedSample(D, w, s/2) . Stage 1
m(x)← 1/|D|

w(x)

Z ← {O(x)m(x) : x ∈ S0}
nmatch ← |D| ·UB(µ̂Z , σ̂Z , s/2, δ/2)
A← SortDescending({A(x) : x ∈ D})
D′ ← {x : A(x) ≥ A[nmatch/γ]}
S1 ←WeightedSample(D′, w, s/2) . Stage 2
AS1 = A ∩ S1
M ← ds/me
Candidates← {}
for i← m, 2m, . . . , s do

τ ← AS1 [i]
Z ← {O(x) : x ∈ S1 ∧A(x) ≥ τ}
pl ← LB(µ̂Z , σ̂Z , |Z|, δ/(2M)) . Precision Bound
if pl > γ then

Candidates← Candidates ∪ {τ}
return minτ Candidates

We set the failure probability of each stage to δ/2 which guarantees the overall fail-

ure probability of the algorithm via the union bound. The remaining arguments for high

probability validity follows the argument for the unweighted algorithm.

Statistical Efficiency.

Algorithm. Theorem 1 formally states the optimal sampling weights used by our impor-

tance sampling τ estimation routines. We defer the proof to Kang et al. [95].

Theorem 1. For an importance sampling routine estimating Ex∼u[f(x)], when f(x) =

{0, 1}, a(x) is a calibrated proxy Prx∼u[f(x) = 1|a(x)] = a(x), and we sample knowing

a(x), u(x), but not f(x), then importance sampling with w(x) ∝
√
a(x)u(x) minimizes the

variance of the reweighted estimator.

We apply can this to our algorithms using f(x) = O(x)·1A(x)≥τ and a(x) = A(x)·1A(x)≥τ .
To illustrate the impact of these weights, we can quantify the maximum improvement in

variance they provide. Compared with uniform sampling or sampling proportional to a(x),
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these weights provide a variance reduction of at least ∆v = Varx∼u[
√
a(x)], which is signifi-

cant when the proxy confidences are concentrated near 0 and 1, while the differences vanish

when there is little variation in the proxy scores.

Intuition. In standard importance sampling, the variance minimizing weights are propor-

tional to the function values. However, in our setting, we only have access to probabilities

(i.e., A(x)) for the function we wish to compute expectations over (i.e., O(x)). Since O(x)

is a randomized realization of A(x), up-weighing x proportionally to A(x) results in “over-

confident” sampling. Thus, the square root weights effectively down-weights the confidence

that A(x) accurately reflects O(x).

Table 3.3: Summary of datasets, oracle models, proxy models, and true positive rates.

Dataset Oracle Proxy TPR Task description
ImageNet Human labels ResNet-50 0.1% Finding hummingbirds in the ImageNet

validation set
night-street Mask R-CNN ResNet-50 4% Finding cars in the night-street video
OntoNotes Human labels LSTM 2.5% Finding city relationships
TACRED Human labels SpanBERT 2.4% Finding employees relationships
Beta(0.01, 1) True values Probabilities 0.5% A(x) = Beta(0.01, 1) and O(x) =

Bernoulli(A(x))
Beta(0.01, 2) True values Probabilities 1% We use the same procedure as directly

above but with Beta(0.01, 2)

3.2.5 Evaluation

We evaluate our algorithms on six real-world and synthetic datasets. We describe the ex-

perimental setup, demonstrate that naive algorithms fail to respect failure probabilities,

demonstrate that our algorithms outperform uniform sampling (as used by prior work), and

that our algorithms are robust to proxy choices.

Experimental Setup

Metrics. Following the query definitions in Section 3.2.2, we are interested in two primary

evaluation metrics. First, we measure the empirical failure rate of the different algorithms:

the rate at which they do not achieve a target recall or precision. Second, we measure the

quality of query results using achieved precision when there is a minimum target recall, and

achieved recall when there is a minimum target precision.
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Methods Evaluated. In our evaluation we compare methods that all select records

based on a proxy threshold as in Algorithm 1. The methods differ in their sampling routine

and routine for estimating the proxy threshold τ as described in Section 3.2.4. Note that

NoScope and probabilistic predicates correspond to the baseline algorithms U-NoCI-R and

U-NoCI-P with no guarantees. We can extend these algorithms to provide probabilistic

guarantees in the U-CI-R and U-CI-P algorithms. Finally, our system SUPG uses the

IS-CI-R and IS-CI-P algorithms which introduce importance sampling.2

Many systems additionally compare against full scans. However, this baseline always

requires executing the oracle model on the entire dataset D, requiring |D| oracle model in-

vocations. On large datasets, this approach was infeasible for our collaborators and industry

contacts, so we exclude this baseline from comparison.

Datasets and Proxy Models. We show a summary of datasets used in Table 3.3.

Beta (synthetic). We construct synthetic datasets using proxy scores A(x) drawn from a

Beta(α, β) distribution, allowing us to vary the relationship between the proxy model and

oracle labels. We assign ground truth oracle labels as independent Bernoulli trials based on

the proxy score probability. These synthetic datasets have 106 records and we use two pairs

of (α, β): (0.01, 1) and (0.01, 2).

ImageNet and night-street (image). We use two real-world image datasets to evaluate

SUPG. First, we use the ImageNet validation dataset [153] and select instances of hum-

mingbirds. There are 50 instances of hummingbirds out of 50,000 images or an occurrence

rate of 0.1%. The oracle model is human labeling. Second, we use the commonly used

night-street video [30, 93, 94, 181] and select cars. The oracle model is an expensive,

state-of-the-art object detection method [73]. We resample the positive instances of cars to

set the true positive rate to 4% to better model real-world scenarios where matches are rare.

The proxy model for both datasets is a ResNet-50 [74], which is significantly cheaper

than the oracle model.

OntoNotes and TACRED (text). We use two real-world text datasets (OntoNotes [81]

with fine-grained entities [36] and TACRED [187]). The task for both datasets is relation

extraction, in which the goal is to extract semantic relationships from text, e.g., “organi-

zation” and “founded by.” We searched for city and employees relationships for OntoNotes

and TACRED respectively. The oracle model is human labeling for both datasets.
2Code for our algorithms is available at https://github.com/stanford-futuredata/supg.

https://github.com/stanford-futuredata/supg
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Table 3.4: Summary of distributionally shifted datasets. These shifts are natural (weather
related, different day of video) and synthetic.

Dataset Shifted dataset Description
ImageNet ImageNet-C, Fog ImageNet with fog
night-street Day 2 Different days
Beta(0.01, 1) Beta(0.01, 2) Shifted β parameter

The proxy model for OntoNotes is a baseline provided by with the fine-grained enti-

ties [36]. The proxy model for TACRED is the state-of-the-art SpanBERT model [88]. We

choose different models to demonstrate that SUPG is agnostic to proxy model choice.

Baseline Methods Fail to Achieve Guarantees

We demonstrate that baseline methods fail to achieve guarantees on failure probability.

First, we show that U-NoCI (i.e., uniform sampling from the universe and choosing the

empirical cutoff, Section 3.2.4) fails. Note that U-NoCI is used by prior work. Second, we

show that using U-NoCI on other data, as other systems do, also fails to achieve the failure

probabilities.

U-NoCI fails. To demonstrate that U-NoCI fails to achieve the failure probability, we

show the distribution of precisions and recalls under 100 trials of this algorithm and SUPG’s

optimized importance sampling algorithm. For SUPG, we set δ = 0.05. We targeted a

precision and recall of 90% for both methods.

As shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8, U-NoCI can fail as much as 75% of the time. Fur-

thermore, U-NoCI can catastrophically fail, returning recalls of under 20% when 90% was

requested. In contrast, SUPG’s algorithms respect the recall targets within the given δ.

U-NoCI fails under model drift. We further show that U-NoCI on different data distribu-

tions also fails to achieve the failure probability. This procedure is used by existing systems

such as NoScope and probabilistic predicates on a given set of data; the cutoff is then used

on other data. These systems assume the data distribution is fixed, a known limitation.

To evaluate the effect of model drift, we allow the U-NoCI to choose a proxy threshold

using oracle labels on the entire training dataset and then perform selection on test datasets

with distributional shift. We compare this with applying the SUPG algorithms using a

limited number of oracle labels from the shifted test set as usual. We summarize the shifted

datasets in Table 3.4. We use naturally occurring instances of drift (obscuration by fog [76],
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Figure 3.7: Precision box-plot of 100 trials of U-NoCI and SUPG’s importance sam-
pling algorithm with a precision target of 90%. U-NoCI can fail up to 75% of the time.
Furthermore, it can return precisions as low as 20%.
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Figure 3.8: Recall of 100 trials of U-NoCI and SUPG’s sampling algorithm with a recall
target of 90%. U-NoCI can fail up to 50% of the time and even catastrophically fail on
ImageNet, returning a recall of as low at 20%.
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Table 3.5: Achieved accuracy of queries when using the empirical cutoff method and SUPG
on data with distributional shift. The naive algorithm deterministically fails to achieve the
targets, i.e., has a failure rate of 100%.

Query Naive SUPG
Dataset type Target accuracy accuracy
ImageNet-C Precision 95% 77% 100%
ImageNet-C Recall 95% 54% 100%
night-street Precision 95% 89% 97%
night-street Recall 95% 89% 96%
Beta Precision 95% 89% 100%
Beta Recall 95% 90% 98%

different day of video) and synthetic drift (change of Beta parameters).

As shown in Table 3.5, baseline methods that do not use labels from the shifted dataset

fail to achieve the target in all settings, even under mild conditions such as different days

of a video. In fact, using the empirical cutoff in U-NoCI can result in achieved targets as

much as 41% lower. In contrast, our algorithms will always respect the failure probability

despite model drift, addressing a limitation in prior work [11, 83, 93, 94, 124].

SUPG Outperforms Uniform Sampling

We show that SUPG’s novel algorithms for selection outperforms U-CI (i.e., uniform sam-

pling with guarantees) in both the precision target and recall target settings. Recall that

the goal is to maximize or minimize the size of the returned set in the precision target and

recall target settings, respectively.

Precision target setting. For the datasets and models described in Table 3.3, we executed

U-CI, one-stage importance sampling, and two-stage importance. We used a budget of 1,000

oracle queries for ImageNet and 10,000 for night-street and the synthetic dataset. We

targeted precisions of 0.75, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, and 0.99.

We show the achieved precision and recall for the various methods in Figure 3.9. As

shown, the importance sampling method outperforms U-CI in all cases. Furthermore, the

two-stage algorithm outperforms or matches the one-stage algorithm in all cases except

ImageNet. While the specific recalls that are achieved vary per dataset, this is largely due

to the performance of the proxy model.

We note that the ImageNet dataset and proxy model are especially favorable to SUPG’s

importance sampling algorithms. This dataset has a true positive rate of 0.1% and a highly
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Figure 3.9: Targeted precision vs achieved recall. Both importance sampling methods
outperform U-CI in all cases. Two-stage importance sampling outperforms all methods and
matches the one-stage importance sampling for ImageNet.

calibrated proxy. A low true positive rate will result in uniform sampling drawing few

positives. In contrast, a highly calibrated proxy will result in many positive draws for

importance sampling.

Recall target setting. For the datasets and models in Table 3.3, we executed U-CI, stan-

dard importance sampling with linear weights ∝ A(x) (Importance, prop), and the SUPG

methods that use sqrt weights. We used the same budgets as in the precision target setting.

We targeted recalls of 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.75, 0.8, 0.9, and 0.95.

We show the achieved recall and the returned set size for the various methods in Fig-

ure 3.10. As shown, the importance sampling method outperforms U-CI in all cases. Fur-

thermore, using
√
A(x) weights outperforms using linear weights in all cases.

3.2.6 Discussion

In this Section, we developed novel sample-efficient algorithms to execute approximate selec-

tion queries with guarantees. This is in contrast to prior work, including NoScope, which

provides best-effort guarantees. As we show, these best effort algorithms can catastrophi-

cally fail. We define query semantics for precision- and recall-target queries with guarantees

on failure probabilities. We implement and evaluate our SUPG algorithms, showing that
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Figure 3.10: Targeted recall vs precision of the returned set. Up and to the right indicates
higher performance. Importance sampling outperforms or matches U-CI in all cases. Our
sqrt scaling outperforms proportional scaling for importance sampling in all cases, except
for high recall settings.

they outperform existing baselines in prior work. These results indicate the promise of

probabilistic algorithms to answer selection queries with statistical guarantees.

In the remainder of this chapter, we continue to develop algorithms for other query types,

including aggregation and limit queries.

3.3 Approximate Aggregation with Predicates

In addition to answering selection queries, analysts are interested in computing statistics

over large, unstructured datasets where only a fraction of the data is of interest (i.e., with

a selective predicate) with low computational cost. For example, a media studies researcher

may be interested in computing the average viewership (the statistic) of presidential candi-

dates on TV news (the predicate) [80]. To answer such queries, the researcher may deploy

an expensive face detection deep neural network (DNN) to find all faces in the dataset and

filter by presidential candidates, e.g.,

SELECT AVG(views) FROM video
WHERE contains_candidate(frame , ’Biden’)

As discussed in Section 3.2, these predicates are often incredibly expensive to execute. Due
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to limited computational budgets, many organizations cannot exhaustively execute these

expensive ML methods over the entirety of the dataset.

Fortunately, many applications can tolerate approximations (as is standard in the ap-

proximate query processing (AQP) literature [118]) so answering queries does not require

exhaustively executing the expensive DNN. As is standard in AQP, a key requirement with

approximate answers are statistical guarantees on query results. For example, the media

studies researcher may require such guarantees to make precise claims about bias in TV

news. Furthermore, these requirements are standard in scientific analyses. As such, we

focus on queries with statistical guarantees in this work.

Unfortunately, standard techniques in AQP, ranging from histograms [142], sketches [24],

and others [7], assume that the fields used in the predicates are already available, i.e., as

structured records in a database. In contrast, we cannot precompute results as an expensive

ML method is required to compute the predicate in our setting, e.g., we would have to

execute an expensive face detector on every video frame to answer the query above. Recent

work has focused on using cheap approximations (i.e., proxy models) to accelerate queries

without having to pre-compute expensive DNNs [11, 83, 93–95]. For example, a proxy for

presidential candidates might be a cheap classifier in contrast to a full object detection DNN.

Unfortunately, existing work either does not provide statistical guarantees on query accuracy

(e.g., NoScope [94], Focus [83], Tahoma [11]) or accelerates other query types (e.g., selection

queries [95], aggregation queries without predicates [93], and limit queries [93]).

We propose and analyze ABae (Aggregation with Expensive BinAry PrEdicates), a

query processing algorithm leveraging stratified and pilot sampling [107] to accelerate linear

aggregation queries (SUM, COUNT, and AVG) with expensive predicates and statistical guaran-

tees on query accuracy. We further extend ABae to support common aggregation patterns,

including queries with multiple predicates and with group by keys.

ABae leverages two key opportunities to accelerate such queries: proxy models and

stratified sampling. That is, ABae splits the dataset into disjoint groups (strata), samples

within strata, and computes a weighted average to obtain the final answer. ABae must

account for three key challenges, as the predicate results are not available ahead of time: 1)

strata selection, 2) budget allocation between strata, and 3) stochastic draws (i.e., sampling

a record that may not match the predicate). We provide a principled stratification approach,

leverage pilot sampling for budget allocation [107], and provide a novel analysis of stratified

sampling with stochastic draws that shows that ABae converges at an optimal rate.
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To address strata selection, ABae uses the proxy model. We assume the proxy provides

information about the likelihood of a record satisfying the predicate [11, 83, 94, 95]. Since

the proxy does not give information about the statistic, we stratify records by proxy score

quantile. Under a mild monotonicity assumption on the proxy [67], this stratification will

group records that are approximately equally likely to match the predicate in the same

stratum. Intuitively, if the proxy is perfect (i.e., matches the predicate) and is independent

of the statistic, this stratification will minimize the sampling variance. While ABae performs

best when given proxy models which approximate the expensive predicate well, ABae still

returns correct answers regardless of proxy model quality.

Given a stratification, our analysis shows that the optimal allocation depends on two

key, per-strata quantities: the fraction of records that match the predicate (pk) and the

standard deviation of the statistic within a stratum (σk). Concretely, the optimal allocation

is proportional to √pkσk. However, we do not know these quantities ahead of time.

ABae proceeds in two stages to address this challenge. First, ABae will estimate pk
and σk using a fraction of the total sampling budget. Then, ABae will allocate the sampling

budget using our plug-in estimates of pk and σk. We prove that ABae’s algorithm matches

the expected error rates of the optimal stratified sampling allocation given the key quantities.

Finally, to provide confidence intervals, ABae uses a bootstrapping procedure which only

adds minimal computational overhead.

We also extend ABae to support group bys (ABae-GroupBy) and complex expres-

sions involving multiple Boolean predicates (ABae-MultiPred). To support group by

statements, we adapt our sample allocation strategy to minimize the maximum of the ex-

pected mean squared error of the groups (minimax error). We show a numerical optimization

procedure can recover the optimal allocation for the minimax error. We also support com-

bining multiple expensive predicates and their respective proxy models through negations,

conjunctions, and disjunctions.

Finally, a key challenge in leveraging proxy models is to ensure efficient query answers

despite potentially poor proxy model quality. Because ABae always produces valid results,

we only need to address efficiency. To address this challenge, we derive a formula which

computes the relative gain of using a given proxy. Then, by using a cheap procedure which

can estimate the quantities in the formula, ABae can calculate expected performance gains

of proxy models and select the best proxy model at query time.

We evaluate ABae and its extensions on six real-world datasets spanning text, images,
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and video. We show that ABae outperforms uniform sampling by up to 2.3×. We also

provide experiments to show that our methods for creating confidence intervals, executing

group by aggregation queries, and forming complex predicates from multiple proxy models

outperforms baselines.

In the remainder of this section, we describe ABae’s query semantics, its query planning,

our statistical analysis of ABae, and our evaluation of ABae.

3.3.1 Overview and Query Semantics

Overview

Target setting. ABae targets aggregation queries that contain one or more predicates

that are expensive to evaluate. These predicates typically require executing expensive DNNs

or querying human labelers. We assume the statistic can be computed in conjunction with

the predicates or is cheap to compute. We support aggregation queries targeting AVG, SUM,

and COUNT statistics. We do not support other aggregation types, such as COUNT DISTINCT

or MAX.

Proxies. We further assume access to a proxy model per predicate, which returns a

continuous value between 0 and 1. While not necessary for correctness, high quality proxies

will return scores that are correlated with the predicate. These proxies can be orders of

magnitude cheaper than oracles (e.g., over 4,000 images/second for the proxy vs 3 fps for the

oracle [100]). Thus, as is standard in the literature, we assume these proxies are substantially

cheaper than the oracle methods so the proxies can be exhaustively executed over the entire

dataset [30, 93, 94, 181].

TV news example. Consider a media studies researcher studying how the presence of

presidential candidate affects viewership. The researcher is willing to query the expensive

DNN at most 10,000 times and computes the average viewership with the following:

SELECT AVG(views) FROM news
WHERE contains_candidate(frame , ’Biden’)
ORACLE LIMIT 10,000 USING proxy(frame)
WITH PROBABILITY 0.95

where contains_candidate is computed via a face detection DNN and the proxy may be

trained via specialization [94].
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SELECT {AVG | SUM | COUNT} ({field | EXPR(field )})
FROM table_name WHERE filter_predicate
[GROUP BY key]
ORACLE LIMIT o USING proxy
WITH PROBABILITY p

Figure 3.11: Syntax for ABae. Users provide a statistic to compute, an expensive predi-
cate, an oracle limit, proxy scores, and a success probability. As is standard for aggregation
queries, users may specify a group by key.

Query Syntax and Semantics

We show the query syntax for ABae in Figure 3.11. As with standard AQP systems, ABae

accepts a sampling budget and a probability of error and will return an approximate answer

to the query and a confidence interval (CI). Our CI semantics are the standard frequentist

CI semantics provided by other AQP systems [7]. In particular, our CI semantics are valid

regardless of proxy quality.

In contrast to standard AQP systems, ABae assumes that the predicate is expensive

to evaluate. We refer to the methods to execute the predicates as “oracles” [93, 95]. These

oracles typically involve executing an expensive DNN and post-processing the result, e.g.,

executing Mask R-CNN to extract object types and positions from a frames of video and

filtering by frames that contain at least two cars. Other use cases may require a human

labeler. We further assume that the statistic is either cheap to compute or can be extracted

by post-processing the oracle results.

To accelerate these queries, the user also provides a proxy function that computes per-

record proxy scores for each predicate. These proxy scores are ideally correlated with the

result of the predicate and substantially cheaper than the oracle predicates. Nonetheless,

our algorithms will provide valid results even if the proxy scores are of poor quality: proxy

correlation will only affect performance, not correctness.

ABae aims to return query results that minimize the mean squared error (MSE) between

the approximate result and the result when exhaustively executing the query. ABae further

aims to return CIs that are as tight as possible while maintaining the probability of success.

3.3.2 Query Formalism

Formally, let D = {xi} be the set of data records, O(x) ∈ {0, 1} be the oracle predicate, and
Xi = f(xi) ∈ R be the expression the query aggregates over. Let D+ = {x ∈ D : O(x) = 1}.
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Table 3.6: Summary of notation.

Symbol Description
D Universe of data records
S Stratification, i.e., k strata
P(x) Proxy model
N User-specified sampling budget
K Number of strata
O(x) Oracle predicate
Xk,i ith sample from stratum k
pk Predicate positive rate
pall

∑
k pk

wk Normalized pk, i.e., pk/pall
µk E[Xi,k]
µall

∑
pkµk/pall

σ2k V ar[Xi,k]
N1 Number of samples in Stage 1
N2 Number of samples in Stage 2

Finally, let N be the sample budget.

ABae computes µ =
∑

x∈D+ f(x)/|D+| via an approximation, µ̂, with a fixed sampling

budget N . We measure query result quality by the MSE, i.e., |µ− µ̂|2. ABae returns a CI

[
¯
µ, µ̄]. ABae further aims to minimize the length of the CI µ̄−

¯
µ subject to µ ∈ [

¯
µ, µ̄] with

the specified probability and sample budget, over randomizations of the query procedure.

3.3.3 Algorithm Description and Query Processing

We describe ABae for accelerating aggregation queries with expensive predicates. We de-

scribe accelerating queries with a single predicate in this manuscript and defer a full de-

scription of extensions (queries with a group by key, queries with multiple predicates, and

estimating proxy quality) to Kang et al. [96].

Overview

ABae leverages stratified sampling and pilot sampling [107] to accelerate aggregation queries

with expensive predicates. Namely, ABae splits the dataset into disjoint subsets called

strata. Then, ABae allocates sampling budget to the strata and combines the per-strata

estimates to give the final estimate.

Our setting involves three distinct challenges. First, since not all records satisfy the
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predicate, we may not sample a valid record. This change, while seemingly simple, changes

the optimal allocation and requires new theoretical analysis to prove convergence rates.

Second, we must construct the strata without knowing which records satisfy the predicate.

Third, we do not know pk (the predicate positive rate) and σk (the standard deviation),

which are necessary for computing the optimal allocation.

To address these issues, we leverage a two-stage sampling algorithm. ABae first esti-

mates the key quantities necessary for optimal allocation: pk and σk (also known as pilot

sampling). ABae then uses these estimates to allocate sampling budget in the Stage 2. We

show in Section 3.3.4 that ABae achieves an optimal rate.

Formal Description

Recall that pk is the predicate positive rate and that σ2k is the variance of the statistic.

Furthermore, recall that D is the full dataset, O(x) is the oracle predicate, and Xi are the

samples. Denote Xk,i to be the ith positive sample from stratum k.

Additionally, denote K to be the number of strata, N1 to be the number of samples in

Stage 1, and N2 to be the number of samples in Stage 2, which are parameters to ABae.

ABae will compute several other quantities, including pall =
∑

k pk, wk = pk/pall the

normalized pk, and µk = E[Xk,i] the per stratum mean. We summarize the notation in

Table 3.6.

We present the pseudocode for the sampling algorithm in Algorithm 6. ABae creates

the strata by ordering the records by proxy score and splitting into K strata by quantile.

ABae will then perform a two-stage sampling procedure. In Stage 1, ABae samples

N1 samples from each of the K strata to estimate pk and σk, which are the key quantities

for determining optimal allocation. In Stage 2, ABae will allocate the remaining samples

proportional to our estimates of the optimal allocation.

ABae construct plugin estimates for pk and µk, denoted p̂k and µ̂k respectively. To

compute its final estimates, ABae will use all the samples from Stage 1 and Stage 2 to

compute p̂k and µ̂k. ABae will return the estimate
∑

k p̂kµ̂k/
∑

k p̂k as the approximate

answer.

As the final estimates are sensitive to the estimate of pk, i.e., p̂k, we find that reusing

samples between stages dramatically improves performance.

We defer the proofs of convergence and rates to Section 3.3.4.
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Algorithm 6 Pseudocode for ABae. ABae proceeds in two stages. It first estimates pk and
σk. It then samples according to the estimated optimal allocation, T̂k =

√
p̂kσ̂k/

∑K
i=1

√
p̂iσ̂i.

1: function ABaeInit(D, P, K)
2: D ← Sort(D, key = lambda x : P(x))
3: S1, ...,SK ← StratifyByQuantile(D,K)
4: return S
5:
6: function ABaeSample(S, O, K, N1, N2, SampleFn)
7: for each k in [1, ..., K] do . Stage 1
8: R

(1)
k ← SampleFn(Sk, N1) . Rk are sampled records

9: X
(1)
k ← {f(x) | x ∈ R(1)

k , O(x) = 1}

10: µ̂k ←
∑|X(1)

k |
i=1 X

(1)
k,i /|X

(1)
k | if |X

(1)
k | > 0 else 0

11: p̂k ← |X
(1)
k |/|R

(1)
k |

12: σ̂2k ←
∑|X(1)

k |
i=1

(X
(1)
k,i−µ̂k)

2

|X(1)
k |−1

if |X(1)
k | > 1 else 0

13: for each k in [1, ..., K] do
14: T̂k ←

√
p̂kσ̂k/

∑K
i=1

√
p̂iσ̂i

15: for each k in [1, ..., K] do . Stage 2
16: R

(2)
k ← R

(1)
k + SampleFn(Sk, bN2T̂kc)

17: X
(2)
k ← X

(1)
k + {f(x) | x 6∈ R(1)

k , x ∈ R(2)
k , O(x) = 1}

18: p̂k ← |X
(2)
k |/|R

(2)
k |

19: µ̂k ←
∑|X(2)

k |
i=1 X

(2)
k,i /|X

(2)
k | if |X

(2)
k | > 0 else 0

20: return
∑K

k=1 p̂kµ̂k/
∑K

k=1 p̂k, R
(2)

21:
22: function ABae(D, O, P, K, N1, N2)
23: S ← ABaeInit(D,P,K)
24: SampleFn← SampleWithoutReplacement
25: µ̂, R(2) ← ABaeSample(S,O,K,N1, N2, SampleFn)
26: return µ̂

Confidence Intervals

We use the non-parametric bootstrap [51] to compute confidence intervals, which resamples

existing samples. Since the per-stratum samples from both stages of ABae are independent

and identically distributed (i.i.d.), we resample from samples across both stages.

We present the pseudocode for the bootstrap procedure in Algorithm 7. ABae boot-

straps across both stages of the sampling algorithm to form CIs. We formally show the
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Algorithm 7 Bootstrap procedure for computing CIs. We resample existing samples over
both stages of the algorithm.

1: function Bootstrap(R(2), O, K, N1, N2, β, α)
2: for each b in [1, ..., β] do . β is # of bootstrap trials
3: for each k in [1, ..., K] do
4: R∗k ← SampleWithReplacement(R(2)

k , |R(2)
k |)

5: X∗k ← {f(x) | x ∈ R∗k, O(x) = 1}
6: p̂∗k ← |X∗k |/|R∗k|
7: µ̂∗k ←

∑|X∗
k |

i=1 X
∗
k,i/|X∗k | if |X∗k | > 0 else 0

8: µ̂b ←
∑K

k=1 p̂
∗
kµ̂
∗
k/
∑K

k=1 p̂
∗
k

9: return Percentile(α/2, µ̂),Percentile(1− α/2, µ̂)

10:
11: function ABaeWithCI(D, O, P, K, N1, N2, β, α)
12: S ← ABaeInit(D,P,K)
13: SampleFn← SampleWithoutReplacement
14: µ̂, R(2) ← ABaeSample(S,O,K,N1, N2, SampleFn)
15: return µ̂, Bootstrap(R(2),O,K,N1, N2, β, α)

validity of the bootstrap in an extended technical report [98]. We further show that our

procedure produces CIs that are nominally correct in Section 3.3.5.

In standard AQP, the bootstrap is considered an expensive procedure as it requires

resampling and recomputing the statistic. However, in our setting, we assume that the

oracle predicate is expensive to execute. As a result, the bootstrap is computationally cheap

compared to the cost of obtaining the samples. Concretely, in several of our experiments,

executing 1,000 bootstrap trials using unoptimized Python code on a single CPU core is as

expensive as executing 2,500 oracle calls on an NVIDIA T4 accelerator, which corresponds

to under 0.3% of a medium-sized dataset.

3.3.4 Theoretical Analysis

We present a statistical analysis of ABae and its extensions. We first show that a related

sampling procedure achieves rate O
(
1
N

)
assuming perfect knowledge of pk and σk. We then

show that our sampling procedure matches the rate of the optimal strategy. Finally, we

show that our optimization procedure for allocation for group by keys is optimal for the

deterministic setting.

We provide the intuition and theorem statements in this manuscript. We defer the full
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proofs to an extended technical report [98].

Notation and Preliminaries

Notation. Recall the notation in Table 3.6. We emphasize that Xk,i is the ith positive

sample from stratum k, i.e., the ith sample that satisfies the predicate. Furthermore, recall

that µk is the per-stratum mean, pall =
∑
pk be the sum of the pk, and µall be the overall

mean. Finally, recall that wk = pk/pall, the normalized predicate positive rate, which

corresponds to the weighting of µk to µall.

Assumptions and properties. We assume Xk,i is sub-Gaussian with nonzero stan-

dard deviation, a standard assumption for stratified sampling [31]. Sums of sub-Gaussian

variables converge with quantitative rates and this assumption widely holds in practice.

Centered, bounded random variables are sub-Gaussian. The sub-Gaussian assumption gives

the existence of universal constants such that E[|Xk,i|] ≤ C(µ) and V ar[Xi,k] ≤ C(σ2).

We further assume that pall ≥ Cpall > 0, which enforces that at least one stratum has

non-vanishing pk.

Optimal Allocation with Deterministic Draws

We first analyze the setting where we assume perfect knowledge of pk and σk and that we

receive a deterministic, per-stratum number of draws given a sampling budget. Specifically,

given a budget of TkN per stratum, we assume that we receive pkTkN samples, rounded up.

We prove the optimal allocation under a continuous relaxation and the rate when using this

optimal allocation.

Proposition 1. Suppose pk and σk are known and we receive Bk = pkTkN samples per

stratum (up to rounding effects). Then, the choice Tk = T ∗k that minimizes the MSE for the

unbiased estimator µ̂all =
∑

k pkµ̂k/
∑

k pk is

T ∗k =

√
pkσk∑K

i=1

√
piσi

(3.13)

Proposition 2. Suppose the conditions in Proposition 1 hold. Then, the squared error
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under the allocation T ∗k is

E[(µ̂all − µall)
2|Bk = pkT

∗
kN ] =

K∑
k=1

w2
kσ

2
k

pkT
∗
kN

(3.14)

=
1

Npall2
·

(
K∑
k=1

√
pkσk

)2

(3.15)

Intuitively, these propositions say for deterministic draws, the optimal allocation down-

weights the standard importance sampling allocation by a factor of √pk. The resulting MSE

decreases linearly with respect to the sample budget and a scaling factor.

We note that uniform sampling with deterministic draws converges at rate σ2

Npavg
, where

pavg =
∑
pk/K. As a result, stratified sampling offers room for improvement. For example,

suppose p1 = 1, pk = 0 for k 6= 1, and that σk = 1 for all k. This corresponds to a

perfect proxy and conditionally independent draws and statistic. Then, uniform sampling

converges at rate K
N , in contrast to stratified sampling’s rate of 1

N . This corresponds to a

K-fold improvement in rate.

ABae with a Single Predicate

We analyze ABae’s two stage sampling algorithm, in which we do not know pk and σk. We

provide the theorem statement, but defer the full proof to an extended technical report [98].

We assume that N2 is suitably large relative to N1 for the remainder of this chapter.

Theorem 2. With high probability over the draws made in Stage 1 and in expectation in

Stage 2,

E[(µ̂all − µall)
2] ≤ O

(
1

N1
+

1

N2
+

√
N1√
N2
· 1

N2

)
(3.16)

Furthermore, if N1 = N2

E[(µ̂all − µall)
2] ≤ O

(
1

N

)
(3.17)

Understanding ABae

We provide an overall proof sketch of the analysis of ABae and highlight several aspects of

the analysis of broader interest.
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Proof sketch. Our proof strategy proceeds as follows. We first show that our estimates p̂k
and σ̂k converge to pk and σk in a quantitative way (i.e., with a specific rate). As a result,

our estimate for the optimal allocation will also converge in a quantitative way.

Given the estimate for the optimal allocation, we show that the number of draws in

Stage 2 for all strata will approach the deterministic number of draws, for pk large enough

(larger than 1
N2

). We then show that the error converges appropriately for the strata with

pk large enough and that the error for the remaining strata becomes negligible. As a result,

our final estimate converges with rate O( 1
N ).

Challenges. We describe several challenges in the analysis of ABae. Prior work has

focused on known, deterministic per-strata costs and variances. In contrast, our problem

does not have a cost, but rather a stochastic probability of receiving useful information. We

study this stochastic draw case and prove that using pilot sampling with plug-in estimates

[107] is valid and near optimal.

Most work in stratified sampling assumes that features of the data distributions within

each stratum are known and constructs optimal allocations of samples using this information.

In our setting, these quantities must be estimated, which may not be possible when pk is

small. For example, if pk = 1
N2 for some stratum, then we may not draw even a single

positive record from that stratum, making pk and σk impossible to estimate.

Furthermore, in contrast to standard stratified sampling, we may draw a record that

does not satisfy the predicate. As a result, for a fixed number of draws, the number of

records matching a predicate is stochastic. Most work on stratified sampling assumes a

deterministic allocation of samples to strata.

When the number of draws for some arbitrary M from a stratum and the probability pk
of matching the predicate are both large, the number of positive records concentrates around

pkM and the resulting estimator has similar properties to one with pkM deterministic draws.

However, if pkM is small, this analysis breaks down.

Finally, show that ABae converges at the optimal rate, we compare to the setting

of deterministic draws and perfect information. Given perfect information of pk and σk,

the optimal allocation is given by Proposition 1 and its MSE is given by Proposition 2.

However, this allocation cannot be achieved in general, as it results in fractional sampling.

Nonetheless, we show that our sampling procedure, which rounds down the ideal fractional

allocations, achieves the same O
(
1
N

)
rate. Thus, rounding does not affect the convergence

rate of our procedure.
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Statistical intuition. Our primary tool for dealing with unknown quantities and stochas-

tic draws is dividing the strata into groups: where pk is large and where pk is small. Since

the number of positive draws is Binomial, we apply standard convergence to the total num-

ber of positive draws when pk is large. For stratum where pk is small, the contribution of

that stratum to the total error is at most pkC(µ), which does not increase the asymptotic

error. To illustrate our technique, consider the following proposition.

Proposition 3. Recall that N1 and N2 are the number of samples in Stages 1 and 2

respectively. With high probability in Stage 1 and if N1 is a constant multiple of N2 as N

grows, the MSE of the error in Stage 2 can be written as

E
[
(µ̂all − µall)

2
]

=

K∑
k=1

ŵ2
kVar(µ̂k) +O

(
1

N1
+

1

N2

)
(3.18)

where ŵk = p̂k/
∑
p̂k.

As shown in Eq. 3.18, the overall MSE is bounded above by the sum of ŵ2
kVar(µ̂k),

which are per-strata quantities. We then bound these quantities for strata where pk is

(quantitatively) large or small. Specifically, define p∗ =
2 ln(1/δ)+2

√
ln(1/δ)+2

N1
= O

(
1
N1

)
for

failure probability δ. Furthermore, we assume that N1 is a constant multiple of N2 as N

grows. We divide the strata into cases based on whether pk > p∗ or pk ≤ p∗
Consider the case where pk > p∗. By standard concentration arguments, the number of

positive samples in Stage 2 concentrates to its expectation, which is large. Thus, ŵ2
kVar(µ̂k)

decays at rate (approximately) O
(

1
N2

)
by standard concentration arguments. For pk ≤

p∗, we can directly bound the contribution. To understand this, consider the following

proposition.

Proposition 4.

ŵ2
kVar[µ̂k] ≤ ŵ2

k

(
E

[
σ2k

B
(2)
k

|B(2)
k > 0

]
+ P (B

(2)
k = 0)µ2k

)
(3.19)

≤ O
(

1

N1
+

1

N2
+

√
N1√
N2
· 1

N2

)
(3.20)

where B(2)
k is the number of positive draws in Stage 2.

Proof sketch. The key challenge is bounding quantities involving B(2)
k . Suppose counterfac-

tually that B(2)
k were deterministic: then the expression would correspond to the standard
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variance of an i.i.d. estimator. The variance if an i.i.d. estimator decays as 1/B
(2)
k . However,

since we obtain a stochastic number of draws, we must condition on the event of non-zero

draws and take the expectation. Since the draws are binomial in distribution, the leading

order converges a.s. to its mean value, which would give the desired bound in this toy setting.

We now adapt this strategy to account for B(2)
k being stochastic in ABae. For pk > p∗,

B
(2)
k is approximately pkT ∗kN2 with high probability. As a result, with high probability, each

stratum had sufficient samples to form estimates. We can complete the proof similarly to

the toy setting with deterministic B(2)
k .

However, if pk < p∗, we may not draw the requisite number of samples. For example, if

pk = 1
N2 , we would not obtain any samples on average. Thus, our analysis must consider

the case where pk < p∗ separately. When pk is small, we can directly bound the contribution

of the sum. Namely, ŵ2
k = O(1/N2) as pk ≤ C1

N and the remainder of the quantities are

bounded by a constant.

The bound follows from considering the strata where pk is small and where pk is large.

3.3.5 Evaluation

We evaluate ABae and its extensions on six real world datasets and synthetic datasets.

We first describe the experimental setup and baselines. We then demonstrate that ABae

outperforms baselines in all settings we consider. For brevity, we defer experiments showing

that ABae’s sample reuse is effective and ABae is not sensitive to hyperparameters.

Experimental Setup

Datasets, target DNNs, and proxies. We consider six real world datasets, including

text, still images, and videos. We additionally consider synthetic datasets for some settings.

We used the night-street (also known as jackson) and taipei video datasets, which

are commonly used for video analytics evaluation [30, 86, 93, 94, 181]. We executed the

following query:

SELECT AVG(count_cars(frame )) FROM video
WHERE count_cars(frame) > 0

which computes the average number of cars in the video, where a car is present. We use

Mask R-CNN to compute the oracle [73] and an efficient index for the proxy scores [97].
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We used the celeba dataset [121], an image dataset of celebrity faces that contains

annotations of celebrity names and other attributes, such as hair color. We executed the

following query:

SELECT PERCENTAGE(is_smiling(img)) FROM images
WHERE hair_color(img) = ’blonde ’

which computes the fraction of images where the celebrity is smiling conditioned on the

celebrity having blonde hair. We used the human labels in the celeba dataset as the

ground truth. We used a specialized MobileNetV2 [155] as the proxy.

We used the TREC public spam corpora from 2005 (trec05p) [43]. We used the SPAM25

subset. We executed the following query:

SELECT AVG(NB_LINKS(text)) FROM emails
WHERE is_spam(text)

which computes the average number of links for spam emails. We used human labels as

ground truth. We used a manual, keyword-based proxy based on the presence of words

(e.g., “money,” “please”).

We used Amazon movie reviews and posters, which was generated from the Amazon

reviews dataset [132]. We scraped the movie posters from the metadata and excluded

reviews that did not have posters. We executed the following query:

SELECT AVG(rating) FROM movies
WHERE face_exists(poster) AND gender(poster) = ’female ’

which computes the average rating of posters with a female actress. We use MT-CNN to

extract faces [185] and VGGFace pretrained from deepface [157] to classifier gender as the

ground truth. We use a specialized MobileNetV2 as a proxy [155].

We used the Amazon reviews dataset [132] which is a dataset of textual reviews from

Amazon. We subset to the office supplies reviews. We executed the following query:

SELECT AVG(rating) FROM data
WHERE sentiment(review) = ’strongly␣positive ’

which computes the average rating of reviews with strongly positive sentiment. We use a

BERT-based sentiment classifier provided by FlairNLP to compute the oracle filter [8] and

the NLTK sentiment predictor, a simple rule-based classifier, for the proxy [84].

Metrics. Our primary metric is the RMSE of the true and estimated values: we use the

RMSE so that the units are on the same scale as the original value. We additionally compare
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Figure 3.12: Sampling budget vs RMSE for uniform sampling and ABae. ABae outper-
forms on all budgets and datasets we evaluated on. ABae can outperform by up to 1.5×
on RMSE at a fixed budget and achieve the same error with up to 2× fewer samples.

the number of samples required to achieve a particular error target in some experiments.

We measure the cost in terms of oracle predicate invocations as it is the dominant cost of

query execution by orders of magnitude.

Methods evaluated. We compare ABae to uniform sampling. A range of standard

AQP techniques are not applicable to our setting, since the results of the predicate are not

available at ingest time. For example, techniques that create histograms [45, 142, 144] or

sketches [58, 59] as ingest time are not applicable.

Implementation. We implement ABae’s sampling procedure in Python for ease of

integration with deep learning frameworks. Our open-sourced code is available at https:

//github.com/stanford-futuredata/abae.

End-to-end Performance

Single predicate. We show that ABae outperforms uniform sampling on the metric of

RMSE. For each dataset and query, we executed ABae and random sampling for sampling

budgets of 2,000 to 10,000 in increments of 2,000. We used five strata and allocated half

budget to each stage. We used a failure probability of 5% for every condition. We ran every

condition 1,000 times.

https://github.com/stanford-futuredata/abae
https://github.com/stanford-futuredata/abae
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Figure 3.13: Sampling budget vs normalized Q-error for uniform sampling and ABae,
with the standard deviation shaded. We see that ABae outperforms on Q-error. The same
trends hold for all other datasets.
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Figure 3.14: Sampling budget vs CI width for uniform sampling and ABae. ABae can
outperform by up to 1.5× on CI width at a fixed budget and achieve the same width with
up to 2× fewer samples.

As shown in Figure 3.12, ABae outperforms for every dataset, query, and budget setting

we consider. ABae can achieve up to 2.3× improvements in RMSE at a fixed budget or up

to 2× fewer samples at a fixed error rate.

We further show that ABae outperforms on Q-error [130], a relative error metric that

penalizes under- and over-estimation symmetrically. We show the normalized Q-error (i.e.,

100× (q − 1)) in Figure 3.13. As shown, ABae outperforms on the two datasets we show–

ABae also outperforms on all the other datasets by 14-70%, which we omit for brevity.

ABae similarly outperform on relative error by 13-76%.
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We further show that ABae outperforms on the metric of confidence interval (CI) width.

For each dataset and query, we executed ABae and random sampling with the parameters

above. We ran every condition 1,000 times.

ABae outperforms for every dataset, query, and budget setting we consider (Figure 3.14).

ABae can outperform by up to 1.5× on CI width at a fixed budget. Furthermore, to achieve

the same confidence interval width, ABae can use up to 2× fewer samples. Finally, ABae

satisfies the nominal coverage across all datasets and settings.

Discussion of results. To contextualize our results, we first note that relative errors

for some of the datasets are as high as 12% (Figure 3.13b). A 2× decrease in error (or

number of samples at a fixed error) represents a substantial improvement. Our ongoing

collaborations at Stanford University and elsewhere require expert human labeling as part

of scientific studies. Requiring 2× fewer human labels is a substantial decrease.

3.3.6 Discussion

In this section, we describe query semantics for approximate aggregation queries with ex-

pensive predicates. Unfortunately, prior work on approximate selection does not directly

answer these queries with guarantees on query accuracy.

To address this, we develop novel sample-efficient algorithms to reduce the cost of ap-

proximate aggregation queries with expensive predicates. Our algorithm leverage proxy

models to accelerate such queries. We provide proofs of convergence in our setting: strat-

ified sampling with stochastic draws. We show that ABae achieves optimal rates. ABae

outperforms baselines by up to 2.3× on a wide range of domains and predicates.

3.4 BlazeIt

In the proceeding sections, I have described how to generate proxies in a per-query manner,

accelerate selection queries, and accelerate aggregation queries with a predicate. However,

these optimizations do not handle two key classes of queries: aggregate and limit queries.

For example, an analyst may want to count the average number of cars per frame (aggregate

query) or manually inspect only 10 instances of a bus and five cars (limit query) to under-

stand congestion. Approximate filtering is inefficient for these queries, e.g., filtering for cars

will not significantly speed up counting cars if 90% of the frames contain cars. Furthermore,

these optimizations still require non-expert users to write complex code to deploy.
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Figure 3.15: Schematic of the naive method of querying video and BlazeIt. BlazeIt
does not require writing complex code and does not require pre-materializing all the tuples.

To address these challenges, I describe BlazeIt, a video analytics system with a declara-

tive query language and two novel optimizations for aggregation and limit queries. BlazeIt’s

declarative query language, FrameQL, extends SQL with video-specific functionality and

allows users familiar with SQL to issue video analytics queries. Since queries are expressed

declaratively, BlazeIt can automatically optimize them end-to-end with its query optimizer

and execution engine. Finally, BlazeIt provides two novel optimizations for aggregation

and limit queries that outperforms prior work, including NoScope [94] and approximate

query processing (AQP), by up to 83×.
FrameQL allows users to query information of objects in video through a virtual re-

lation. Instead of fully materializing the FrameQL relation, BlazeIt uses optimizations

to reduce the number of object detection invocations while meeting an accuracy guarantee

based on the specification of the FrameQL query (Figure 3.15). FrameQL’s relation rep-

resents the information of positions and classes of objects in the video. Given this relation,

FrameQL can express selection queries in prior work [11, 30, 94, 124], along with new

classes of queries, including aggregation and limit queries (Section 3.4.2).

Our first optimization, to answer aggregation queries, uses query-specific NNs (i.e., spe-

cialized NNs [94]) as a control variate or to directly answer queries (Section 3.4.4). Control

variates are a variance reduction technique that uses an auxiliary random variable that is

correlated with the statistic of interest to reduce the number of samples necessary for a

given error bound [69]. We show how to use specialized NNs as a control variate, a novel use

of specialized NNs (which have been used for approximate filtering). In contrast, standard

random sampling does not leverage proxy models and prior work (filtering) is inefficient

when objects appear frequently.
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Our second optimization, to answer cardinality-limited queries (e.g., a LIMIT query for

10 frames with at least three cars), evaluates object detection on frames that are more likely

to contain the event using proxy models (Section 3.4.5). By prioritizing frames to search

over, BlazeIt can achieve exact answers while speeding up query execution. In contrast,

filtering is inefficient for frequent objects and random sampling is inefficient for rare events.

Importantly, both of our optimizations provide exact answers or accuracy guarantees

regardless of the accuracy of the specialized NNs. Furthermore, both of these optimizations

can be extended to account for query predicates.

BlazeIt incorporates these optimizations in an end-to-end system with a rule-based

query optimizer and execution engine that efficiently executes FrameQL queries. Given

query contents, BlazeIt will generate an optimized query plan that avoids executing object

detection wherever possible, while maintaining the user-specified accuracy (relative to the

object detection method as ground truth).

We evaluate BlazeIt on a variety of queries on four video streams that are widely used

in studying video analytics [30, 83, 86, 94, 181] and two new video streams. We show that

BlazeIt can achieve up to 14× and 83× improvement over prior work in video analytics

and AQP for aggregation and limit queries respectively.

In the remainder of this Section, we describe BlazeIt’s architecture, FrameQL’s syntax

and semantics, BlazeIt’s query optimization strategies, and our evaluation of BlazeIt.

3.4.1 BlazeIt System Overview

BlazeIt’s goal is to execute FrameQL queries as quickly as possible; we describe FrameQL

in §3.4.2. To execute FrameQL queries, BlazeIt uses a target object detection method, an

entity resolution method, and the optional user-defined functions (UDFs). We describe the

specification of these methods in this section. Importantly, we assume the object detection

class types are provided.

BlazeIt executes queries quickly by avoiding materialization using the techniques de-

scribed §3.4.4 and §3.4.5. BlazeIt uses proxy models, typically specialized neural net-

works [94, 159], to avoid materialization (Figure 3.15b), which we describe below.

Configuration. We assume the target object detection method is implemented with the

following API:

OD(frame)→ Set<Tuple<class, box» (3.21)
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and the object classes (i.e., types) are provided. We assume the entity resolution takes two

nearby frames and boxes and returns true if the boxes correspond to the same object. While

we provide defaults, the object detection and entity resolution methods can be changed,

e.g., a license plate reader could be used for resolving the identity of cars. The UDFs can be

used to answer more complex queries, such as determining color, filtering by object size or

location, or fine-grained classification. UDFs are functions that accept a timestamp, mask,

and rectangular set of pixels. For example, to compute the “redness” of an object, a UDF

could average the red channel of the pixels.

Target-model annotated set (TMAS). At ingestion time, BlazeIt will perform object

detection over a small sample of frames of the video with the target object detection NN

and will store the metadata as FrameQL tuples, which we call the target-model annotated

set (TMAS). This procedure is done when the data is ingested and not per query, i.e., it is

performed once, offline, and shared for multiple queries later. For a given query, BlazeIt

will use the TMAS to materialize training data to train a query-specific proxy model; details

are given in §3.4.4 and §3.4.5. The TMAS is split into training data and held-out data.

Proxy models and specialized NNs. BlazeIt can infer proxy models and/or filters

from query predicates, many of which must be trained from data. These proxy models can

be used to accelerate query execution with accuracy guarantees.

Throughout, we use specialized NNs [94, 159], specifically a miniaturized ResNet [74],

as proxy models. A specialized NN is a NN that mimics a larger NN (e.g., Mask R-CNN)

on a simplified task, e.g., on a marginal distribution of the larger NN. As specialized NNs

predict simpler output, they can run dramatically faster.

BlazeIt will infer if a specialized NN can be trained from the query specification.

For example, to replicate NoScope’s binary detection, BlazeIt would infer that there is a

predicate for whether or not there is an object of interest in the frame and train a specialized

NN to predict this. Prior work has used specialized NNs for binary detection [71, 94], but

we extend specialization for aggregation and limit queries.

3.4.2 FrameQL: Expressing Complex Spatiotemporal Visual Queries

To address the need for a unifying query language over video analytics, we introduce

FrameQL, an extension of SQL for querying spatiotemporal information of objects in video.
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Table 3.7: FrameQL’s data schema contains spatiotemporal and content information
related to objects of interest, as well as metadata (class, identifiers).

Field Type Description
timestamp float Time stamp
class string Object class (e.g., bus, car)
mask (float, float)* Polygon containing the object of interest, typically a rectangle
trackid int Unique identifier for a continuous time segment when the

object is visible
content float* Content of pixels in mask
features float* The feature vector output by the object detection method.

By providing a table-like schema using the standard relational algebra, we enable users famil-

iar with SQL to query videos, whereas implementing these queries manually would require

expertise in deep learning, computer vision, and programming.

FrameQL is inspired by prior query languages for video analytics [49, 113, 115, 122],

but FrameQL specifically targets information that can be populated automatically using

computer vision methods. We discuss differences in detail at the end of this section.

FrameQL data model. FrameQL represents videos (possibly compressed in formats

such as H.264) as virtual relations, with one relation per video. Each FrameQL tuple

corresponds to a single object in a frame. Thus, a frame can have zero or more tuples (i.e.,

zero or more objects), and the same object can have one or more tuples associated with it

(i.e., appear in several frames).

We show FrameQL’s data schema in Table 3.7. It contains fields relating to the time,

location, object class, and object identifier, the box contents, and the features from the

object detection method. BlazeIt can automatically populate mask, class, and features

from the object detection method (see Eq. 3.21), trackid from the entity resolution method,

and timestamp and content from the video metadata. Users can override the default object

detection and entity resolution methods. For example, an ornithologist may use an object

detector that can detect different species of birds, but an autonomous vehicle analyst may

not need to detect birds at all.

FrameQL query format. FrameQL allows selection, projection, and aggregation of

objects, and, by returning relations, can be composed with standard relational operators.

We show the FrameQL syntax in Figure 3.16. FrameQL extends SQL in three ways: GAP,

syntax for specifying an error tolerance (e.g., ERROR WITHIN), and FCOUNT. Notably, we do

not support joins as we do not optimize for joins in this work, but we describe how to extend
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SELECT * | expression [, ...]
FROM table_name
[ WHERE condition ]
[ GROUP BY expression [, ...] ]
[ HAVING condition [, ...] ]
[ LIMIT count ]
[ GAP count ]
[ ERROR WITHIN tol AT CONFIDENCE conf ]

Figure 3.16: FrameQL syntax. As shown, FrameQL largely inherits SQL syntax.

Table 3.8: Additional syntactic elements in FrameQL.

Syntactic Description
FCOUNT Frame-averaged count (equivalent to time-averaged count), i.e.,

COUNT(*) / MAX(timestamp)
ERROR WITHIN Absolute error tolerance
FPR WITHIN Allowed false positive rate
FNR WITHIN Allowed false negative rate
CONFIDENCE Confidence level
GAP Minimum distance between returned frames

FrameQL with joins in an extended version of this chapter [93]. We show FrameQL’s

extensions Table 3.8; several were taken from BlinkDB [7]. We provide the motivation

behind each additional piece of syntax.

First, when the user selects timestamps, the GAP keyword ensures that the returned

frames are at least GAP frames apart. For example, if 10 consecutive frames contain the

event and GAP = 100, only one frame of the 10 frames would be returned.

Second, as in BlinkDB [7], users may wish to have fast responses to exploratory queries

and may tolerate some error. Thus, we allow the user to specify error bounds in the form

of maximum absolute error, false positive error, and false negative error, along with a spec-

ified confidence level. NoScope’s pipeline can be replicated with FrameQL using these

constructs. We choose absolute error bounds in this work as the user may inadvertanely

execute a query with 0 records, which would require scanning the entire video (§3.4.4).

We also provide a short-hand for returning a frame-averaged count, which we denote as

FCOUNT. For example, consider two videos: 1) a 10,000 frame video with one car in every

frame, 2) a 10 frame video with a car only in the first frame. FCOUNT would return 1 in the

first video and 0.1 in the second video. As videos vary in length, this allows for a normalized

way of computing errors. FCOUNT can easily be transformed into a time-averaged count.

Window-based analytics can be done using the existing GROUP BY keyword.
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Table 3.9: A comparison of object detection methods, filters, and speeds. More accurate
object detection methods are more expensive.

Method mAP FPS
YOLOv2 [149] 25.4 80
Mask R-CNN [73] 45.2 3
Specialized NN N/A 35k
Decoding low-resol video N/A 62k
Color filter N/A 100k

Comparison to prior languages. Prior visual query engines have proposed similar

schemas, but assume that the relation is already populated [112, 117], i.e., that the data

has been created through external means (typically by humans). In contrast, FrameQL’s

relation can be automatically populated by BlazeIt. However, as we focus on exploratory

queries in this work, FrameQL’s schema is virtual and rows are only populated as necessary

for the query at hand, which is similar to an unmaterialized view. This form of laziness

enables a variety of optimizations via query planning.

3.4.3 Query Optimizer Overview

Overview. BlazeIt’s primary challenge is executing FrameQL queries efficiently : recall

that object detection is the overwhelming bottleneck (Table 3.9). To optimize and execute

queries, BlazeIt inspects query contents to see if optimizations can be applied. For exam-

ple, BlazeIt cannot optimize aggregation queries without error bounds, but can optimize

aggregation queries with a user-specified error tolerance.

BlazeIt leverages two novel optimizations to reduce the computational cost of object

detection, targeting aggregation (§3.4.4) and limit queries (§3.4.5). As the filters and spe-

cialized NNs we consider are cheap compared to the object detection methods, they are

almost always worth calling: a filter that runs at 100,000 fps would need to filter 0.003%

of the frames to be effective (Table 3.9). Thus, we have found a rule-based optimizer to be

sufficient in optimizing FrameQL queries.

Both of BlazeIt’s novel optimizations share a key property: they still provide accuracy

guarantees despite using potentially inaccurate specialized NNs. Specifically, both optimiza-

tion will only speed up query execution and will not affect the accuracy of queries; full details

are in §3.4.4 and §3.4.5.
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BlazeIt also can optimize exhaustive selection queries with predicates by implementing

optimizations in prior work, such as using NoScope’s specialized NNs as a filter [94, 124].

As this case has been studied, we defer the discussion of BlazeIt’s query optimization for

exhaustive selection to an extended chapter [93].

BlazeIt’s rule-based optimizer will inspect the query specification to decide which op-

timizations to apply. First, if the query specification contains an aggregation keyword, e.g.,

FCOUNT, BlazeIt will apply our novel optimization for fast aggregation. Second, if the

query specification contains the LIMIT keyword, BlazeIt will apply our novel optimiza-

tion for limit queries. Finally, for all other queries, BlazeIt will default to applying filters

similar to NoScope’s [94].

Work reuse. In addition to our novel optimizations, BlazeIt can reuse work by storing

the specialized NN model weights and their results. The specialized NNs BlazeIt uses are

small, e.g., < 2 MB, compared to the size of the video.

We describe the intuition, the physical operator(s), its time complexity and correctness,

and the operator selection procedure for aggregates (§3.4.4) and limit queries (§3.4.5) below.

3.4.4 Optimizing Aggregates

Overview. In an aggregation query, the user is interested in some statistic over the data,

such as the average number of cars per frame. To provide exact answers, BlazeIt must call

object detection on every frame, which is prohibitively slow. However, if the user specifies

an error tolerance, BlazeIt accelerate query execution using two novel optimizations.

We focus on optimizing counting the number of objects in a frame. BlazeIt requires

training data from the TMAS of the desired quantity (e.g., number of cars) to leverage

specialized NNs. If there is insufficient training data, BlazeIt will default to random

sampling. If there is sufficient training data, BlazeIt will first train a specialized NN to

estimate the statistic: if the specialized NN is accurate enough, BlazeIt can return the

answer directly. Otherwise, BlazeIt will use specialized NNs to reduce the variance of AQP

via control variates [69], requiring fewer samples. We next describe these steps in detail.

Operator Selection. The process above is formalized in Algorithm 8. BlazeIt will

process the TMAS into training data for a specialized NN by materializing labels, i.e.,

counts. Given these labels, BlazeIt first determines whether there is sufficient training

data (> 1% of the data has instances of the object) to train a specialized NN. In cases
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Algorithm 8 BlazeIt’s aggregation query procedure. BlazeIt will use specialized NNs
for accelerated query execution via control variates or query rewriting where possible.
function BlazeItAggregation(TMAS, unseen video, uerr, conf)

if training data has instances of object then
train specialized NN on TMAS
err ← specialized NN error rate
τ ← average of specialized NN over unseen video
if P (err < uerr) < conf then

return τ
else

m̂← result of Equation 3.22 (control variates)
return m̂

else
return result of random sampling.

where the training data does not contain enough examples of interest (e.g., a video of a

street intersection is unlikely to have bears), BlazeIt will default to standard random

sampling. We use an adaptive sampling algorithm that respects the user’s error bound but

can terminate early based on the variance of the sample [129].

When there is sufficient training data, BlazeIt will train a specialized NN and esti-

mate its error rate on the held-out set. If the error is smaller than the specified error at

the confidence level, it will then execute the specialized NN on the unseen data and return

the answer directly. For specialized NN execution, BlazeIt will subsample at twice mini-

mum frequency of objects appearing; the minimum frequency is estimated from the TMAS.

Sampling at this rate, i.e., the Nyquist rate [135], will ensure that BlazeIt will sample all

objects. As specialized NNs are significantly faster than object detection, this procedure

results in much faster execution.

When the specialized NN is not accurate enough, it is used as a control variate: a

cheap-to-compute auxiliary variable correlated with the true statistic. Control variates can

approximate the statistic with fewer samples than naive random sampling.

Physical Operators. We describe the procedures for sampling, query rewriting, and

control variates below.

Sampling. For approximate queries without sufficient training data for a specialized NN,

BlazeIt samples from the video, populating at most a small number of rows for faster

execution. Similar to online aggregation [75], we provide absolute error bounds, but the
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algorithm could be easily modified to give relative error bounds. BlazeIt uses Empirical

Bernstein stopping (EBS) [129], which allows for early termination based on the variance,

which is useful for control variates. We specifically use Algorithm 3 in [129]; we give an

overview of this algorithm in an extended version of this chapter [93].

EBS is an always valid, near-optimal stopping rule for bounded random variables. EBS

is always-valid in the sense that when EBS terminates, it will respect the user’s error bound

and confidence; the guarantees come from a union bound [129]. EBS is near-optimal in the

following sense. Denote the user-defined error and confidence as ε and δ. Denote the range

of the random variable to be R. EBS will stop within c · log log 1
ε·|µ| of any optimal stopping

rule that satisfies ε and δ. Here, c is a constant and |µ| is the mean of the random variable.

Query Rewriting via Specialized NNs. In cases where the specialized NN is accurate enough

(as determined by the bootstrap on the held-out set; the accuracy of the specialized NN

depends on the noisiness of the video and object detection method), BlazeIt can return

the answer directly from the specialized NN run over all the frames for dramatically faster

execution and bypass the object detection entirely. BlazeIt uses multi-class classification

for specialized NNs to count the number of objects in a frame.

To train the specialized NN, BlazeIt selects the number of classes equal to the highest

count that is at least 1% of the video plus one. For example, if 1% of the video contains

3 cars, BlazeIt will train a specialized NN with 4 classes, corresponding to 0, 1, 2, and 3

cars in a frame. BlazeIt uses 150,000 frames for training and uses SGD with momentum

for one epoch with a learning rate of 0.1.

BlazeIt estimates the error of the specialized NN on a held-out set using the boot-

strap [51]. If the error is low enough at the given confidence level, BlazeIt will process the

unseen data using the specialized NN and return the result.

Control Variates. In cases where the user has a stringent error tolerance, specialized NNs

may not be accurate enough to answer a query on their own. To reduce the cost of sampling

from the object detector, BlazeIt introduces a novel method of using specialized NNs

while still guaranteeing accuracy. In particular, we adapt the method of control variates [69]

to video analytics (to our knowledge, control variates have not been applied to database

query optimization or video analytics). Specifically, control variates is a method of variance

reduction [87, 152]) which uses a proxy variable correlated with the statistic of interest.

Intuitively, by reducing the variance of sampling, we can reduce the number of frames that
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have to be sampled and processed by the full object detector.

To formalize this intuition, suppose we wish to estimate the expectation m and we have

access to an auxiliary variable a. The desiderata for a are that: 1) a is cheaply computable,

2) a is correlated withm (see time complexity). We further assume we can compute E[a] = α

and Var(a) exactly. Then,

m̂ = m+ c · (a− α) (3.22)

is an unbiased estimator ofm for any choice of c [69]. The optimal choice of c is c = −Cov(m,a)
Var(a)

and using this choice of c gives Var(m̂) = (1−Corr(m, a)2)Var(m). As an example, suppose

a = m. Then, m̂ = m+ c(m− E[m]) = E[m] and Var(m̂) = 0.

This formulation works for arbitrary a, but choices where a is correlated with m give the

best results. As we show in Section 3.4.6, specialized NNs can provide a correlated signal

to the ground-truth object detection method for all queries we consider.

As an example, suppose we wish to count the number of cars per frame. Then, m is

the random variable denoting the number of cars the object detection method returns. In

BlazeIt, we train a specialized NN to count the number of cars per frame. Ideally, the

specialized NN would exactly match the object detection counts, but this is typically not the

case. However, the specialized NNs are typically correlated with the true counts. Thus, the

random variable a would be the output of the specialized NN. As our choice of specialized

NNs are extremely cheap to compute, we can calculate their mean and variance exactly on

all the frames. BlazeIt estimates Cov(m, a) at every round.

Aggregation with query predicates. A user might issue an aggregation query with

predicates, such as filtering for large red buses. In this case, BlazeIt will execute a similar

procedure above, but first applying the predicates to the training data. The key difference

is that in cases where there is not enough training data, BlazeIt will instead generate a

specialized NN to count the most selective set of predicates that contains enough data.

For example, consider a query that counts the number of large red buses. If there is not

enough data to train a specialized NN that counts the number of large red buses, BlazeIt

will instead train a specialized NN that counts the number of large buses (or red buses,

depending on the training data). If there is no training data for the quantity of interest,

BlazeIt will default to standard sampling.

As control variates only requires that the proxy variable, i.e., the specialized NN in this

case, be correlated with the statistic of interest, BlazeIt will return a correct answer even
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if it trains a specialized NN that does not directly predict the statistic of interest.

Correctness. The work in [129] proves that EBS is an always valid, near-optimal stopping

rule. Briefly, EBS maintains an upper and lower bound of the estimate that always respects

the confidence interval and terminates when the error bound is met given the range of

the data. We estimate the range from the TMAS. Furthermore, while video is temporally

correlated, we assume all the video is present, namely the batch setting. As a result, shuffling

the data will result in i.i.d. samples. Control variates are an unbiased estimator for the

statistic of interest [69], so standard proofs of correctness apply to control variates.

Query rewriting using specialized NNs will respect the requested error bound and con-

fidence level under the assumption of no model drift.

Time and sample complexity. BlazeIt must take cδ σ
2

ε2
samples from a random variable

with standard deviation σ (cδ is a constant that depends on the confidence level and the

given video). Denote the standard deviation of random sampling as σa and from control

variates as σc; the amortized cost of running a specialized NN on a single frame as ks and

of the object detection method as ko; the total number of frames as F .

Control variates are beneficial when ksF < ko
cδ
ε2

(σ2a − σ2c ). Thus, as the error bound

decreases or the difference in variances increases (which typically happens when specialized

NNs are more accurate or when σa is large), control variates give larger speedups.

While σa and σc depend on the query, we empirically show in Section 3.4.6 that control

variates and query rewriting are beneficial.

3.4.5 Optimizing Limit Queries

Overview. In cardinality-limited queries, the user is interested in finding a limited number

of events, (e.g., 10 events of a bus and five cars), typically for manual inspection. Limit

queries are especially helpful for rare events. To answer these queries, BlazeIt could

perform object detection over every frame to search for the events. However, if the events

occurs infrequently, naive methods of random sampling or sequential scans of the video can

be prohibitively slow (e.g., at 30 fps, an event that occurs once every 30 minutes corresponds

to a rate of 1.9× 10−5).

Our key intuition is to bias the search towards frames that likely contain the event. We

use specialized NNs for biased sampling, in a similar vein to techniques from the rare-event

simulation literature [90]. As an example of rare-event simulation, consider the probability
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of flipping 80 heads out of 100 coin flips. Using a fair coin, the probability of encountering

this event is astronomically low (rate of 5.6 × 10−10), but using a biased coin with p = 0.8

can be orders of magnitude more efficient (rate of 1.2× 10−4) [90].

Physical operator and selection. BlazeIt currently supports limit queries searching

for at least N of an object class (e.g., at least one bus and at least five cars). In BlazeIt,

we use specialized NNs to bias which frames to sample:

• If there are no instances of the query in the training set, BlazeIt will default to

performing the object detection method over every frame and applying applicable

filters as in prior work [94] (random sampling is also possible).

• If there are examples, BlazeIt will train a specialized NN to recognize frames that

satisfy the query.

• BlazeIt rank orders the unseen data by the confidence from the specialized NN.

• BlazeIt will perform object detection in the rank order until the requested number

of events is found.

BlazeIt trains a specialized NN to recognize frames that satisfy the query. The training

data for the specialized NN is generated in the same way for aggregation queries (Section

3.4.4). While we could train a specialized NN as a binary classifier of the frames that

satisfy the predicate and that do not, we have found that rare queries have extreme class

imbalance. Thus, we train the specialized NN to predict counts instead, which alleviates

the class imbalance issue; this procedure has the additional benefit of allowing the trained

specialized NN to be reused for other queries such as aggregation. For example, suppose the

user wants to find frames with at least one bus and at least five cars. Then, BlazeIt trains

a single specialized NN to separately count buses and cars. BlazeIt use the sum of the

probability of the frame having at least one bus and at least five cars as its signal. BlazeIt

takes the most confident frames until the requested number of frames is found.

In the case of multiple object classes, BlazeIt trains a single NN to predict each object

class separately (e.g., instead of jointly predicting “car" and “bus", the specialized NN would

return a separate confidence for “car" and “bus"), as this results in fewer weights and typically

higher performance.

After the results are sorted, the full object detector is applied until the requested number

of events is found or all the frames are searched. If the query contains the GAP keyword,
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once an event is found, the surrounding GAP frames are ignored.

Limit queries with multiple predicates. As with aggregation queries, a user might

issue a limit query with predicates. If there is sufficient training data in the TMAS, BlazeIt

can execute the procedure above. If there is not sufficient training data, BlazeIt will train

a specialized NN to search for the most selective set of predicates that contains enough data

in a similar fashion to generating an aggregation specialized NN.

Correctness. BlazeIt performs object detection on all sampled frames, so it always

returns an exact answer. All frames will be exhaustively searched if there are fewer events

than the number requested, which will also be exact.

Time complexity. Denote K to be the number of events the user requested, N the total

number of matching events, and F the total number of frames in the video. We denote, for

event i, fi as the frame where the event occurred. Once an event is found, the GAP frames

around the event can be ignored, but this is negligible in practice so we ignore it in the

analysis.

If K > N , then every method must consider every frame in the video, i.e., F frames.

From here on, we assume K ≤ N . For sequential scans, fK frames must be examined. For

random sampling, consider the number of frames to find a single event. In expectation,

random sampling will consider F
N frames. Under the assumption that K � N � F , then

random sampling will consider approximately K·F
N frames.

While using specialized NNs to bias the search does not guarantee faster runtime, we

show in Section 3.4.6 that it empirically can reduce the number of frames considered.

3.4.6 Evaluation

We evaluated BlazeIt on a variety of aggregation and limit FrameQL queries on real-world

video streams.

Experimental Setup

Evaluation queries and videos. We evaluated BlazeIt on six videos shown in Ta-

ble 3.10, which were scraped from YouTube. taipei, night-street, amsterdam, and archie

are widely used in video analytics systems [30, 83, 86, 94, 181] and we collected two other

streams. We only considered times where the object detection method can perform well
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Table 3.10: Video streams and object labels queried in our evaluation.

Video name Object Occupancy Avg. duration
of object

Distinct
count Resol. FPS # Eval

frames Length (hrs) Detection
method Thresh

taipei bus 11.9% 2.82s 1749 720p 30 1188k 33 FGFA 0.2
car 64.4% 1.43s 32367

night-street car 28.1% 3.94s 3191 720p 30 973k 27 Mask 0.8
rialto boat 89.9% 10.7s 5969 720p 30 866k 24 Mask 0.8
grand-canal boat 57.7% 9.50s 1849 1080p 60 1300k 18 Mask 0.8
amsterdam car 44.7% 7.88s 3096 720p 30 1188k 33 Mask 0.8
archie car 51.8% 0.30s 90088 2160p 30 1188k 33 Mask 0.8

(due to lighting conditions), which resulted in 6-11 hours of video per day. These datasets

vary in object class (car, bus, boat), occupancy (12% to 90%), and average duration of

object appearances (1.4s to 10.7s). For each webcam, we use three days of video: one day

for training labels, one day for threshold computation, and one day for testing, as in [94].

We evaluate on a variety of aggregation and limit queries, with the video and object

class changed.

Target object detection methods. For each video, we used a pretrained object detection

method as the target object detection method, as pretrained NNs do not require collecting

additional data or training: collecting data and training is difficult for non-experts. We

selected between Mask R-CNN [73] pretrained on MS-COCO [119], FGFA [190] pretrained

on ImageNet-Vid [153], and YOLOv2 [149] pretrained on MS-COCO.

We labeled part of each video using Mask R-CNN [73], FGFA [190], and YOLOv2 [149],

and manually selected the most accurate method for each video. Mask R-CNN and FGFA

are significantly more accurate than YOLOv2, so we did not select YOLOv2 for any video.

The chosen object detection method per video was used for all queries for that video.

In timing the naive baseline, we only included the GPU compute time and exclude the

time to process the video and convert tuples to FrameQL format, as object detection is

the overwhelming computational cost.

Evaluation metrics. We computed all accuracy metrics with respect to the object detec-

tion method, i.e., we treated the object detection method as ground truth. For aggregation

queries, we report the absolute error. For limit queries, we guarantee only true positives are

returned, thus we only report throughput.

We have found that modern object detection methods can be accurate at the frame level.

Thus, we considered accuracy at the frame level, in contrast to to the one-second binning

that is used in [94] to mitigate label flickering for NoScope.

We measured throughput by timing the complete end-to-end system excluding the time
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taken to decode video, as is standard [94, 124]. We assume the TMAS is computed offline

once, so we excluded the time to generate the TMAS. Unlike in [94], we also show runtime

numbers when the training time of the specialized NN is included. We include this time as

BlazeIt focuses on exploratory queries, whereas NoScope focuses on long-running streams

of data. We additionally show numbers where the training time is excluded, which could be

achieved if the specialized NNs were indexed ahead of time.

Hardware environment. We performed our experiments on a server with a single

NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU and two Intel Xeon E5-2690v4 CPUs (56 threads). The system

has 504 GB of RAM.

Binary oracle configuration. Many prior visual analytics systems answer binary clas-

sification queries, including NoScope, Tahoma, and probablistic predicates [83, 94, 124]

which are the closest systems to BlazeIt. These systems cannot directly answer queries in

the form of aggregate or limit queries for multiple instances of an object or objects.

As binary classification is not directly applicable to the tasks we consider, where relevant,

we compared against a binary oracle, a method that returns (on a frame-by-frame basis)

whether or not an object class is present in the scene. We assume the oracle is free to query.

Thus, this oracle is strictly more powerful—in terms of accuracy and speed—than existing

systems. We describe how the binary oracle can be used to answer each type of query.

Aggregates. Binary oracles cannot distinguish between one and several objects, so object

detection must be performed on every frame with an object to identify the individual objects.

Thus, counting cars in taipei would require performing object detection on 64.4% of the

frames, i.e., the occupancy rate.

Cardinality-limited queries. As above, a binary oracle can be used to filter frames that do

not contain the objects of interest. For example, if the query were searching for at least one

bus and at least five cars in taipei, a binary oracle can be used to remove frames that do

not have a bus and a car. Object detection will then be performed on the remaining frames

until the requested number of events is found.

Aggregate Queries

We evaluated BlazeIt on six aggregate queries across six videos. We ran five variants of

each query: 1) Naive: we performed object detection on every frame, 2 )Binary oracle: we

performed object detection on every frame with the object class present, 3) Naive AQP:
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Figure 3.17: End-to-end runtime of aggregate queries where BlazeIt rewrote the query
with a specialized network, measured in seconds (log scale). BlazeIt outperforms all base-
lines. All queries targeted ε = 0.1.

we randomly sampled from the video, 4) BlazeIt: we used specialized NNs and control

variates for efficient sampling, and 5) BlazeIt (no train): we excluded the training time.

There are two qualitatively different execution modes: 1) where BlazeIt rewrites the

query using a specialized NN and 2) where BlazeIt samples using specialized NNs as control

variates (Section 3.4.4). We analyzed these cases separately.

Query rewriting via specialized NNs. We evaluated the runtime and accuracy of

specialized NNs when the query can be rewritten by using a specialized NN. We ran each

query with a target error rate of 0.1 and a confidence level of 95%. We show the average of

three runs. Query rewriting was unable to achieve this accuracy for archie.

As shown in Figure 3.17, BlazeIt can outperform naive AQP by up to 14× even when

including the training time and time to compute thresholds, which the binary oracle does

not include. The binary oracle baseline does not perform well when the video has many

objects of interest (e.g., rialto).

While specialized NNs do not provide error guarantees, we show that the absolute error

stays within the 0.1 for the given videos in Table 3.11. This shows that specialized NNs can

be used for query rewriting while respecting the user’s error bounds.
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Table 3.11: Average error of 3 runs of query-rewriting using a specialized NN for counting.
These videos stayed within ε = 0.1.

Video Name Error
taipei 0.043
night-street 0.022
rialto -0.031
grand-canal 0.081
amsterdam 0.050

Table 3.12: Estimated and true counts for specialized NNs run on two different days of
video. In parentheses are the day of video.

Video Pred (1) Actual (1) Pred (2) Actual (2)
taipei 0.86 0.85 1.21 1.17
night-street 0.76 0.84 0.40 0.38
rialto 2.25 2.15 2.34 2.37
grand-canal 0.95 0.99 0.87 0.81
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Figure 3.18: Sample complexity of random sampling and BlazeIt with control variates.
Control variates via specialized NNs consistently outperforms standard random sampling.
Note the y-axis is on a log scale.

Sampling and control variates. We evaluated the runtime and accuracy of sampling

with specialized NNs as a control variate. Because of the high computational cost of running

object detection, we ran the object detection method once and recorded the results. The

run times in this section are estimated from the number of object detection invocations.
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Table 3.13: Query details and number of instances for limit queries.

Video name Object Number Instances
taipei car 6 70
night-street car 5 29
rialto boat 7 51
grand-canal boat 5 23
amsterdam car 4 86
archie car 4 102

We targeted error rates of 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, and 0.05 with a confidence level of 95%.

We averaged the number of samples for each error level over 100 runs.

Cardinality-limited Queries

We evaluated BlazeIt on limit queries, in which frames of interest are returned to the user,

up to the requested number of frames. We show in Table 3.13 the query details and the

number of instances of each query. If the user queries more than the maximum number

of instances, BlazeIt must inspect every frame. Thus, we chose queries with at least 10

instances of the query.

BlazeIt will only return true positives for limit queries (Section 3.4.5), thus we only

report the runtime. Additionally, if we suppose that the videos are indexed with the output

of the specialized NNs, we can simply query the frames using information from the index.

This scenario might occur when the user executed an aggregate query as above. Thus, we

additionally report sample complexity.

We ran the following variants: naive (object detection sequentially until the requested

number of frames is found), binary oracle (object detection over the frames containing the

object class(es) of interest until the requested number of frames is found), sampling (random

sampling the video until the requested number of events is found), BlazeIt, and BlazeIt

indexed.

Figure 3.19 shows that BlazeIt can achieve over a 1000× speedup compared to base-

lines. We see that the baselines do poorly in finding rare objects, where BlazeIt’s special-

ized NNs can serve as a high-fidelity signal.

We additional conducted experiments with varying the number of objects, searching

for objects with additional predicates, and multiple objects. For brevity, we defer these

experiments to Kang et al. [93].
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Figure 3.19: End-to-end runtime of baselines and BlazeIt on limit queries; BlazeIt
outperforms all baselines. The y-axis is log-scaled. All queries looked for 10 events.

3.4.7 Discussion

In this section, we present BlazeIt, a optimizing video analytics system with a declara-

tive language, FrameQL. We introduce two novel optimizations for aggregation and limit

queries, which are not supported by prior work. These techniques can run orders of magni-

tude faster than baselines while retaining accuracy guarantees, despite potentially inaccurate

proxy models.

As we have shown in this Section, proxy-based methods can improve on a range of queries

with guarantees on accuracy. In the following Section, we describe how to generate these

proxies efficiently and execute end-to-end queries efficiently.



Chapter 4

Generating Proxy Scores Efficiently

As I described in Chapter 3, proxies can accelerate unstructured data queries by approxi-

mating expensive target models and combining them with sampling algorithms. However,

these methods require high quality proxies that are ideally generated efficiently.

In this chapter, we describe how to generate high-quality proxies efficiently. We first

describe a novel approach (TASTI) that uses embeddings to construct an index for proxy-

based queries. TASTI can generate proxy scores that can be simultaneously 10× cheaper

to construct and 24× more efficient at query time. We then describe our system Smol,

which addresses bottlenecks in end-to-end proxy generation. Smol can achieve up to 5.9×
improved throughput at a fixed accuracy by optimizing across all stages of proxy generation.

4.1 TASTI: Semantic Indexes for Unstructured Data

As we have described, recent work has proposed query-specific proxy models to approximate

high-quality target labelers to reduce query costs. Low-cost proxy models can be used

for selecting data records that match a predicate, aggregation queries, and limit queries

[11, 16, 83, 93–95, 124]. For each query, a proxy model is trained to generate proxy scores

for data records, in which the goal is to approximate the result of executing the target

labeler on that data record for the particular query. These scores are then used in various

algorithms depending on query type. For example, BlazeIt [93] will train a proxy model

to (approximately) count the number of cars per frame of a video to answer the car counting

query, and selection algorithms (e.g., NoScope [94], probabilistic predicates [124], SUPG

[95], and Tahoma [11]) will train a separate proxy model to (approximately) filter frames

85
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with cars and bicycles for selecting such frames.

Unfortunately, methods based on query-specific proxy models have three key drawbacks.

First, obtaining large amounts of training data from the target labeler to train the proxy

models can be expensive. For example, BlazeIt and NoScope require hours of GPU

compute to execute the target labeler to produce labels to train the proxy models [93, 94]

and other systems require expensive human annotations [11, 83, 124]. Second, these systems

require new training procedures for each query type, which can be difficult to develop. Third,

query-specific proxy models cannot easily share computation across different queries or query

types. Thus, using proxy models can be challenging and computationally expensive.

We observe that this prior work ignores a key opportunity: redundancy present in the

target labeler outputs of many datasets. For example, two frames with visually distinct cars

in the bottom left would have the same result for many queries, e.g., counting the number

of cars or selecting cars in the bottom left. Namely, the structured outputs (i.e., target

labeler results) of many data records are semantically similar. While fully computing target

labeler outputs for all records is expensive, query processing systems would ideally use this

similarity to avoid repeated work and target labeler invocations.

To address these issues and leverage this opportunity, we propose TrAinable SemanTic

Indexes (TASTI). TASTI is an indexing method over unstructured data for accelerating

downstream proxy score-based query processing methods via embeddings (i.e., vectors in

Rn). Given the target labeler and a user-provided closeness function over target labeler

outputs, TASTI produces embeddings for each unstructured data record (e.g., frame of

video), with the desideratum that close records have close embeddings. TASTI’s required

closeness function is often easy to specify, e.g., that frames of a video with similar object

types and object positions are close (Section 4.1.2).1 TASTI then uses the embeddings and

a small set of records annotated by the target labeler to answer downstream queries.

Specifically, we propose a method of using TASTI’s embeddings and the labeled records

(i.e., cluster representatives) to generate proxy scores automatically, including for proxy-

based aggregation, selection, and limit query processing algorithms (Section 4.1.3) [11, 93–

95, 124]. TASTI generates per-record proxy scores by propagating annotations from the

cluster representatives to the unlabeled records. For example, we could assign an unanno-

tated frame the number of cars in the closest cluster representative for counting cars. These
1TASTI can also be used without training an embedding by using pre-trained embeddings, although

query performance will generally be better with its training method.
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scores can then used in query processing algorithms, such as those in BlazeIt, probabilis-

tic predicates, Tahoma, etc. Moreover, as the target labeler is executed over more data

during query processing, we can incrementally improve TASTI’s clustering, which improves

performance (i.e., TASTI’s indexes support “cracking” [85]).

To understand TASTI’s performance, we provide a theoretical analysis of TASTI and

downstream query accuracy (Section 4.1.4). We prove that queries that are Lipschitz-

continuous functions of the data will achieve exact results when using TASTI (with suffi-

ciently dense clustering) under 0 training loss, and quantitative bounds when the training loss

is not 0. Although our assumptions are strong, our analysis provides statistically grounded

intuition for why TASTI can outperform baselines. We validate our intuition with extensive

experiments (Section 4.1.5).

We implemented TASTI in a prototype system and evaluated it on four datasets, in-

cluding widely studied video datasets [30, 86, 93, 95, 181], a text dataset [188], and a speech

dataset [12]. We integrated TASTI into query processing algorithms for aggregation, selec-

tion, and limit queries and executed these queries over the datasets. We show that TASTI’s

indexes require up to 10× fewer labels from the target labeler to construct than generat-

ing training data for per-query proxy model methods, as TASTI leverages redundancy in

the datasets. Furthermore, TASTI outperforms on query runtime across all queries and

datasets we evaluate on by up to 24× over previous optimized systems.

In the remainder of this section, we give further context on proxy-based query processing,

describe TASTI’s system architecture, index construction, and query processing, provide a

theoretical analysis of TASTI, and evaluate TASTI on real-world datasets.

4.1.1 Overview and Example

Background and Problem

We first describe how target labelers and proxy scores are used in analytics systems before

describing an overview of TASTI.

Many analytics applications over unstructured data are powered by expensive DNNs that

extract structured data from these unstructured sources or human labelers (e.g., ground-

truth annotations for studying social or life sciences [96]). We refer to these expensive

DNNs and human labelers as target labelers. These target labelers induce a schema over

the extracted data. For example, object detection DNNs can extract information about
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object types and positions from frames of a video. The schema would contain columns for

object type, object (x, y)-positions, and timestamps. Unfortunately these high-quality target

labelers, such as Mask R-CNN or BERT, can be expensive and dominate query execution

costs.

Thus, recent work attempts to accelerate queries with target labelers by using proxy

scores (e.g., BlazeIt, NoScope, probabilistic predicates, Tahoma, SUPG, etc.). The

most common method of producing proxy scores is to train a smaller DNN (also called a

“specialized NN” or “proxy model”) that will produce a proxy score per data record. These

proxy models are typically trained to approximate the output of the target labeler for the

query at hand, e.g., a count for an aggregation query, and can yield substantial query

speedups. Constructing the training data can be expensive as the training data must reflect

a wide range of potential queries.

We describe two examples of using proxy scores to accelerate queries, both of which train

a new proxy model per query. In both cases (and more generally), the goal is to generate

proxy scores that are highly correlated with the target labeler outputs: these algorithms will

adaptively improve with better proxy scores.

Approximate aggregation. Suppose the user issues a query for the average number of cars

per frame in a video, as studied by BlazeIt [93]. BlazeIt takes as input an error target

and proxy scores.

To optimize this query, BlazeIt trains a cheap proxy model whose output is the pre-

dicted number of cars per frame using a sample of frames annotated by the target labeler.

This proxy model is then used to generate a query-specific proxy score per frame. BlazeIt

then uses these scores as a “control variate” [69] to reduce the variance in estimation. Proxy

scores that are more correlated with the true count will result in faster query execution.

Approximate selection. Suppose the user issues a query to select 90% of frames with

cars with 95% probability of success, as studied by the “recall target” setting in SUPG [95].

Specifically, SUPG takes as input a target recall and (in contrast to BlazeIt) a fixed target

labeler budget. SUPG will train a proxy model that estimate the probability of a record

matching a predicate.

Given proxy scores, SUPG will use importance sampling and return a set of records

achieving the recall target. Other recent proxy-based systems accelerate selection queries

without guarantees [11, 16, 83, 124].
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downstream query processing algorithms based on proxy scores.

Figure 4.1: TASTI system overview.

TASTI’s Inputs, Outputs, and Goals

Overview. As input, TASTI takes a target labeler, an induced schema, a target labeler

invocation budget for index construction, a closeness function over the induced schema, and

a parameter k that specifies how many distances to store for reach record. The primary cost

in index construction are the target labeler invocations. TASTI will produce an embedding-

based index subject to the budget that can produce proxy scores for a range of queries.

TASTI’s primary goal is to produce high quality proxy scores for query processing

algorithms, as with per-query proxy models, but without training a new model per query.

Supported queries. We demonstrate how to generate proxy scores for selection queries,

aggregation queries, and limit queries [11, 93–95, 124] with TASTI. TASTI can be used

with other queries requiring proxy scores. Since the initial draft, other work has used TASTI

to support aggregation queries with predicates [96].
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Example

Consider constructing an index for visual data, in which queries over object types and posi-

tions are issued. In this case, the target labeler (e.g., Mask R-CNN) takes an unstructured

frame of video and returns a structured set of records that contains fields about the po-

sitions and types of objects in the frame. Consider two queries, one of which counts the

number of cars per frame (aggregation query as supported by BlazeIt) and one that se-

lects frames with cars (selection query as supported by NoScope, probabilistic predicates,

SUPG, etc.). To understand how the index construction procedure and query processing

works, we describe the intuition below.

Index construction. TASTI builds its index by training an embedding DNN for the

input data and then clustering results based on it. Ideally, semantically similar records are

grouped together, e.g., all frames with two cars might form one cluster, all frames with one

bike and one car might form a cluster, etc.

To train an embedding DNN, TASTI requires a heuristic for “close” and “far” target

labeler outputs, either as a Boolean function or as a cutoff based on a continuous distance

measure. One such heuristic for our video application is to group frames with the same

number of objects and similar positions together. The grouping of “close” frames can be

specified in pseudocode as follows:

def is_close(frame1: List[Box], frame2: List[Box])->bool:
if len(frame1) != len(frame2 ):

return False
return all_boxes_close(frame1 , frame2)

where all_boxes_close is a helper function that returns true if all boxes in frame1 have

a corresponding “close” box in frame2. Given the closeness function, TASTI trains a low-

cost embedding DNN via the triplet loss [176], which separates “far” frames. Then, TASTI

computes embeddings over all frames of the video with the embedding DNN and select a

set of frames to annotate with the target labeler. It will then store the target labeler’s

outputs (object types and positions) for each cluster representative. TASTI uses the cluster

representatives and distances from unannotated frames’ embeddings for downstream query

processing.

Query processing. TASTI can now be used to produce proxy scores for a range of

downstream queries using existing proxy-based algorithms. First, TASTI generates exact

scores on cluster representatives, e.g., the exact count of the number of cars from the cached
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target labeler outputs. Then, TASTI propagates these scores to the remainder of the

records, e.g., producing approximate counts for the unannotated records. We describe the

intuition behind two example queries: in both of these examples, TASTI need not train a

new proxy model per query and can reuse its index.

Approximate aggregation. Consider the query of counting the average number of cars per

frame. TASTI computes the query-specific proxy score as the distance-weighted average

of the number of cars in the k closest annotated frames (see Section 4.1.3 for pseudocode).

This will produce an estimate of the number of cars in a given unannotated frame. These

scores can then be used by BlazeIt’s query processing algorithm [93].

Approximate selection. To estimate the probability of matching the predicate (i.e., query-

specific proxy score) for SUPG, TASTI will compute the weighted average as above, except

that annotated frames that contain a car receive a score of 1 and annotated frames that do

not contain a car receive a score of 0. These scores can then be used by SUPG’s selection

algorithm [95].

We now discuss TASTI’s index construction method (Section 4.1.2) and TASTI’s query

processing method (Section 4.1.3).

4.1.2 Index Construction

We describe how TASTI constructs indexes, which can be used to produce high quality

proxy scores without the use of query-specific proxy models. Many queries only require a low

dimensional representation of data records to answer, such as object types and positions (as

opposed to raw pixels in a video). Furthermore, in many applications, this low dimensional

representation has a natural closeness function, which can be directly used to construct

high quality proxy scores. TASTI attempts to construct representations that reflect these

heuristics by grouping close records and separating far records.

We show a schematic of the training in Figure 4.1a, the index construction in Figure 4.1b,

and the overall algorithm in Algorithm 9. TASTI’s index construction procedure consists of

optionally training an embedding DNN via the triplet loss, producing embeddings per record,

selecting cluster representatives, and computing statistics over the cluster representatives.

Throughout, we use the furthest point first (FPF) clustering algorithm [62]. FPF it-

eratively chooses the furthest point from the existing cluster representatives as the new

representative. FPF performs well in practice, is computationally efficient, and provides a
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Algorithm 9 Pseudocode for TASTI’s index construction procedure. Given a dataset
X, training points N1, number of cluster representatives N2, and min-k to retain, TASTI
will construct the index as follows. FPF is the furthest point first algorithm, where the
arguments are the embeddings and the number of points to select.
function Make TASTI index(X, N1, N2, k)

PretrainedEmbeddings[i] ← PretrainedModel(X[i])
TrainingPoints ← FPF(PretrainedEmbeddings, N1)
TripletModel ← Finetune(TrainingPoints, PretrainedModel)
Embeddings[i] ← TripletModel(X[i])
ClusterRepresentatives ← FPF(Embeddings, N2)
MinKDistances[i] ← ClosestKDistances(X[i], ClusterRepresentatives, k)
return ClusterRepresentatives, MinKDistances

2-approximation to the optimal maximum intra-cluster distance (which our analysis uses).

Training the Embeddings

TASTI optionally trains a mapping between data records (e.g., frames of a video) and

semantic embeddings. The semantic embeddings have the desideratum that data records

that have similar extracted attributes are close in embedding space, and vice versa for records

that have dissimilar extracted attributes. For example, consider queries over object type

and position. A frame with a single car in the upper left should be close to another frame

with a single car in the upper left, but far from a frame with two cars in the bottom right.

We describe our training method via domain-specific triplet losses and show a schematic

in Figure 4.1a. We note that TASTI’s training procedure is optional: pre-trained embed-

dings can be also be used for the index if training is expensive.

Domain-specific triplet loss. To train the embedding DNN, TASTI uses the triplet

loss [176]. The triplet loss takes an anchor point, a positive example (i.e., a close example),

and a negative example (i.e., a far example). It penalizes examples where the anchor point

and the positive point are further apart than the anchor point and the negative point (see

Section 4.1.4).

A key choice in using the triplet loss is selecting points that are “close” and those that are

“far.” This choice is application specific, but many applications have natural choices. For

example, any frame of video with different numbers of objects may be far (see Section 4.1.1

for pseudocode). Furthermore, frames with the same number of objects, but where the

objects are far apart may also considered far.
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Training data selection (FPF mining). Training via the triplet loss requires invocations

of the target labeler to determine whether pairs of records are close or not. Due to the cost

of the target labeler, TASTI must sample records to be selected for training; we assume the

user provides a budget of target labeler invocations. While TASTI could randomly sample

data points, randomly sampled points may mostly sample redundant records (e.g., majority

of empty frames) and miss rare events. We empirically show that randomly sampling training

data results in embeddings that perform well on average, but can perform poorly on rare

events (Section 4.1.5).

To produce embeddings that perform well across queries, we would ideally sample a

diverse set of data records. For example, suppose 80% of a video were empty: selecting

frames at random would mostly sample empty frames. Selecting frames with a variety of

car numbers and positions would be more sample efficient.

When available, TASTI uses a pre-trained DNN to select such diverse points. These

pre-trained DNNs are widely available, e.g., DNNs pre-trained on ImageNet [74] or on large

text corpora (BERT) [48]. Pre-trained DNNs produce embeddings that are semantically

meaningful, although not adapted to the specific induced schema.

To produce training data that results in embeddings that perform well on rare events,

TASTI performs the following selection procedure. First, TASTI uses a pre-trained DNN

to generate embeddings over the data records. Then, TASTI executes the FPF algorithm to

select the training data. TASTI constructs triplets from the training data via target labeler

annotations. TASTI will first bucket records by the closeness function. To construct a

triplet, TASTI will sample two different buckets at random: it will select the anchor and

positive record at random from the first bucket and a negative record at random from the

second bucket.

Clustering

TASTI produces clusters via the embedding DNN. As we describe in Section 4.1.3, TASTI

propagates annotations/scores from cluster representatives to unannotated data records.

A key choice is which data records to select as cluster representatives. Similar to selecting

training data, TASTI could select a set of cluster representatives at random. While random

sampling may do well on average at query time, it may perform poorly on rare events (i.e.,

outliers).

To address this issue, TASTI selects cluster representatives via FPF. FPF chooses points
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that are far apart in embedding space. Thus, if the embeddings are semantically meaningful,

then FPF will select data records that are diverse. Finally, we mix a small fraction of random

clusters, which helps “average-case performance” queries.

TASTI stores the distances of all embeddings to each cluster representative. As we

describe in Section 4.1.3, TASTI uses the k nearest cluster representatives for query pro-

cessing.

Cracking TASTI Indexes

In contrast to prior work, which can only share work between queries in an ad-hoc manner,

TASTI’s proxy scores will improve as queries are executed. In particular, when any query

executes the target labeler on a data record, TASTI can cache the target labeler result.

The records over which the target labeler are executed can then be added as new cluster

representatives. Computing the distance to the new cluster representative is computationally

efficient and trivially parallelizable. We note that this is a form of “cracking” [85].

Computational Performance

Suppose there are N data records, D dimensions, L training iterations, and a total target

labeler budget of C. Denote the costs of the target labeler, embedding DNN, and distance

computation as cT , cE , and cD respectively. The total cost of index construction is O(C ·
cT + L · cE + N · cE + NCD · cD) assuming the cost of a training iteration is proportional

to the cost of the forward pass [91].

The ratio of these steps depends on the relative computational costs. In many appli-

cations, the cost of embedding is less expensive than the cost of the target labeler. For

example, Mask R-CNN can execute as slow as at 3 fps, compared to an embedding DNN

which executes at 12,000 fps [99]. Furthermore, human labelers are orders of magnitude

more expensive than embedding DNNs (up to 100,000× more expensive).

4.1.3 Query Processing with TASTI

How can TASTI indexes accelerate query processing? We propose automatic methods

of construct query-specific proxy scores with TASTI, which can then be passed to existing

proxy score-based algorithms. These query-specific proxy scores are an approximation of the

result of executing the target labeler on the data records for the particular query. Consider
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an aggregation query counting the average number of cars per frame [93]. The query-specific

proxy scores would be an estimate of the number of cars in a given frame.

Many downstream query processing algorithms only require proxy scores and the target

labeler. For example, selection without guarantees (e.g., binary detection) [11, 94, 124],

selection with statistical guarantees [95], aggregation [93], and limit queries [93] only require

query-specific proxy scores and the target labeler.

TASTI provides a default method of taking the target labeler output and producing a

numeric score, which can support aggregation, selection and limit queries. Its default method

produces exact scores on the cluster representatives and propagates using the distance-

weighted average for numeric columns and distance-weighted majority vote for categorical

columns. If desired, a developer may also implement custom functions to produce proxy

scores for other queries. We describe several examples of how proxy scores can be computed

and used for common query types, and then describe the interface for implementing custom

proxy scores. We show a schematic of the query processing procedure in Figure 4.1c.

Query Processing Examples

We provide examples of the query-specific scoring functions, score propagation, and down-

stream query processing for several classes of queries below.

Approximate aggregation. Consider the example of counting the average number of cars

per frame, as studied by BlazeIt [93]. The scoring function would take the detected boxes

in a frame and return the count of the boxes matching “car,” as shown above. For k = 1, the

query-specific proxy score would be the count for the nearest cluster representative and for

k > 1, it would be the distanced-weighted mean count of the nearest k cluster representatives

for a given frame.

The query-specific proxy scores can be used to answer the query with statistical error

bounds, e.g., used as a control variate by the BlazeIt’s query processing algorithm. The

scores could also be used to directly answer the query.

Selection. Consider a query that selects all frames of a video with a car, as studied by

prior work [11, 94, 95, 124]. The scoring function would take the detected boxes in a frame

and return 0 if there are no cars and 1 if there is a car in the frame. The query-specific

proxy score can be smoothed for k > 1.

The query-specific proxy scores can be used as input to SUPG, in which sampling is
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used to achieve statistical guarantees on the recall or precision of selected records [95].

These scores can also be used directly to answer the query (i.e., return the records with

value above some threshold, either ad-hoc or computed over some validation set), as other

systems do [11, 94, 124].

Limit queries. Consider a query that selects 10 frames containing at least 5 cars [93].

Such queries are often used to manually study rare events. In this case, the scoring function

and query-specific proxy scores would be the same as for aggregation. For limit queries, we

generally recommend using k = 1, since this query is typically focused on ranking rare events.

The query processing algorithm will examine frames with the target labeler as ordered by

the query-specific proxy scores. The algorithm will terminate once the requested number of

frames is found.

Custom Proxy Scores

TASTI has built-in functionality to compute and propagate scores for selection, aggregation

and limit queries using the methods described in the previous section. In addition, developers

may specify custom scores to extend TASTI to supporting other queries.

The API for specifying scoring functions is as follows. Denote the type of the output of

the target labeler as TargetLabelerutput (e.g., a list of bounding boxes) and the type of

the score as ScoreType (e.g., a float). Using Python typing, the developer would implement:

def Score(target_output: TargetLabelerOutput) -> ScoreType

These functions can be implemented in few lines of code. We show the pseudocode for the

example above:

def CountCarScore(boxes: Sequence[Boxes]) -> int:
return len([box for box in boxes if box.object_type == ’car’])

Other queries, e.g., over object positions, can be implemented similarly with few lines of

code.

Score Propagation

Given the query-specific scoring functions, TASTI will execute the scoring functions on the

cluster representatives (as the target labeler outputs are available for these data records). In

order to execute downstream query processing, TASTI must also materialize approximate

scores for the remainder of the data records.
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To produce these query-specific proxy scores, TASTI will propagate scores from the

cluster representatives to the unannotated records. The score for each data record will

be the inverse distance-weighted mean of the nearest k cluster representatives for numeric

scores. For categorical scores, TASTI will take the distance-weighted majority vote. Since

the distances to cluster representatives are cached, this process is computationally efficient.

A developer may also implement a custom method of propagating scores. We show an

example of such a method in Section 4.1.5 for limit queries.

4.1.4 Theoretical Analysis

We present a statistical performance analysis of our methods to better understand resulting

query quality. Intuitively, if the original data records have a metric structure and the triplet

loss recovers this structure, we expect downstream queries to behave well. Specifically, we

provide guarantees on query quality (typically accuracy) when using TASTI directly. We

show that accuracy for a natural class of “smooth” queries is directly connected to the triplet

loss and the density of clustering. While the assumptions in our analysis may not hold in

practice, we conduct our analysis to provide statistically grounded intuition for why TASTI

can outperform baseline methods. We validate our intuition with extensive experiments

(Section 4.1.5).

We formalize this intuition by analyzing how downstream queries behave under the triplet

loss. We specifically analyze the case where k = 1, i.e., using a single cluster representative

in query processing.

Notation and Preliminaries

Notation. We define the set of data records as D := {x1, ..., xN}, the scoring function

f(xi) : D → R, and the embedding function φ(xi) : D → Rd. Denote the cluster representa-

tives as R := {xr : r ∈ R} ⊂ D for some set R ⊂ {1, ..., N}. Given this set, we denote the

representative mapping function as c(xi) : D → R, which maps a data record to the nearest

cluster representative, and the query-specific scores as f̂(x) := f(c(x)).

Suppose there is a query-specific loss function `Q(xi, yi) : D × R → R where yi ∈ R is

the predicted label. `Q will be used to evaluate the quality of f and f̂ as `Q(x, f(x)) and

`Q(x, f̂(x)).
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We define the per-example triplet loss as

`T (xa, xp, xn;φ,m) := max(0,m+ |φ(xa)− φ(xp)| − |φ(xa)− φ(xn)|)

where we omit φ and m where clear. Define the ball of radius M as BM (x) = {x′ :

d(x, x′) < M} and its complement B̄M . For random variables xa ∼ D, xp ∼ BM (xa), and

xn ∼ B̄M (xa) drawn uniformly from the sets, we define the population triplet loss as

L(φ;M,m) := Exa,xp,xn [`T (xa, xp, xn;φ,m)] (4.1)

for some margin m > 0.

Assumptions and properties. We make the following assumptions. We first assume

that there is a metric d(xi, xj) on D and that D is compact with metric d. We further

assume that `Q(x, y) is Lipshitz in x and y with constant KQ/2, in both arguments.

For both of our proofs, we assume the triplet loss is low and the cluster representatives

are dense enough under φ. Low triplet loss controls the quality of the embeddings with

respect to the original metric d. The density of the cluster representatives controls how

close the unannotated records are from the cluster representatives in the original space.

Example. Consider the video setting described in Section 4.1.1. D is the set of frames,

φ is the trained embedding DNN, and we use the metric induced by closeness function also

described in Section 4.1.1. Consider the two queries: aggregation queries for the number of

cars and selecting frames of cars. For the aggregation query, f maps frames to the number

of cars. For the selection query, f maps frames with cars to 1 and frames without cars to 0.

Theorem Statements

We defer all proofs to Kang et al. [97].

Zero loss case. To theoretically analyze our index and query processing algorithms,

we first consider the case where the embedding achieves zero triplet loss (we generalize to

non-zero loss below). We show the following positive result: using the query-specific proxy

scores in this setting will achieve bounded loss. In fact, for `Q that are identically 0 (e.g.,

for the example above), TASTI will achieve exact results.

We now state the main theorem for the zero-loss case.
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Theorem 3 (Zero loss). Let φ be an embedding that achieves L(φ;M,m) = 0 and c be

such that maxx∈D |φ(x)− φ(c(x))| < m. Then, the query procedure will suffer an expected

loss gap of at most

E[`Q(x, f̂(x))] ≤ E[`Q(x, f(x))] +M ·KQ. (4.2)

Generalization to Non-zero Loss. We generalize our analysis to the non-zero loss case

below. We show that the loss in queries is bounded by the triplet loss and several other

natural quantities.

Theorem 4 (Non-zero loss). Consider an embedding φ that achieves L(φ;M,m) = α and
a clustering c such that maxx∈D |φ(x) − φ(c(x))| < m. Assume that the query loss `Q is
upper bounded by C. Then, query procedure will suffer an expected loss gap of at most

E[`Q(x, f̂(x))] ≤ E[`Q(x, f(x))] +M ·KQ +
C supx |B̄M (x)|

m
α. (4.3)

Discussion

We have shown that many classes of queries will have bounded loss (i.e., discrepancy from

exact answers). However, we note that our analysis has several limitations. First, TASTI

uses the nearest k = 5 cluster representatives to generate the query-specific proxy scores by

default, not k = 1 as used in our analysis. Second, the triplet loss may be large in practice.

Third, not all queries admit Lipschitz losses. Nonetheless, we believe our analysis provides

intuition for why TASTI outperforms even recent state-of-the-art. We defer a more detailed

analysis to future work.

4.1.5 Evaluation

We evaluated TASTI on five real world datasets with three query types. We demonstrate

that TASTI’s index construction is cheaper than recent state-of-the-art executed end-to-end

and that TASTI’s proxy scores outperforms per-query proxies on all settings we consider.

We defer extended experiments to Kang et al. [97]. Our code is available at https://

github.com/stanford-futuredata/tasti.

https://github.com/stanford-futuredata/tasti
https://github.com/stanford-futuredata/tasti
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Experimental Setup

Datasets, target labelers, and triplet loss. We considered three video datasets, a text

dataset, and a speech dataset. We used the night-street, taipei, and amsterdam videos

[93]. The night-street dataset is widely used in video analytics evaluations [30, 93, 94,

181]. The taipei dataset has two object classes (car and bus) and we use the same set of

embeddings for both. We used Mask R-CNN as the target labeler and ResNet-18 as our

embedding DNN. The closeness function separates frames with objects that are far apart

and frames with different numbers of objects (when also considering object types).

For the text dataset, we used a semantic parsing dataset [188]. The dataset consists of

pairs of natural language questions and corresponding SQL statements. We assumed the

SQL statements are not known at query time and must be annotated by crowd workers (i.e.,

that crowd workers are the target labeler). We used BERT [48] for the embedding DNN.

We considered queries over SQL operators and number of predicates. The closeness function

separates questions over different SQL operators and number of predicates.

For the speech dataset, we used the Common Voice dataset [12]. The dataset consists

of short speech snippets. We assumed that the attributes of speaker gender and age are not

known at query time and must be annotated by crowd workers. We used an audio ResNet-

22 [108] for the embedding DNN. The closeness function separates records by gender and

discretized age bucket.

Queries and metrics. We evaluated TASTI and per-query proxies on three classes of

queries using three recently proposed algorithms: aggregation, selection, and limit queries.

Our primary cost metric across all queries is the number of target labeler invocations

and also report end-to-end costs for certain experiments. We use target labeler invocations

as the primary metric for several reasons. First, in many cases, the target labeler is actually

a human labeler, particularly when used in social or life sciences [96]. Second, the target

labelers we evaluate are thousands to hundreds of times more expensive than query process-

ing costs and proxy models [99], and thus make up the majority of query costs. In addition,

this strictly benefits systems that use per-query proxies which must be executed at query

time: TASTI does not train a model per query.

Aggregation. For aggregation queries, we queried for an approximate statistic of the target

labeler executed on the unstructured data records. We computed the average number of

objects per frame for the video datasets, the average number of predicates per query for the
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WikiSQL dataset, and the fraction of male speakers in the Common Voice dataset.

For all settings, we used the EBS sampling as used by the BlazeIt system [93], which

provides guarantees on error. EBS sampling uses the proxy scores to guide target labeler

sampling. Better proxy scores will result in fewer target labeler invocations. As such, we

measured the number of target labeler invocations (lower is better).

We additionally compare TASTI to approximate aggregation without statistical guar-

antees, which uses the proxy scores to answer queries directly (as used by BlazeIt).

Selection. For selection queries, we executed approximate selection queries with recall

targets (SUPG queries [95]). We selected for frames with objects for video datasets, natural

language questions that are parsed into selection SQL statements for the WikiSQL dataset,

and male speakers in the Common Voice dataset.

Given a target labeler budget, these queries return a set of records matching a predicate

with a given recall target with a given confidence level (e.g., “return 90% of instances of

cars with 95% probability of success”): these queries are useful in scientific applications or

mission-critical settings [95]. In contrast to queries that do not provide statistical guarantees,

SUPG guarantees the recall target with high probability. Since recall SUPG queries fix the

number of target labeler invocations, we measured the false positive rate (lower is better).

We additionally compare TASTI to approximate selection without statistical guaran-

tees, which uses the proxy scores to answer queries directly. We slightly modify the query

processing algorithms of NoScope, Tahoma, and probabilistic predicates to directly use

proxy scores and use the accuracy metric of F1 score.

Limit. For limit queries, we used the ranking algorithm proposed by Kang et al. [93]. This

ranking algorithm examines data records that are likely to match the predicate of interest in

descending order by the proxy score. Proxy scores that have high recall for given number of

records will perform better. As such, we measured the number of target labeler invocations

(lower is better).

Methods evaluated. We used the query processing methods above and use the per-

query proxies as used in Kang et al. [93] (aggregation and limit queries) and Kang et al.

[95] (selection queries). We use the exact proxy models for the video datasets (a “tiny

ResNet”), logistic regression over FastText embeddings [23] for the WikiSQL dataset, and a

smaller CNN (CNN-10) [108] for the Common Voice dataset. FastText embeddings are less

expensive than BERT embeddings.
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(a) Breakdown of time to construct indexes for
TASTI and for BlazeIt on the night-street
dataset. The BlazeIt index is the “target-
model annotated set” (TMAS) [93]. Similar re-
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(b) Index construction time vs performance of
TASTI and BlazeIt for aggregation queries on
the night-street dataset. Similar results hold
for other datasets.

We refer to TASTI when using a pre-trained DNN as the embedding DNN as “TASTI-

PT” (pre-trained) and TASTI when using a triplet-loss trained embedding DNN as “TASTI-

T” (trained). We demonstrate that TASTI-T generally outperforms TASTI-PT.

Hardware and timing. We evaluated TASTI on a private server with a single NVIDIA

V100 GPU, 2 Intel Xeon Gold 6132 CPUs (56 hyperthreads), and 504GB of memory. In

contrast to prior work, we timed end-to-end query processing times for TASTI, including

the video loading and embedding DNN execution times, which is excluded in prior work [93].

Due to the large cost of executing the target labeler, we simulated its execution by caching

target labeler results and computing the average execution time for the target labeler. For

baselines, we only timed the target labeler computation and exclude the computational

cost of proxy models, which strictly improves the baselines. We excluded the cost of query

processing [93, 95] as it is negligible in all cases. Namely, the query processing is over orders

of magnitude less expensive than target labeler invocation for all queries we consider.

Index Construction Performance

To understand the index construction performance, we measured the wall clock time to

construct TASTI indexes. We compared to BlazeIt, which constructs indexes by executing

the target labeler on a subset of the data (referred to as the “TMAS” [93]). For BlazeIt,

we only considered the cost of constructing the TMAS. For TASTI, we measured the full

index construction time, including the embedding DNN training and distance computation

times. We computed the construction times on the night-street dataset; similar results

hold for other datasets.
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We show the breakdown of index construction time for TASTI and BlazeIt in Fig-

ure 4.2a using the parameters in Section 4.1.5. TASTI requires far fewer target labeler

invocations for index construction, so is substantially faster than BlazeIt.

We additionally show the index construction time vs performance for BlazeIt and a

range of parameters for TASTI (Figure 4.2b). TASTI can outperform or match BlazeIt

performance with up to 10× less expensive index construction times.

End-to-end Performance

We show that TASTI outperforms recent state-of-the-art per-query proxy methods for ap-

proximate aggregation, selection with guarantees, and limit queries. For all video datasets in

this section, we used 3,000 training records, 7,000 cluster representatives, and an embedding

size of 128. To show the generality of TASTI, we used a single set of embeddings/distances

for both taipei classes. For the WikiSQL and Common Voice datasets, we used 500 train-

ing examples and 500 cluster representatives. We measured the query processing costs or

query accuracy in this section.

Approximate aggregation. For approximate aggregation queries, we compared TASTI

to using no proxy (random sampling) and an ad-hoc trained proxy model. We used the

exact experimental setup as BlazeIt [93] for video datasets, which targeted an error of

0.01 and a success probability of 95%. We aggregated over the average number of objects

per frame for all video datasets (cars or buses), the number of clauses per statement in the

WikiSQL dataset, and the fraction of male speakers in the Common Voice dataset.

As shown in Figure 4.3, TASTI outperforms for aggregation queries on all datasets.

In particular, TASTI outperform state-of-the-art per-query proxies for aggregation queries

(BlazeIt) by up to 2× with less expensive index construction costs. Further, TASTI

outperforms no proxy by up to 3×.
TASTI’s improved performance comes from better query-specific proxy scores (ρ2 of

0.91 vs 0.55). As the correlation of the proxy scores with the target labeler increases, the

control variates variance decreases. Reduced variance results in fewer samples, as the EBS

stopping algorithm is adaptive with the variance.

Selection. For selection queries with statistical guarantees (SUPG queries), we compared

TASTI to using an ad-hoc trained proxy model (standard random sampling is not appro-

priate for SUPG queries). We used the exact same experimental setup as in SUPG [95]
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Figure 4.3: Number of target labeler invocations for baselines and TASTI for approximate
aggregation queries (lower is better). TASTI outperforms baselines in all cases, including
prior, per-query proxy state-of-the-art by up to 2×.

for the video datasets. For all queries, we used a recall target of 90% with a confidence of

95%, as used in [95]. We search for cars or buses in the video datasets, star operators for

WikiSQL, and male speakers in the Common Voice dataset.

As shown in Figure 4.4, TASTI outperforms on all datasets. In particular, TASTI

can improve the false positive rate by almost 21× over recent state-of-the-art. We further

show that the triplet training improves performance. As with aggregation queries, TASTI’s

improved performance comes from better query-specific proxy scores (ρ2 of 0.90 vs 0.79).

Limit queries. For limit queries, we used the ranking algorithm proposed by BlazeIt [93].

We use the exact same experimental setup as BlazeIt for the video datasets (including the

query configurations, e.g., number of objects, etc.). For limit queries, we use a custom scoring

function which is the regular scoring function with k = 1 and ties broken by distance to the

cluster representatives.
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Figure 4.4: False positive rate for recall-target SUPG queries (lower is better). We show
the performance of baselines and TASTI. As shown, TASTI outperforms baselines in all
cases.

Figure 4.5 shows TASTI outperforms on all datasets. TASTI can improve performance

by up to 24× compared to recent state-of-the-art. As we demonstrate, TASTI’s FPF mining

and FPF clustering are critical for performance when searching for rare events. The FPF

algorithm naturally produces clusters that are far apart, which is beneficial when searching

for rare events.

4.1.6 Discussion

To reduce the cost of queries using expensive target labelers, we introduce a method of

constructing indexes for unstructured data. TASTI relies on the key property that queries

only require access to target labelers outputs, which are often highly redundant. TASTI

uses an embedding DNN and target labeler annotated cluster representatives as its index,

which allows for more accurate and generalizable proxy scores across a range of query types.
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Figure 4.5: Number of target labeler invocations for baselines and TASTI for limit queries
(lower is better). TASTI outperforms baselines in all cases, including prior state-of-the-art
by up to 34×.

We theoretically analyze TASTI to understand its statistical properties, in particular

how index quality relates to query accuracy. We show TASTI indexes can be constructed

up to 10× more efficiently than recent work. We further show that they can be used to

answer queries up to 24× more efficiently than recent state-of-the-art.

4.2 Smol: Hardware Efficient Proxy Generation

Deep neural networks (NNs) now power a range of visual analytics tasks and systems [11,

83, 93, 94] due to their high accuracy, but state-of-the-art DNNs can be computationally

expensive. For example, accurate object detection methods can execute as slow as 3-5 frames

per second (fps) [73, 165].

To execute visual analytics queries efficiently, systems builders have developed optimiza-

tions to trade off accuracy and throughput [11, 83, 93, 94, 124]: more accurate DNNs are
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more computationally expensive [74, 164, 165]. Many of these systems (e.g., NoScope,

BlazeIt, Tahoma, and probablistic predicates) accelerate visual analytics queries by us-

ing proxy or specialized NNs, which approximate larger target DNNs. These specialized NNs

can be up to 5 orders of magnitude cheaper to execute than their target DNNs and are used

to filter inputs so the target DNNs will be executed fewer times [11, 83, 93, 94, 124].

This prior work focuses solely on reducing DNN execution time. These systems were

built before recent DNN accelerators were introduced and were thus benchmarked on older

accelerators. In this context, these systems correctly assume that DNN execution time is the

overwhelming bottleneck. For example, Tahoma benchmarks on the NVIDIA K80 GPU,

which executes ResNet-50 (a historically expensive DNN [2, 40, 41]) at 159 images/second.

However, as accelerators and compilers have advanced, these systems ignore a key bottle-

neck in end-to-end DNN inference: preprocessing, or the process of decoding, transforming,

and transferring image data to accelerators. In the first measurement study of its kind,

we show that preprocessing costs often dominate end-to-end DNN inference when using

advances in hardware accelerators and compilers. For example, the historically expensive

ResNet-50 [2, 41] has improved in throughput by 28× on the inference-optimized NVIDIA

T4 GPU. As a result, ResNet-50 is now 9× higher throughput than CPU-based image pre-

processing, making preprocessing the bottleneck, on the inference-optimized g4dn.xlarge

Amazon Web Services (AWS) instance, which has a NVIDIA T4. This boost in efficiency

translates to both power and dollar costs: preprocessing requires approximately 2.3× as

much power and costs 11× as much as DNN execution. Similar results hold for Google

Cloud’s T4 inference optimized instances. These imbalances become only higher with smaller

specialized NNs that recent visual analytics systems use.

In light of these observations, we examine opportunities for more principled joint opti-

mization of preprocessing and DNN execution, especially for preprocessing-bound, high-

throughput batch analytics workloads. We leverage two insights: a) the accuracy and

throughput of a DNN is closely coupled with its input format and b) preprocessing op-

erations can be placed on both CPUs and accelerators. Thus, rather than treating the input

format as fixed, we consider methods of using inputs as a key step in DNN architecture

search and training.

This yields two novel opportunities for accelerating inference: a) cost-based methods

that leverage low-resolution visual data for higher accuracy or improved throughput and

b) input- and hardware-aware methods of placing preprocessing operations on the CPU or
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accelerator and correctly pipelining computation.

A critical component to leverage these opportunities is a cost model to select query

plans. We correct the erroneous assumption in prior work that DNN execution dominates

end-to-end DNN inference. We instead propose a cost model that is preprocessing aware

and validate that our cost model is more accurate than prior cost models. While our prepro-

cessing aware cost model is simple, it enables downstream optimizations, described below.

First, we propose methods of using natively present, low resolution visual data for more

efficient, input-aware accuracy/throughput trade offs. Image and video serving sites often

have natively present low resolution data, e.g., Instagram has thumbnails [13] and YouTube

stores multiple resolutions of the same video. Even when low resolution data is not natively

present, we can partially decode visual data (e.g., omitting the deblocking filter in H.264

decoding). As such, we can use natively present data or partial decoding for reduced pre-

processing costs. However, naively using this reduced fidelity data can reduce accuracy. To

recover accuracy, we propose an augmented DNN training procedure that explicitly uses

data augmentation for the target resolution. Furthermore, we show that using larger, more

accurate DNNs on low resolution data can result in higher accuracy than smaller DNNs

on full resolution data. Enabled by our new preprocessing-aware cost model, we can select

input formats and DNN combinations that achieve better accuracy/throughput trade offs.

Second, we decide to place preprocessing operations on the CPU or accelerator to balance

the throughput of DNN execution and preprocessing. To enable high-performance pipelined

execution, we build an optimized runtime engine for end-to-end visual DNN inference. Our

optimized runtime engine makes careful use of pipelined execution, memory management,

and high-performance threading to fully utilize available hardware resources.

We implement these optimizations in Smol, a runtime engine for end-to-end DNN infer-

ence that can be integrated into existing visual analytics systems. We use Smol to imple-

ment the query processing methods of two modern visual analytics systems, BlazeIt [93]

and Tahoma [11], and evaluate Smol on eight visual datasets, including video and image

datasets. We verify our cost modeling choices through benchmarks on the public cloud and

show that Smol can achieve up to 5.9× improved throughput on recent GPU hardware

compared to recent work in visual analytics.

In the remainder of this section, we describe trends in accelerator efficiency, Smol’s

overview and optimizations, and our evaluation of Smol.
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4.2.1 Measurement Study of End-to-End DNN Inference

We benchmark DNNs and visual data preprocessing on the public cloud, showing that

preprocessing costs can now dominate end-to-end DNN inference. We show that these trends

arise from dramatically improved new accelerators reducing dollar and power costs of DNN

execution, and efficient use of hardware.

We benchmark throughputs on the inference-optimized T4 GPU with a dollar cost-

balanced number of vCPU cores on an AWS instance. Our benchmarks show that prepro-

cessing dominates in both dollar cost and power costs. Preprocessing requires 2.2× as much

power (158W vs 70W) and costs 11× as much for ResNet-50 ($2.37 vs $0.218). These trends

are similar for other cloud providers (e.g., Google Cloud Platform’s T4-attachable instances

and Microsoft Azure’s newly announce T4 instances) and instance types.

Experimental setup. We benchmarked the popular ResNet-50 model for image classi-

fication [74], which has widely been used in benchmarking [2, 41] and has been considered

expensive. Specialized NNs are typically much cheaper than ResNet-50.

We benchmarked the time for only DNN execution and the time for preprocessing sep-

arately to isolate bottlenecks.

We benchmarked on the publicly available inference-optimized NVIDIA T4 GPU [134].

We used the g4dn.xlarge AWS instance which has 4 vCPU cores (hyperthreads): this

configuration is cost balanced between vCPUs and the accelerator. This instance type is

optimized for DNN inference; similar instances are available on other cloud providers. We

used the TensorRT compiler [3] for optimized execution. While we benchmarked on the T4,

other contemporary, non-public accelerators report similar or improved results [56, 89].

Effect of software on throughput. We benchmarked ResNet-50 throughput on the

inference-optimized T4 GPU using three software systems for DNNs to show how more

efficient software affects throughput. We benchmark using Keras [37], PyTorch [139], and

TensorRT [3]. We note that Keras was used by Tahoma and TensorRT is an optimized

DNN computational graph compiler.

As shown in Table 4.1, efficient use of accelerators via optimized compilers (TensorRT)

can result in up to a 10× improvement in throughput. Importantly, preprocessing becomes

the bottleneck with the efficient use of accelerators.

Breakdown of end-to-end DNN inference. DNN inference includes preprocessing. For

the standard ResNet-50 configuration, the preprocessing steps are [74, 127]: 1) Decode the
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Execution environment Throughput (im/s)
Keras 243
PyTorch 424
TensorRT 4,513

Table 4.1: Throughput of ResNet-50 on the T4 with three different execution environments.
Keras was used in [11]. The efficient use of hardware can result in over a 17× improvement
in throughput.
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Figure 4.6: Breakdown of end-to-end inference of ResNet-50 and 18 for a batch size of 64
on the inference-optimized AWS g4dn.xlarge instance type. The execution of the DNN is
7.1× and 22.9× faster than preprocessing data for ResNet-50 and 18 respectively.

compressed image, e.g., JPEG compressed, 2) Resize the image with an aspect-preserving

resize such that the short edge of the image is 256 pixels. Centrally crop the image to

224x224, 3) Convert the image to float32. Divide the pixel values by 255, subtract a per-

channel value, and divide by a per-channel value, and 4) Rearrange the pixel values to

channels-first.

To see the breakdown of preprocessing the costs, we implemented these preprocessing

steps in hand-optimized C++, ensuring best practices for high performance C++, including

reuse of memory. We used libturbo-jpeg, a highly optimized library for JPEG decom-

pression, for decoding the JPEG images. We used OpenCV’s optimized image processing

libraries for the resize and normalization. For DNN execution, we executed the DNNs with

TensorRT and multiple CUDA streams on synthetic images. We run all benchmarks on a

standard g4dn.xlarge AWS instance and use multithreading to utilize all the cores.

As shown in Figure 4.6, simply decoding the JPEG files achieves lower throughput than
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Figure 4.7: System diagram of Smol. As input, Smol takes a set of DNNs, visual input
formats, and optional constraints. As output, Smol returns an optimal set of plans or plan,
depending on the constraints. Smol will generate plans, estimate the resources for each
plan, and select the Pareto optimal set of plans.

the throughput of ResNet-50 execution. All together, preprocessing achieves 7.1× lower

throughput than ResNet-50 execution. These overheads increase to up to 22.9× for ResNet-

18. As discussed, preprocessing dominates in terms of power and dollar costs as well.

Similar results hold for other networks, such as the MobileNet-SSD [82, 120] used by

MLPerf Inference [148]. This DNN executes at 7,431 im/s, compared to a preprocessing

throughput of 397 im/s on the MS-COCO dataset.

Discussion. Several state-of-the-art DNNs execute far slower than the DNNs benchmarked

in this section, e.g., a large Mask R-CNN may execute at 3-5 fps. However, many systems

use specialized NNs to reduce invocations of these large DNNs. For example, the BlazeIt

system uses a specialized NN to approximate the larger DNN, which reduces the number of

large DNN invocations [93]. As these specialized NNs are small (potentially much smaller

than even ResNet-50), we believe our benchmarks are of wide applicability to DNN-based

visual analytics.

4.2.2 Smol Overview

To reduce the imbalance between preprocessing and DNN execution, we develop a novel

system, Smol. Smol’s goal is to execute end-to-end batch visual analytics queries. Unlike

prior work, Smol aims to optimize end-to-end query time, including the computational cost

of preprocessing in addition to the computational cost of DNN execution.

To execute these visual analytics queries, Smol uses a cost-based model to generate

query plans that span preprocessing and DNN execution. Smol executes these plans in

its optimized end-to-end inference engine. For a given query system (e.g., Tahoma or

BlazeIt), Smol’s cost model must be integrated into the system.

We show a schematic of Smol’s architecture in Figure 4.7.
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Model Throughput Preproc. bound?
MobileNet-V1 16,885 Yes
VGG19 1,889 Yes
Inception V4 1,339 Yes
ResNet-50 4,513 Yes
ResNeXt-101 1,724 Yes
SSD MobileNet-V1 (300) 7,609 Yes
SSD ResNet (1200) 137 No
Mask R-CNN (1200) 14 No

Table 4.2: Throughput of various models on the T4 GPU (classification models on the top
and detection models on the bottom) [178]. As shown, all but the largest, state-of-the-art
detection models are preprocessing bound.

System Overview

Deployment setting. In this work, we focus on high throughput batch settings, as recent

work does [11, 93, 95, 181]. Smol’s goal is to achieve the highest throughput on the available

hardware resources. For example, a visual analytics engine might ingest images or videos

daily and run a batch analytics job each night. Smol is most helpful for preprocessing-

bound workloads (Table 4.2). As we describe, Smol accepts models exported from training

frameworks (e.g., PyTorch, TensorFlow, or Keras) and optimizes its inference. As such, it

is designed to be used at inference time, not with training frameworks.

Nonetheless, several of our techniques, particularly in jointly optimizing preprocessing

and inference, also apply to the low-latency or latency-constrained throughput settings.

In high throughput batch settings, visual data is almost always stored in compressed

formats that require preprocessing. Uncompressed visual data is large: a single hour of

720p video is almost 900GB of data whereas compressed video can be as small as 0.5GB per

hour. Similarly, JPEG images can be up to 10× smaller than uncompressed still images.

Smol inference. As inputs, Smol will take a set of trained DNNs and a set of natively

available visual data formats (e.g., full resolution JPEG images, thumbnail JPEGs). We

denote the set of DNNs as D and the set of visual data formats as F . Smol further takes

a set of calibration images (i.e., a validation set) to estimate accuracy.

Given these inputs, Smol will estimate costs to select a plan (concretely, a DNN and an

input format). Smol will then optimize this plan and execute it.
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Smol optionally takes a throughput or accuracy constraint at inference time. If a con-

straint is specified, Smol will select an optimized execution plan that respects these con-

straints. Otherwise, Smol will execute the highest throughput plan. Smol can be integrated

with other systems by returning a Pareto optimal set of plans (in accuracy and throughput).

The calling system will then select a plan that Smol will execute.

Smol training. While the user can provide the set of trained DNNs, Smol can optionally

train specialized NNs as well. Given a set of DNN architectures (e.g., ResNets) and the

natively available formats, Smol will choose to train some or all of the DNNs. Given the

initial set of models on full resolution data, Smol will fine-tune the networks on the cross

product of D and resolutions (Smol will use the same model for different formats of the

same resolution). As Smol fine-tunes, this process adds at most a 30% overhead in training

in the settings we consider. Smol can also train these network at execution time [93].

Components. Smol implements the training phase as other systems do [11, 93, 94]. As

training specialized NNs has been studied in depth in prior work, we defer discussion to this

prior work. Smol differs from these systems only in it’s low-resolution augmented training

(discussed below).

At inference time, Smol contains three major components: 1) a plan generator, 2) a

cost estimator, and 3) an execution engine. We show these components in Figure 4.7.

Smol first generates query plans from D and F by taking D×F . For each plan, Smol

will estimate the relative costs of preprocessing and DNN execution and decide where to place

preprocessing operations (i.e., on the CPU or accelerator) for highest throughput. Given

these optimized plans, Smol will estimate the accuracy and throughput of these plans

using its cost model. This process is cheap compared to training, so Smol exhaustively

benchmarks the Pareto frontier of D × F . Smol uses a preprocessing-aware cost model, in

contrast to prior work that ignores these costs. Finally, Smol will return the best query

plan if a constraint is specified or the Pareto optimal set of query plans if not.

Optimizations. To efficiently execute queries, Smol has several optimizations for im-

proved accuracy/throughput trade offs and an efficient DNN execution engine.

Briefly, Smol achieves improved accuracy and throughput trade offs by considering an

expanded set of DNNs and leveraging natively present low-resolution data (Section 4.2.4).

In contrast, prior work considers only one input format. From the selected DNN and input

format, Smol will efficiently execute such plans by placing preprocessing operations on CPUs
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or accelerators in a hardware- and input-aware manner, efficiently pipelining computation

stages, and optimizing common preprocessing operations (Section 4.2.5). We describe these

optimizations in detail below.

Examples

Classification example. Smol can be incorporated into prior work that uses special-

ization for classification queries [11, 94, 124]. These queries are often binary classification

queries, e.g., the presence or absence of a car in a video. We describe Tahoma in this

example, but note that other systems are similar in spirit.

Tahoma uses a fixed target model and considers a fixed input format, namely the

provided input format of full-resolution JPEG images. Tahoma considers 24 specialized

NN, each of which are cascaded with the target DNN. Thus, |F| = 1 and |D| = 24. Tahoma

aims to return the configuration with the highest throughput for a given accuracy. Tahoma

estimates the throughput of Di ∈ D by adding preprocessing costs, which we show leads to

inaccurate throughput estimates. We further note that Tahoma considers downsampling

full resolution images for improved DNN execution, but not for reduced preprocessing costs.

In contrast, Smol can use natively present thumbnail images, which would expand F .
Decoding these thumbnail images is significantly higher throughput.

Aggregation example. Smol can be incorporated into prior work that uses specialized

NNs for aggregation queries over visual data, e.g., the number of cars in a video. The

recent BlazeIt system uses specialized NNs as a control variate to reduce the variance

in sampling [93]. As the variance is reduced, this procedure results in fewer target model

invocations compared to standard random sampling. BlazeIt trains a single specialized

NN (|D| = 1) and uses a fixed input format (|F| = 1).

In contrast, Smol can use an expanded set of videos which are encoded at different

resolutions. Namely, Smol considers |F| > 1. These other formats are natively present in

many serving applications, e.g., for thumbnail or reduced bandwidth purposes.

4.2.3 Cost Modeling for Visual Analytics

When deploying DNN-based visual analytics systems, application developers have different

resource constraints. As such, these systems often expose a way of trading off between ac-

curacy and throughput. Higher accuracy DNNs require more computation: we demonstrate
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ResNet Throughput Accuracy
ResNet-18 12,592 68.2%
ResNet-34 6,860 71.9%
ResNet-50 4,513 74.34%

Table 4.3: Throughput and top-one accuracy for ResNets of different depths. As shown,
there is a trade off between accuracy and throughput (i.e., computation).

Config. Preproc DNN execution Pipelined Smol estimate BlazeIt estimate Tahoma estimate
(im/s) (im/s) throughput (im/s) (% error) (% error) (% error)

Balanced 4001 4999 4056 1.4%, 4001 23.2%, 4999 44.8%, 2222
Preproc-bound 534 4999 557 4.1%, 534 797.5%, 4999 9.3%, 482
DNN-bound 5876 1844 1720 7.2%, 1844 7.2%, 1884 22.7%, 1403

Table 4.4: Measurements of preprocessing, DNN execution, and pipelined end-to-end DNN
inference for three configurations of DNNs and input formats: balanced, preprocessing-
bound, and DNN-execution bound. As shown, Smol matches or ties the most accurate
estimate for all conditions.

this property on the popular ImageNet dataset [47] with standard ResNets in Table 4.3.

Prior work has designed high throughput specialized DNNs for filtering [11, 93, 94]. We do

not focus on the design of DNNs in this work and instead use standard DNNs.

One popular method for DNN selection is to use a cost model [11, 94]. We describe

cost modeling for DNNs and how prior work estimated the throughput of DNN execution.

Critically, these prior cost models ignore preprocessing costs or ignore that preprocessing

can be pipelined with DNN execution. We show that ignoring these factors can lead to

inaccurate throughput estimations (Table 4.4). We then describe how to make cost models

preprocessing-aware.

Cost models. Given resource constraints and metrics to optimize, a system must choose

which DNNs to deploy. For example, one popular resource constraint is a minimum through-

put and one popular metric is accuracy. As such, we focus on throughput-constrained ac-

curacy and accuracy-constrained throughput.

Specifically, denote the possible set of system configurations as C1, ..., Cn. Denote the

resource consumption estimate of each configuration as R(C) and the resource constraint as

Rmax. Denote the metric to optimize as M(C).

In its full generality, the optimization problem is
max
i
M(Ci)

s.t. R(Ci) ≤ Rmax.
(4.4)

In this framework, both accuracy and throughput can either be constraints or metrics. For
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example, for throughput-constrained accuracy, R(Ci) would be an estimate of the through-

put of Ci and M(Ci) would be an estimate of the accuracy of Ci. Similarly, for accuracy-

constrained throughput, R(Ci) would be an estimate of the accuracy and M(Ci) would be

an estimate of the throughput.

As an example, Tahoma generates Ci = [Di,1, ..., Di,k] to be a sequence of k models, Di,j ,

that are executed in sequence. The resource R(Ci) = A(Ci) is the accuracy of configuration

Ci and the metric M(Ci) = T (Ci) is the throughput of configuration Ci.

Prior work has focused on expanding the set of Ci or evaluating R(Ci) and M(Ci)

efficiently [11, 30, 94, 124]. A common technique is to use a smaller model (e.g., a specialized

NN) to filter data before executing a larger, target DNN in a cascade. For example, when

detecting cars in a video, NoScope will train an efficient model to filter out frames without

cars [94]. Cascades can significantly expand the feasible set of configurations.

For cost models to be effective, the accuracy and throughput measurements must be

accurate. We discuss throughput estimation below. Accuracy can be estimated using best

practices from statistics and machine learning. A popular method is to use a held-out

validation set to estimate the accuracy [22]. Under the assumption that the test set is

from the same distribution as the validation set, this procedure will give an estimate of the

accuracy on the test set.

Throughput estimation. A critical component of cost model for DNNs is the throughput

estimation of a system configuration Ci; recall that Ci is represented as a sequence of one or

more DNNs, Di,j . Given a specific DNN Di,j , estimating its throughput simply corresponds

to executing the computation graph on the accelerator and measuring its throughput. As

DNN computation graphs are typically fixed, this process is efficient and accurate.

Estimation ignoring preprocessing. Prior work [93, 94, 124] has used the throughput of

Di,j to estimate the throughput of end-to-end DNN inference. Specifically, BlazeIt and

NoScope estimates the throughput, T̂ (Ci) as

T̂ (Ci) ≈
1∑k

j=1
1

α−1
j Texec(Di,j)

(4.5)

where αj is the pass-through rate of DNN Di,j and Texec(Di,j) is the throughput of executing

Di,j . Texec(Di,j) can be directly measured using synthetic data and αj can be estimated

with a validation set. This approximation holds when the cost of preprocessing is small

compared to the cost of executing the DNNs.

However, this cost model ignores preprocessing costs. As a result, it is inaccurate when
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preprocessing costs dominate DNN execution costs or when preprocessing costs are approx-

imately balanced with DNN execution costs (Table 4.4).

Estimation ignoring pipelining. Other systems (e.g., Tahoma) [11] estimate end-to-end

DNN inference throughput as

T̂ (Ci) ≈
1

1
Tpreproc(Ci)

+ 1
Texec(Ci)

. (4.6)

This approximation ignores that preprocessing can be pipelined with DNN execution. As a

result, this approximation holds when either preprocessing or DNN execution is the over-

whelming bottleneck, but is inaccurate for other conditions, namely when preprocessing

costs are approximately balanced with DNN execution costs (Table 4.4).

These throughput approximations (that ignore preprocessing costs and ignore pipelining)

ignore two critical factors: 1) that input preprocessing can dominate inference times and

2) that input preprocessing can be pipelined with DNN execution on accelerators. We now

describe a more accurate throughput estimation scheme.

Corrected throughput estimation. For high throughput DNN inference on accelerators,

the DNN execution and preprocessing of data can be pipelined. As a result, Smol uses a

more accurate throughput estimate for a given configuration:

T̂ (Ci) ≈ min

Tpreproc(Ci), 1∑k
j=1

1
α−1
j Texec(Di,j)

 (4.7)

Importantly, preprocessing can dominate end-to-end DNN inference (Section 4.2.1). While

there are some overheads in pipelining computation, we empirically verify the min approxi-

mation (Section 4.2.6).

If preprocessing costs are fixed, then it becomes optimal to maximize the accuracy of

the DNN subject to the preprocessing throughput. Namely, the goal is to pipeline the

computation as effectively as possible. We give two examples of how this can change which

configuration is chosen.

First, when correctly accounting for preprocessing costs in a throughput-constrained

accuracy deployment, it is not useful to select a throughput constraint higher than the

throughput of preprocessing. Second, for an accuracy-constrained throughput deployment,

the most accurate DNN subject to the preprocessing throughput should be selected.
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4.2.4 Input-aware Methods for Accuracy and Throughput Trade Offs

Given the corrected cost model, Smol’s goal is to maximize the minimum of the preprocess-

ing and DNN execution throughputs. However, if the input format and resolution are fixed,

preprocessing throughputs are fixed and can be lower than DNN execution throughputs.

To provide better accuracy and throughput trade-offs, we propose three techniques: 1)

expanding the search space of specialized DNNs, 2) using natively present, low resolution

visual data, and 3) a DNN training technique to recover accuracy loss from naively using

low resolution visual data.

Expanding search space

As described, many systems only consider cheap, specialized NNs. Concretely, BlazeIt and

Tahoma considers specialized NNs that can execute up to 250,000 images/second, which

far exceeds preprocessing throughputs for standard image and video encodings. As DNNs

are generally more accurate as they become more expensive, these systems use specialized

NNs that are less accurate relative to preprocessing throughput-matched NNs.

In contrast, Smol considers NNs that have been historically considered expensive. We

have found that standard ResNet configurations [74] (18 to 152) strongly outperforms spe-

cialized NNs used in prior work. Furthermore, ResNet-18 can execute at 12.6k images/sec-

ond, which generally exceeds the throughput of preprocessing. Thus, Smol currently uses

these ResNets as the specialized NNs. As hardware advances, other architectures (e.g.,

ResNeXt [180]) may be appropriate.

Low-resolution data

Overview. Many visual data services store the data at a range of resolutions. Low-

resolution visual data is typically stored for previewing purposes or for low-bandwidth situ-

ations. For example, Instagram stores 161x161 previews of images [13]. Similarly, YouTube

stores several resolutions of the same video for different bandwidth requirements.

Decoding low-resolution visual data is more efficient than decoding full resolution data.

Smol could decode and then upscale the low-resolution visual data for improved prepro-

cessing throughput. However, we show that naively upscaling gives low accuracy results.

Instead, Smol will train DNNs to be aware of low-resolution data, as described below.
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Recent work uses lower resolution data to improve NN throughput, but not to reduce

preprocessing costs [11, 183]. These systems decode full-resolution data and downsamples

the data, which does not improve preprocessing throughput.

Selecting DNNs and resolution jointly. Many systems provide accuracy and through-

put trade-offs by cascading a specialized NN and a more accurate, target DNN [11, 94, 124].

However, these specialized NNs are often bottlenecked by preprocessing costs.

Instead, Smol uses low resolution data reduce preprocessing costs, and therefore end-

to-end execution costs. However, low resolution visual data discards visual information and

can result in lower accuracy in many cases. Nonetheless, Smol can provide accuracy and

throughput trade-offs by carefully selecting DNN and input format combinations.

As a motivating example, consider ResNet-34 and 50 as the DNNs, and full resolution

and 161x161 PNG thumbnails as the input formats. ResNet-34 and ResNet-50 execute at

6,861 and 4,513 images/second. On full resolution data, they achieve 72.72% and 75.16% ac-

curacy on ImageNet, respectively. On low resolution data, they achieve 72.50% and 75.00%

accuracy, respectively (when upscaling the inputs to 224x224 and using Smol’s augmented

training procedure). Full resolution and 161x161 thumbnails decode at 527 and 1,995 im-

ages/second, respectively. In this example, executing ResNet-50 on 161x161 thumbnails

outperforms executing ResNet-34 on full resolution data, as end-to-end execution is bottle-

necked by preprocessing costs.

Thus, Smol jointly considers both the input resolution format and the DNN. For classifi-

cation, Smol also considers using a single DNN for accuracy/throughput trade-offs, instead

of cascading a specialized DNN and target DNN.

For a given input format, Smol will only consider DNNs that exceed the throughput

of the preprocessing costs and select the highest accuracy DNN subject to this constraint.

As we have demonstrated, in certain cases, this will result in selecting lower resolution data

with more expensive DNNs, contrary to prior work.

Training DNNs for Low-resolution

As described above, Smol can use low-resolution visual data to decrease preprocessing costs.

However, naively using low-resolution can decrease accuracy, especially for target DNNs. For

example, using a standard ResNet-50 with native 161x161 images upscaled to the standard

224x224 input resolution results in a 10.8% absolute drop in accuracy. This drop in accuracy
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is larger than switching from a ResNet-50 to a ResNet-18, i.e., nearly reducing the depth by a

third. To alleviate the drop in accuracy, Smol can train DNNs to be aware of low-resolution.

This procedure can recover, or even exceed, the accuracy of standard DNNs.

Smol trains DNNs to be aware of low-resolution by augmenting the input data at training

time. At training, Smol will downsample the full-resolution inputs to the desired resolution

and then upsample them to the DNN input resolution. Smol will do this augmentation

in addition to standard data augmentation. By purposefully introducing downsampling

artifacts, these DNNs can be trained to recover high accuracy on low-resolution data.

We show that this training procedure can recover the accuracy of full resolution DNNs

when using lossless low-resolution data, e.g., PNG compression. However, when using lossy

low-resolution data, e.g., JPEG compression, low-resolution DNNs can suffer a drop in

accuracy. Nonetheless, we show that using lossy low-resolution data can be more efficient

than using smaller, full-resolution DNNs.

4.2.5 An Optimized Runtime Engine for End-to-End Visual Inference

In order to efficiently execute end-to-end visual inference in the high-throughput setting, we

must make proper use of all available hardware. We describe how to efficiently pipeline pre-

processing and DNN execution for full use of hardware resources, how to optimize common

preprocessing operations, how to place operations on CPUs or accelerators, and methods of

partially decoding visual data. Several of these optimizations have been explored in other

contexts, but not for end-to-end DNN inference [54, 57].

Efficient Use of Hardware

In order to efficiently use all available hardware resources, Smol must efficiently pipeline

computation, use threads, and use/reuse memory.

As executing DNNs requires computation on the CPU and accelerator, Smol must

overlap the computation. To do this, Smol uses a multi-producer, multi-consumer (MPMC)

queuing system to allow for multithreading. The producers decode the visual data and the

consumers perform DNN execution. Smol uses multiple consumers to leverage multiple

CUDA streams. As preprocessing is data parallel and issuing CUDA kernels is low overhead,

we find that setting the number of producers to be equal to the number of vCPU cores to

be an efficient heuristic for non-NUMA servers.
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An important performance optimization to effectively use the MPMC queuing system is

reusing memory and efficient copying to the accelerator. Prior work that focuses on efficient

preprocessing for training must pass memory buffers that contain the preprocessed images

to the caller, which does not allow for efficient memory reuse. In contrast, the caller to Smol

only requires the result of inference, not the intermediate buffers. As a result, Smol can

reuse these buffers. Furthermore, accelerators require pinned memory for efficient memory

transfer. Reusing pinned memory results in substantially improved performance. Smol will

further over-allocate memory to ensure that producer threads will not contend on consumers.

Optimizing Preprocessing Operations

A large class of common visual DNN preprocessing operations fall under the steps described

in Section 4.2.1. Briefly, they include resizing, cropping, pixel-level normalization, data type

conversion, and channel reordering. We can optimize these operations at inference time by

fusing, reordering, and pre-computing operations.

To optimize these steps, Smol will accept the preprocessing steps as a computation

directed, acyclic graph (DAG) and performs a combination of rule-based and cost-based

optimization of these steps. To optimize a computation DAG, Smol will exhaustively gen-

erate possible execution plans, apply rule-based optimization to filter out plans, and perform

cost-based optimization to select between the remaining plans.

Smol contains rules of allowed operation reordering to generate the possible set of exe-

cution plans: 1) Normalization and data type conversion can be placed at any point in the

computation graph, 2)Normalization, data type conversion, and channel reordering can be

fused, 3) Resizing and cropping can be swapped.

Once Smol generates all possible execution plans, Smol will then apply the following

rules to prune plans: 1) Resizing is cheaper with fewer pixels, 2) Resizing is cheaper with

smaller data types (e.g., INT8 resizing is cheaper than FLOAT32 resizing), 3) Fusion always

improves performance. We currently implement fusion manually, but code generation could

also be applied to generate these kernels [138]. Given a set of plans after rule-based pruning,

Smol approximates the cost by counting the number of arithmetic operations in each plan

for the given data types. Smol will select the cheapest plan.
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Preprocessing Operator Placement

In addition to optimizing common preprocessing operations, Smol can place preprocessing

operations on the CPU or accelerator. Depending on the input format/resolution and DNN,

the relative costs of preprocessing and DNN execution may differ. For example, small

specialized NNs may execute many times faster than preprocessing, but a state-of-the-art

Mask R-CNN may execute slower than preprocessing.

As a result, to balance preprocessing and DNN execution costs, it may be beneficial

to place operations on either the CPU or accelerator. Furthermore, many preprocessing

operations (e.g., resizing, normalization) are efficient on accelerators, as the computational

patterns are similar to common DNN operations.

If DNN execution dominates, then Smol will place as many operations on the CPU as

possible, to balance costs. If preprocessing cost dominate, then Smol will place as many

operations on the accelerator as possible. Since preprocessing operations are sequential,

Smol need only consider a small number (typically under 5) configurations for a given

model and image format.

Partial and Low-Fidelity Decoding

Overview of Visual Compression Formats. We briefly describe salient properties

of popular visual compression formats, including the popular JPEG, HEVC/HEIC, and

H.264 compression formats. We describe the decoding of the data and defer a description of

encoding to other texts [141, 161, 177]. Decoding generally follows three steps: 1) entropy

decoding, 2) inverse transform (typically DCT-based), and 3) optional post-processing for

improved visual fidelity (e.g., deblocking).

Importantly, the entropy decoders in both JPEG and HEVC (Huffman decoding and

arithmetic decoding respectively) are not efficient on accelerators for DNNs as it requires

substantial branching. Furthermore, certain parts of decoding can be omitted, e.g., the

deblocking filter, for reduced fidelity but faster decoding times.

Leveraging partial decoding. When low-resolution visual data is not available, Smol

optimizes preprocessing by partially decoding visual data. Many DNNs only require a

portion of the image for inference, or regions of interest (ROI). For example, many image

classification networks centrally crop images, so the ROI is the central crop. Computing

face embeddings crops faces from the images, so the ROIs are the face crops. Furthermore,
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Macroblock-based
partial decoding

Raster-order based partial
decoding (early stopping)

Full image

Decoded portion
ROI

Figure 4.8: Examples of partial decoding for images. On the left, the ROI is the central
crop of the image. For JPEG images, Smol can decode only the macroblocks that intersect
the ROI. For image formats that do not allow for independently decoding macroblocks,
Smol can partially decode based on raster order (right).

these networks often take standard image sizes, e.g., 224 × 224. We show two examples

in Figure 4.8. Computing ROIs may require expensive upstreaming processing in some

applications, e.g., executing a detection DNN.

Many image compression formats allow for partial decoding explicitly in the compression

standard and all compression formats we are aware of allow for early stopping of decoding.

We give three instantiations of partial decoding in popular visual compression formats and

provide a list of popular visual data compression formats and which features they contain in

Table 4.5. We then describe how to use these decoding features for optimized preprocessing.

First, for the JPEG image compression standard, each 8x8 block, or macroblock, in

the image can be decoded independently (partial decoding) [172]. Second, the H.264 and

HEVC video codecs contain deblocking filters, which can be turned off at the decoding

stage for reduced computational complexity at the cost of visual fidelity (reduced fidelity

decoding) [161, 177]. Third, the JPEG2000 image compression format contains “progressive”

images, i.e., downsampled versions of the same image, that can be partially decoded to a

specific resolution (multi-resolution decoding) [166].

Smol accepts as an optional input an ROI for a given image. If an ROI is specified,

Smol will only decode the parts of the image necessary to process the ROI.

Partial decoding. We present two methods of partially decoding visual data. We show

examples of each in Figure 4.8.

ROI decoding. When only a portion of the image is needed, e.g., for central cropping or

when selecting a region of interest (ROI), only the specified portion of the image need be
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Format Type Low-fidelity features
JPEG Image Partial decoding
PNG, WebP Image Early stopping
HEIC/HEVC Image/Video Reduced fidelity decoding
H.264 Video Reduced fidelity decoding
VP8 Video Reduced fidelity decoding
VP9 Video Reduced fidelity decoding

Table 4.5: A list of popular visual data formats and their low-fidelity features.

decoded. To decode this portion of the image, Smol will first find the smallest rectangle that

aligns with the 8x8 macroblock border and contains the region. Then, Smol will decode

the rectangle and return the crop.

Early stopping. For compression formats that do not explicitly allow for partial decoding,

Smol can terminate decoding on parts of the image that are not necessary. For example,

if only the top N ×N pixels are required for inference, Smol will terminate decoding after

decoding the top N ×N pixels.

Reduced-fidelity decoding. Several visual compression formats contain options for re-

duced fidelity decoding. While there are several ways to reduce the fidelity of decoding for

decreased preprocessing costs, we focus on methods that are easily specified with existing

decoding APIs. Specifically, we explore reduced fidelity in the form of disabling the deblock-

ing filter. Smol will profile the accuracy of the specialized and target NNs with and without

the deblocking filter and choose the option that maximizes throughput.

4.2.6 Evaluation

We evaluated Smol on eight visual datasets and show that Smol can outperform baselines

by up to 5.9× for image datasets and 10× for video datasets at a fixed accuracy level.

Experimental Setup

Overview. We evaluate our optimizations on four image datasets and four video datasets.

The task for the image datasets is image classification. The task for the video datasets is

an aggregation query for the number of target objects per frame. For classification, we use

accuracy and throughput as our primary evaluation metrics. For the aggregation queries,

we measure query runtime as the error bounds were respected.
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Dataset # of classes # of train im. # of test im.
bike-bird 2 23k 1k
animals-10 10 25.4k 2.8k
birds-200 200 6k 5.8k
imagenet 1,000 1.2M 50K

Table 4.6: Summary of dataset statistics for the still image datasets we used in our eval-
uation. The datasets range in difficulty and number of classes. bike-bird is the easiest
dataset to classify and imagenet is the hardest to classify.

Datasets. We use bike-bird [26], animals-10 [9], birds-200 [170], and imagenet [47]

as our image datasets. These datasets vary in difficulty and number of classes (2 to 1,000).

In contrast, several recent systems study only binary filtering [11, 30, 124]. We summarize

dataset statistics in Table 4.6. We used thumbnails encoded in a standard short size of 161

in PNG, JPEG (q = 75), and JPEG (q = 95).

For the video datasets, we used night-street, taipei, amsterdam, and rialto as eval-

uated by BlazeIt [93]. We used the original videos as evaluated by BlazeIt and further

encoded the videos to 480p for the low-resolution versions.

Model configuration and baselines. For Smol, we use the standard configurations of

ResNets (18, 34, and 50). We find that these models span a range of accuracy and speed

while only requiring training three models. We note that if further computational resources

are available at training time, further models could be explored.

Image datasets. For the image datasets, we use the following two baselines. First, we use

standard ResNets and vary their depths, specifically choosing 18, 34, and 50 as these are

the standard configurations [74]. We refer to this configuration as the naive baseline; the

naive baseline does not have access to other image formats. Second, we use Tahoma as

our other baseline, specifically a representative set of 8 models from Tahoma cascaded with

ResNet-50, our most accurate model. We choose 8 models due to the computational cost

of training these models, which can take up to thousands of GPU hours for the full set of

models. We use ROI decoding for Smol as these datasets use central crops.

Video datasets. We used the original BlazeIt code, which uses a “tiny ResNet” as the

specialized NN and a state-of-the-art Mask R-CNN [73] and FGFA [190] as target networks.

We replicate the exact experimental conditions of BlazeIt, except we use Smol’s optimized

runtime engine, which is substantially more efficient than BlazeIt.
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Hardware environment. We use the AWS g4dn.xlarge instance type with a single

NVIDIA T4 GPU attached unless otherwise noted. The g4dn.xlarge has 4 vCPU cores with

15 GB of RAM. A vCPU is a hyperthread, so 4 vCPUs consists of 2 physical cores. Compute

intensive workloads, such as image decoding, will achieve sublinear scaling compared to a

single hyperthread. The g4dn.xlarge instance is approximately cost balanced between

vCPU cores and the accelerator.

g4dn.xlarge is optimized for DNN inference. Namely, the T4 GPU is significantly more

power efficient than GPUs designed for training, e.g., the V100. However, they achieve

lower throughput as a result; our results are more pronounced when using the V100 (e.g.,

using the p3.2xlarge instance). Our baselines use CPU decoding as a case study, as not all

visual formats are supported by hardware decoders, e.g., the popular HEIC (used by all new

iPhones) and WebP (used by Google Chrome) formats. Finally, we note that throughputs

can be converted to power or cost by using more vCPU cores, but we use a single hardware

environment for ease of comparison.

Further experiments. Due to limited space, we include experiments comparing Smol

to other frameworks in an extended version of this chapter [99].

Cost Models and Benchmarking Smol

We investigated the efficiency of pipelining in Smol and our choice of using min in cost

modeling (Section 4.2.3). We measured the throughput of Smol when only preprocessing,

only executing the DNN computational graph, and when pipelining both stages.

We first consider low-resolution images (JPEG q = 75) to ensure the system was under

full load. Preprocessing, DNN execution, and end-to-end inference achieve 5.9k, 4.2k, and

3.6k im/s respectively. Even at full load, Smol only incurs a 16% overhead compared to the

throughput predicted by its cost model. In contrast, Tahoma’s cost model would predict a

throughput of 2.5k im/s, a 30% error.

Furthermore, across all ResNet-50 configurations, Smol’s cost model (i.e., min) achieves

the lowest error compared to other heuristics (i.e., DNN execution only and sum). Its average

error is 5.9%, compared to 217% (DNN execution only) and 23% (sum).

Image Analytics Experiments

End-to-end speedups. We evaluated Smol and baselines (Tahoma and standard
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Figure 4.9: Throughput vs accuracy for the naive baseline, Tahoma, and Smol on the
four image datasets (Pareto frontier only). Smol can improve throughput by up to 5.9×
with no loss in accuracy.

ResNets on full resolution data) on the image datasets shown in Table 4.6.

We first investigated whether Smol outperforms baselines when all optimizations were

enabled. We plot in Figure 4.9 the Pareto frontier of baselines and Smol for different input

format and DNN configurations. As shown, Smol can improve throughput by up to 5.9×
with no loss in accuracy relative to ResNet-18 and up to 2.2× with no loss in accuracy

relative to ResNet-50. Furthermore, Smol can improve the Pareto frontier compared to all

baselines. Notably, Tahoma’s specialized models performs poorly on complex tasks and are

bottlenecked on image preprocessing.

Importantly, we see that the naive baselines (i.e., all ResNet depths) are bottlenecked

by preprocessing for all datasets. Any further optimizations to the DNN execution alone,

including model compression, will not improve end-to-end throughputs. The differences in

baseline throughputs are due to the native resolution and encoding of the original datasets:

birds-200 contains the largest average size of images. The throughput variation between

ResNets depths is due to noise; the variation is within margin of error.

While we show below that both low resolution data and preprocessing optimizations

contribute to high throughput, we see that Smol’s primary source of speedups depends
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Format Acc (reg, 50) Acc (low-resol, 50) Acc (reg, 34) Acc (low-resol, 34)
Full resol 75.16% 57.72% 72.72% 64.76%
161, PNG 70.92% 75.00% 68.30% 72.50%
161, JPEG (q = 95) 68.93% 71.94% 66.92% 69.79%
161, JPEG (q = 75) 64.02% 63.23% 62.45% 62.45%

Table 4.7: Effect of training procedure and input format on accuracy for ResNet-50 and
ResNet-34 on imagenet. Smol can achieve an accuracy throughput trade-offs by changing
the input format, achieving no accuracy loss for easier datasets.

on the dataset. First, Smol can achieve the same or higher accuracy by simply using

low resolution data for some bike-bird and animals-10. Second, for imagenet, a fixed

model will result in slightly lower accuracy (≤ 1%) when using lossless image compression.

However, when using a larger model, Smol can recover accuracy.

Comparison against Tahoma. Tahoma underperforms the naive solution of using a

single, accurate DNN for preprocessing bound workloads. This is primarily due to overheads

in cascades, namely coalescing and further preprocessing operations. Specifically, Tahoma

cascades a small DNN into a larger DNN. These smaller DNNs are less accurate than the

larger DNNs and thus require many images to be passed through the cascade for higher

accuracy, especially on the more complex tasks. The images that are passed through must

be copied again and further resized if the input resolutions are different.

Effect of training procedure. We investigated the effect of the training procedure for

low-resolution input formats. We trained ResNet-50 on: 1) full resolution, 2) 161 short-side

PNG, 3) 161 short-side JPEG (q = 95), and 4) 161 short-side JPEG (q = 75).

We show the accuracy of these conditions in Table 4.7 for imagenet, our hardest dataset.

As shown, low-resolution aware training can nearly recover the accuracy of full resolution

data even on this difficult dataset. Low-resolution training can fully recovery accuracy on

bike-bird and animals-10.

Video Analytics Experiments

We evaluated Smol on the four video datasets described above. We used the exact ex-

perimental configuration from BlazeIt as the baseline, with the exception of executing

BlazeIt’s specialized NNs in Smol’s optimized runtime engine. Smol’s runtime engine is

substantially more efficient that BlazeIt’s.

As shown in Figure 4.10, Smol can improve throughput by up to 2.5× at a fixed error
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Figure 4.10: Query execution time vs requested error for BlazeIt and Smol on the four
video datasets we evaluated. As shown, Smol consistently outperforms BlazeIt by using
more accurate specialized NNs, which reduces sampling variance, and lower resolution data,
which reduces preprocessing costs.

level. Furthermore, Smol outperforms BlazeIt in all settings. Smol’s primary speedups

for night-street and rialto come from more accurate, but more expensive specialized

NNs. Despite the specialized NNs being more expensive, they reduce sampling variance

more, as they are more accurate. As a result, fewer samples are necessary for a fixed error

target. Smol’s primary speedups for taipei and amsterdam come from leveraging low

resolution video, as it is cheaper to preprocess.

4.2.7 Discussion

In this Section, we show that preprocessing can be the bottleneck in end-to-end DNN infer-

ence. We show that the preprocessing costs are accounted for incorrectly in cost models for

selecting models in visual analytics applications. To address these issues, we build Smol,

an optimizing runtime engine for end-to-end DNN inference. Smol contains two novel op-

timization for end-to-end DNN inference: 1) an improved cost model for estimating DNN

throughput and 2) joint optimizations for preprocessing and DNN execution that leverage

low-resolution data. We evaluate Smol and these optimizations and show that Smol can

achieve up to 5.9× improved throughput on end-to-end DNN inference.



Chapter 5

Specifying Errors in ML Deployments

All of the methods we have discussed in the previous two chapters rely on an accurate target

model. Unfortunately, as we discuss in Chapter 1, ML models can be unreliable, returning

inaccurate results. These inaccurate results can degrade the accuracy of unstructured data

queries relative to the ground truth.

Beyond causing errors in analytics, errors in ML models can have cascading consequences

in other deployments. For example, errors in ML models have already cause fatal au-

tonomous vehicle accidents [171]. As a result, it is critical to find errors in these ML models

and their root causes.

To find these errors, I propose two abstractions for allowing domain experts to specify

when errors in ML models and the data used to train these models may be occurring.

The first abstraction I have developed, model assertions, allows users to manually specify

when errors may be occurring, These assertions can find errors with high precision and with

few lines of code. They can further be used to retrain models in a cost efficient manner.

The second abstraction I have developed, learned observation assertions (LOA), learns from

existing labels where errors in newly labeled data may occur. LOA can be used to find errors

with up to 2× higher precision than baselines.

5.1 Model Assertions

ML is increasingly deployed in complex contexts that require inference about the physical

world, from autonomous vehicles (AVs) to precision medicine. However, ML models can

misbehave in unexpected ways. For example, AVs have accelerated toward highway lane

130
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dividers [116] and can rapidly change their classification of objects over time, causing erratic

behavior [39, 133]. As a result, quality assurance (QA) of models, including continuous

monitoring and improvement, is of paramount concern.

Unfortunately, performing QA for complex, real-world ML applications is challenging:

ML models fail for diverse and reasons unknown before deployment. Thus, existing solutions

that focus on verifying training, including formal verification [103], whitebox testing [140],

monitoring training metrics [151], and validating training code [136], only give guarantees

on a test set and perturbations thereof, so models can still fail on the huge volumes of

deployment data that are not part of the test set (e.g., billions of images per day in an AV

fleet). Validating input schemas [17, 143] does not work for applications with unstructured

inputs that lack meaningful schemas, e.g., images. Solutions that check whether model

performance remains consistent over time [17] only apply to deployments that have ground

truth labels, e.g., click-through rate prediction, but not to deployments that lack labels.

As a step towards more robust QA for complex ML applications, we have found that

ML developers can often specify systematic errors made by ML models: certain classes of

errors are repetitive and can be checked automatically, via code. For example, in developing

a video analytics engine, we noticed that object detection models can identify boxes of cars

that flicker rapidly in and out of the video (Figure 5.1), indicating some of the detections are

likely wrong. Likewise, our contacts at an AV company reported that LIDAR and camera

models sometimes disagree. While seemingly simple, similar errors were involved with a

fatal AV crash [133]. These systematic errors can arise for diverse reasons, including domain

shift between training and deployment data (e.g., still images vs. video), incomplete training

data (e.g., no instances of snow-covered cars), and noisy inputs.

To leverage the systematic nature of these errors, we propose model assertions, an ab-

straction to monitor and improve ML model quality. Model assertions are inspired by

program assertions [61, 168], one of the most common ways to monitor software. A model

assertion is an arbitrary function over a model’s input and output that returns a Boolean

(0 or 1) or continuous (floating point) severity score to indicate when faults may be occur-

ring. For example, a model assertion that checks whether an object flickers in and out of

video could return a Boolean value over each frame or the number of objects that flicker.

While assertions may not offer a complete specification of correctness, we have found that

assertions are easy to specify in many domains (Section 5.1.1).

We explore several ways to use model assertions, both at runtime and training time.
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(a) Frame 1, SSD (b) Frame 2, SSD (c) Frame 3, SSD

(d) Frame 1, SSD (e) Frame 2, assertion corrected (f) Frame 3, SSD

Figure 5.1: Top row: example of flickering in three consecutive frames of a video. The
object detection method, SSD [120], failed to identify the car in the second frame. Bottom
row: example of correcting the output of a model. The car bounding box in the second
frame can be inferred using nearby frames based on a consistency assertion.

First, we show that model assertions can be used for runtime monitoring: they can be

used to log unexpected behavior or automatically trigger corrective actions, e.g., shutting

down an autopilot. Furthermore, model assertions can often find high confidence errors,

where the model has high certainty in an erroneous output; these errors are problematic

because prior uncertainty-based monitoring would not flag these errors. Additionally, and

perhaps surprisingly, we have found that many groups are also interested in validating

human-generated labels, which can be done using model assertions.

Second, we show that assertions can be used for active learning, in which data is

continuously collected to improve ML models. Traditional active learning algorithms select

data to label based on uncertainty, with the intuition that “harder” data where the model is

uncertain will be more informative [42, 158]. Model assertions provide another natural way

to find “hard” examples. However, using assertions in active learning presents a challenge:

how should the active learning algorithm select between data when several assertions are

used? A data point can be flagged by multiple assertions or a single assertion can flag

multiple data points, in contrast to a single uncertainty metric. To address this challenge,

we present a novel bandit-based active learning algorithm (BAL). Given a set of data that
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have been flagged by potentially multiple model assertions, our bandit algorithm uses the

assertions’ severity scores as context (i.e., features) and maximizes the marginal reduction

in the number of assertions fired (Section 5.1.2). We show that our bandit algorithm can

reduce labeling costs by up to 40% over traditional uncertainty-based methods.

Third, we show that assertions can be used forweak supervision [128, 147]. We propose

an API for writing consistency assertions about how attributes of a model’s output should

relate that can also provide weak labels for training. Consistency assertions specify that

data should be consistent between attributes and identifiers, e.g., a TV news host (identifier)

should have consistent gender (attribute), or that certain predictions should (or should not)

exist in temporally related outputs, e.g., cars in adjacent video frames (Figure 5.1). We

demonstrate that this API can apply to a range of domains, including medical classification

and TV news analytics. These weak labels can be used to improve relative model quality

by up to 46% with no additional human labeling.

We implement model assertions in a Python library, OMG1, that can be used with

existing ML frameworks. We evaluate assertions on four ML applications: understanding TV

news, AVs, video analytics, and classifying medical readings. We implement assertions for

systematic errors reported by ML users in these domains, including checking for consistency

between sensors, domain knowledge about object locations in videos, and medical knowledge

about heart patterns. Across these domains, we find that model assertions we consider can

be written with at most 60 lines of code and with 88-100% precision, that these assertions

often find high-confidence errors (e.g., top 90th percentile by confidence), and that our new

algorithms for active learning and weak supervision via assertions improve model quality

over existing methods.

In the remainder of this section, we describe OMG’s API, using OMG with active

learning, using OMG with weak supervision, and our evalutaion of OMG.

5.1.1 Model Assertions

We describe the model assertion interface, examples of model assertions, how model asser-

tions can integrate into the ML development/deployment cycle, and its implementation.
1OMG is a recursive acronym for OMG Model Guardian.
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Model Assertions Interface

Model assertions are arbitrary functions that can indicate when an error is likely to have

occurred. They take as input a list of inputs and outputs from one or more ML models.

They return a severity score, a continuous value that indicates the severity of an error of

a specific type. By convention, the 0 value represents an abstention. Boolean values can

be implemented in model assertions by only returning 0 and 1. The severity score does not

need to be calibrated, as our algorithms only use the relative ordering of scores.

As a concrete example, consider an AV with a LIDAR sensor and camera and object

detection models for each sensor. To check that these models agree, a developer may write:

def sensor_agreement(lidar_boxes , camera_boxes ):
failures = 0
for lidar_box in lidar_boxes:

if no_overlap(lidar_box , camera_boxes ):
failures += 1

return failures

Notably, our library OMG can register arbitrary Python functions as model assertions.

Example Use Cases and Assertions

In this section, we provide use cases for model assertions that arose in discussions with

industry and academic contacts, including AV companies and academic labs. We show

example of errors caught by the model assertions described in this section in and describe

how one might look for assertions in other domains in an extended version of this work [101].

Our discussions revealed two key properties in real-world ML systems. First, ML models

are deployed on orders of magnitude more data than can reasonably be labeled, so a labeled

sample cannot capture all deployment conditions. For example, the fleet of Tesla vehicles

will see over 100× more images in a day than in the largest existing image dataset [162].

Second, complex ML deployments are developed by large teams, of which some developers

may not have the ability to manage all parts of the application. As a result, it is critical to

be able to do QA collaboratively to cover the application end-to-end.

Analyzing TV news. We spoke to a research lab studying bias in media via automatic

analysis. This lab collected over 10 years of TV news (billions of frames) and executed face

detection every three seconds. These detections are subsequently used to identify the faces,

detect gender, and classify hair color using ML models. Currently, the researchers have no
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method of identifying errors and manually inspect data. However, they additionally compute

scene cuts. Given that most TV new hosts do not move much between scenes, we can assert

that the identity, gender, and hair color of faces that highly overlap within the same scene

are consistent [101]. We further describe how model assertions can be implemented via our

consistency API for TV news in Section 5.1.3.

Autonomous vehicles (AVs). AVs are required to execute a variety of tasks, including

detecting objects and tracking lane markings. These tasks are accomplished with ML models

from different sensors, such as visual, LIDAR, or ultrasound sensors [46]. For example, a

vision model might be used to detect objects in video and a point cloud model might be

used to do 3D object detection.

Our contacts at an AV company noticed that models from video and point clouds can

disagree. We implemented a model assertion that projects the 3D boxes onto the 2D camera

plane to check for consistency. If the assertion triggers, then at least one of the sensors

returned an incorrect answer.

Video analytics. Many modern, academic video analytics systems use an object detection

method [30, 83, 86, 93, 94, 181] trained on MS-COCO [119], a corpus of still images. These

still image object detection methods are deployed on video for detecting objects. None of

these systems aim to detect errors, even though errors can affect analytics results.

In developing such systems, we noticed that objects flicker in and out of the video

(Figure 5.1) and that vehicles overlap in unrealistic ways [101]. We implemented assertions

to detect these.

Medical classification. Deep learning researchers have created deep networks that can

outperform cardiologists for classifying atrial fibrillation (AF, a form of heart condition) from

single-lead ECG data [146]. Our researcher contacts mentioned that AF predictions from

DNNs can rapidly oscillate. The European Society of Cardiology guidelines for detecting AF

require at least 30 seconds of signal before calling a detection [53]. Thus, predictions should

not rapidly switch between two states. A developer could specify this model assertion, which

could be implemented to monitor ECG classification deployments.

Using Model Assertions for QA

We describe how model assertions can be integrated with ML development and deployment

pipelines. Importantly, model assertions are complementary to a range of other ML QA
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Figure 5.2: System diagram of how model assertions can integrate into the ML develop-
ment/deployment pipeline. Users can collaboratively add to an assertion database. We also
show how related work can be integrated into the pipeline.

techniques, including verification, fuzzing, and statistical techniques, as shown in Figure 5.2.

First, model assertions can be used for monitoring and validating all parts of the ML

development/deployment pipeline. Namely, model assertions are agnostic to the source of

the output, whether they be ML models or human labelers. Perhaps surprisingly, we have

found several groups to also be interested in monitoring human label quality. Thus, con-

cretely, model assertions can be used to validate human labels (data collection) or historical

data (validation), and to monitor deployments (e.g., to populate dashboards).

Second, model assertions can be used at training time to select which data points to

label in active learning. We describe BAL, our algorithm for data selection, in Section 5.1.2.

Third, model assertions can be used to generate weak labels to further train ML models

without additional human labels. We describe how OMG accomplishes this via consistency

assertions in Section 5.1.3. Users can also register their own weak supervision rules.

Implementing Model Assertions in OMG

We implement a prototype library for model assertions, OMG, that works with existing ML

training and deployment frameworks. We briefly describe OMG’s implementation.

OMG logs user-defined assertions as callbacks. The simplest way to add an assertion is

through AddAssertion(func), where func is a function of the inputs and outputs (see below).

OMG also provides an API to add consistency assertions as described in §5.1.3. Given this

database, OMG requires a callback after model execution that takes the model’s input and

output as input. Given the model’s input and output, OMG will execute the assertions

and record any errors. We assume the assertion signature is similar to the following; this
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assertion signature is for the example in Figure 5.1:

def flickering(recent_frames: List[PixelBuf],
recent_outputs: List[BoundingBox ]) -> Float

For active learning, OMG will take a batch of data and return indices for which data

points to label. For weak supervision, OMG will take data and return weak labels where

valid. Users can specify weak labeling functions associated with assertions to help with this.

In the following two sections, we describe two key methods that OMG uses to improve

model quality: BAL for active learning and consistency assertions for weak supervision.

5.1.2 Using Model Assertions for Active Learning with BAL

We introduce an algorithm, BAL, to select data for active learning via model assertions.

BAL assumes that a set of data points has been collected and a subset will be labeled in

bulk. We found that labeling services [4] and our industrial contacts label data in bulk.

Given a set of data points that triggered model assertions, OMG must select which

points to label. There are two key challenges which make data selection intractable in its

full generality. First, we do not know the marginal utility of selecting a data point to label

without labeling the data point. Second, even with labels, estimating the marginal gain of

data points is expensive to compute as training modern ML models is expensive.

To address these issues, we make simplifying assumptions. We describe the statistical

model we assume, the resource-unconstrained algorithm, our simplifying assumptions, and

BAL. We note that, while the resource-unconstrained algorithm can produce statistical

guarantees, BAL does not. We instead empirically verify its performance in Section 5.1.4.

Data selection as multi-armed bandits. We cast the data selection problem as a

multi-armed bandit (MAB) problem [14, 21]. In MABs, a set of “arms” (i.e., individual data

points) is provided and the user must select a set of arms (i.e., points to label) to achieve the

maximal expected utility (e.g., maximize validation accuracy, minimize number of assertions

that fire). MABs have been studied in a wide variety of settings [27, 123, 145], but we assume

that the arms have context associated with them (i.e., severity scores from model assertions)

and give submodular rewards (defined below). The rewards are possibly time-varying. We

further assume there is an (unknown) smoothness parameter that determines the similarity

between arms of similar contexts (formally, the α in the Hölder condition [55]). The following

presentation is inspired by Chen et al. [33].
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Concretely, we assume the data will be labeled in T rounds and denote the rounds

t = 1, ..., T . We refer to the set of n data points as N = {1, ..., n}. Each data point has a

d dimensional feature vector associated with it, where d is the number of model assertions.

We refer to the feature vector as xti, where i is the data point index and t is the round

index; from here, we will refer to the data points as xti. Each entry in a feature vector is

the severity score from a model assertion. The feature vectors can change over time as the

model predictions, and therefore assertions, change over the course of training.

We assume there is a budget on the number of arms (i.e., data points to label), Bt,

at every round. The user must select a set of arms St = {xs1 , ..., xsBt} such that |St| ≤
Bt. We assume that the reward from the arms, R(St), is submodular in St. Intuitively,

submodularity implies diminishing marginal returns: adding the 100th data point will not

improve the reward as much as adding the 10th data point. Formally, we first define the

marginal gain of adding an extra arm:

∆R({m}, A) = R(A ∪ {m})−R(A). (5.1)

where A ⊂ N is a subset of arms and m ∈ N is an additional arm such that m 6∈ A. The

submodularity condition states that, for any A ⊂ C ⊂ N and m 6∈ C

∆R({m}, A) ≥ ∆R({m}, C). (5.2)

Resource-unconstrained algorithm. Assuming an infinite labeling and computational

budget, we describe an algorithm that selects data points to train on. If we assume that

rewards for individual arms can be queried, then a recent bandit algorithm (CC-MAB [33])

can achieve a regret of O(cT
2αd
3αd log(T )) for α to be the smoothness parameter. Briefly,

CC-MAB explores under-explored arms until it is confident that certain arms have highest

reward. Then, it greedily takes the highest reward arms. Full details are given in [33].

Unfortunately, CC-MAB requires access to an estimate of selecting a single arm. Es-

timating the gain of a single arm requires a label and requires retraining and reevaluating

the model, which is computationally infeasible for expensive-to-train ML models, especially

modern deep networks.

Resource-constrained algorithm. We make simplifying assumptions and use these to

modify CC-MAB for the resource-constrained setting. Our simplifying assumptions are that

1) data points with similar contexts (i.e., xti) are interchangeable, 2) data points with higher

severity scores have higher expected marginal gain, and 3) reducing the number of triggered

assertions will increase accuracy.
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Under these assumptions, we do not require an estimate of the marginal reward for

each arm. Instead, we can approximate the marginal gain from selecting arms with similar

contexts by the total number of these arms that were selected. This has two benefits. First,

we can train a model on a set of arms (i.e., data points) in batches instead of adding single

arms at a time. Second, we can select data points of similar contexts at random, without

having to compute its marginal gain.

Leveraging these assumptions, we can simplify CC-MAB to require less computation for

training models and to not require labels for all data points. Briefly, we approximate the

marginal gain of selecting batches of arms and select arms proportional to the marginal

gain. We additionally allocate 25% of the budget in each round to randomly sample arms

that triggered different model assertions, uniformly; this is inspired by ε-greedy algorithms

[167]. This ensures that no contexts (i.e., model assertions) are underexplored as training

progresses. Finally, in some cases (e.g., with noisy assertions), it may not be possible to

reduce the number of assertions that fire. In this case, BAL will default to random sampling

or uncertainty sampling, as specified by the user.

5.1.3 Consistency Assertions and Weak Supervision

Although developers can write arbitrary Python functions as model assertions, we found that

many assertions can be specified using an even simpler, high-level abstraction that we called

consistency assertions. This interface allows OMG to generate multiple model assertions

from a high-level description of the model’s output, as well as automatic correction rules

that propose new labels for data that fail the assertion to enable weak supervision.

The key idea of consistency assertions is to specify which attributes of a model’s output

are expected to match across many invocations to the model. For example, consider a TV

news application that tries to locate faces in TV footage and then identify their name and

gender (one of the real-world applications we discussed in Section 5.1.1). The ML developer

may wish to assert that, within each video, each person should consistently be assigned the

same gender, and should appear on the screen at similar positions on most nearby frames.

Consistency assertions let developers specify such requirements by providing two functions:

• An identification function that returns an identifier for each model output. For exam-

ple, this could be the person’s name as identified by the model.

• An attributes function that returns a list of named attributes expected to be consistent
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for each identifier. This could return the gender attribute.

Given these two functions, OMG generates multiple Boolean assertions that check

whether the various attributes of outputs with a common identifier match. In addition,

it generates correction rules that can replace an inconsistent attribute with a guess at that

attribute’s value based on other instances of the identifier (we simply use the most common

value). By running the model and these generated assertions over unlabeled data, OMG

can thus automatically generate weak labels for data points that do not satisfy the consis-

tency assertions. Notably, OMG provides another way of producing labels for training that

is complementary to human-generated labels and other sources of weak labels. OMG is

especially suited for unstructured sources, e.g., video. We show in Section 5.1.4 that these

weak labels can automatically increase model quality.

API Details

The consistency assertions API supports ML applications that run over multiple inputs xi
and produce zero or more outputs yi,j for each input. For example, each output could be

an object detected in a video frame. The user provides two functions over outputs yi,j :

• Id(yi,j) returns an identifier for the output yi,j , which is simply an opaque value.

• Attrs(yi,j) returns zero or more attributes for the output yi,j , which are key-value pairs.

In addition to checking attributes, we found that many applications also expect their

identifiers to appear in a “temporally consistent” fashion, where objects do not disappear

and reappear too quickly. For example, one would expect cars identified in the video to

stay on the screen for multiple frames instead of “flickering” in and out in most cases.

To express this expectation, developers can provide a temporal consistency threshold, T ,

which specifies that each identifier should not appear or disappear for intervals less than

T seconds. For example, we might set T to one second for TV footage that frequently

cuts across frames, or 30 seconds for an activity classification algorithm that distinguishes

between walking and biking. The full API for adding a consistency assertion is therefore

AddConsistencyAssertion(Id, Attrs, T ).

Examples. We briefly describe how one can use consistency assertions in several ML tasks

motivated in Section 5.1.1:
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Face identification in TV footage: This application uses multiple ML models to detect

faces in images, match them to identities, classify their gender, and classifier their hair color.

We can use the detected identity as our Id function and gender/hair color as attributes.

Video analytics for traffic cameras: This application aims to detect vehicles in video

street traffic, and suffers from problems such as flickering or changing classifications for an

object. The model’s output is bounding boxes with classes on each frame. Because we lack

a globally unique identifier (e.g., license plate number) for each object, we can assign a new

identifier for each box that appears and assign the same identifier as it persists through the

video. We can treat the class as an attribute and set T as well to detect flickering.

Heart rhythm classification from ECGs: In this application, domain experts informed us

that atrial fibrillation heart rhythms need to persist for at least 30 seconds to be considered

a problem. We used the detected class as our identifier and set T to 30 seconds.

Generating Assertions and Labels from the API

Given the Id, Attrs, and T values, OMG automatically generates Boolean assertions to

check for matching attributes and to check that when an identifier appears in the data, it

persists for at least T seconds. These assertions are treated the same as user-provided ones

in the rest of the system.

OMG also automatically generates corrective rules that propose a new label for outputs

that do not match their identifier’s other outputs on an attribute. The default behavior is

to propose the most common value of that attribute (e.g., the class detected for an object

on most frames), but users can also provide a WeakLabel function to suggest an alternative

based on all of that object’s outputs.

For temporal consistency constraints via T , OMG will assert that at most one transition

can occur within a T -second window; this can be overridden. For example, an identifier

appearing is valid, but an identifier appearing, disappearing, then appearing is invalid. If

a violation occurs, OMG will propose to remove, modify, or add predictions. In the latter

case, OMG needs to know how to generate an expected output on an input where the object

was not identified (e.g., frames where the object flickered out in Figure 5.1). OMG requires

the user to provide a WeakLabel function to cover this case, since it may require domain

specific logic, e.g., averaging the locations of the object on nearby video frames.
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Task Model Assertions
TV news Custom Consistency (§5.1.3, news)
Object detection (video) SSD [120] Three vehicles should not highly over-

lap (multibox), identity consistency as-
sertions (flicker and appear)

Vehicle detection (AVs) Second [182], SSD Agreement of Point cloud and image de-
tections (agree), multibox

AF classification ResNet [146] Consistency assertion within a 30s time
window (ECG)

Table 5.1: A summary of tasks, models, and assertions used in our evaluation.

5.1.4 Evaluation

Experimental Setup

We evaluated OMG and model assertions on four diverse ML workloads based on real

industrial and academic use-cases: analyzing TV news, video analytics, autonomous vehicles,

and medical classification. For each domain, we describe the task, dataset, model, training

procedure, and assertions. A summary is given in Table 5.1.

TV news. Our contacts analyzing TV news provided us 50 hour-long segments that were

known to be problematic. They further provided pre-computed boxes of faces, identities, and

hair colors; this data was computed from a range of models and sources, including hand-

labeling, weak labels, and custom classifiers. We implemented the consistency assertions

described in Section 5.1.3. We were unable to access the training code for this domain so

were unable to perform retraining experiments for this domain.

Video analytics. Many modern video analytics systems use object detection as a core

primitive [30, 83, 86, 93, 94, 181], in which the task is to localize and classify the objects

in a frame of video. We focus on the object detection portion of these systems. We used a

ResNet-34 SSD [120] (henceforth SSD) model pretrained on MS-COCO [119]. We deployed

SSD for detecting vehicles in the night-street (i.e., jackson) video that is commonly used

[30, 83, 94, 181]. We used a separate day of video for training and testing.

We deployed three model assertions: multibox, flicker, and appear. The multibox

assertion fires when three boxes highly overlap. The flicker and appear assertions are

implemented with our consistency API as described in Section 5.1.3.

Autonomous vehicles. We studied the problem of object detection for autonomous
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vehicles using the NuScenes dataset [29], which contains labeled LIDAR point clouds and

associated visual images. We split the data into separate train, unlabeled, and test splits.

We detected vehicles only. We use the open-source Second model with PointPillars [114, 182]

for LIDAR detections and SSD for visual detections. We improve SSD via active learning

and weak supervision in our experiments.

As NuScenes contains time-aligned point clouds and images, we deployed a custom asser-

tion for 2D and 3D boxes agreeing, and the multibox assertion. We deployed a custom weak

supervision rule that imputed boxes from the 3D predictions. While other assertions could

have been deployed (e.g., flicker), we found that the dataset was not sampled frequently

enough (at 2 Hz) for these assertions.

Medical classification. We studied the problem of classifying atrial fibrillation (AF)

via ECG signals. We used a convolutional network that was shown to outperform cardi-

ologists [146]. Unfortunately, the full dataset used in [146] is not publicly available, so we

used the CINC17 dataset [1]. CINC17 contains 8,528 data points that we split into train,

validation, unlabeled, and test splits.

We consulted with medical researchers and deployed an assertion that asserts that the

classification should not change between two classes in under a 30 second time period (i.e.,

the assertion fires when the classification changes from A→ B → A within 30 seconds), as

described in Section 5.1.3.

Model Assertions can be Written with High Precision, Few LOC

We first asked whether model assertions could be written succinctly. To test this, we imple-

mented the model assertions described above and counted the lines of code (LOC) necessary

for each assertion. We count the LOC for the identity and attribute functions for the consis-

tency assertions (see Table 5.1 for a summary of assertions). We counted the LOC with and

without the shared helper functions (e.g., computing box overlap); we double counted the

helper functions when used between assertions. As we show in Table 5.2, both consistency

and domain-specific assertions can be written in under 25 LOC excluding shared helper

functions and under 60 LOC when including helper functions. Thus, model assertions can

be written with few LOC.

We then asked whether model assertions could be written with high precision. To test

this, we randomly sampled 50 data points that triggered each assertion and manually checked
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Assertion LOC (no helpers) LOC (inc. helpers)
news 7 39
ECG 23 50
flicker 18 60
appear 18 35
multibox 14 28
agree 11 28

Table 5.2: Number of lines of code (LOC) for each assertion. All assertions could be
written in under 60 LOC including helper functions. The assertion main body could be
written in under 25 LOC in all cases.

Assertion Precision (identifier and output) Precision (model output only)
news 100% 100%
ECG 100% 100%
flicker 100% 96%
appear 100% 88%
multibox N/A 100%
agree N/A 98%

Table 5.3: Precision of model assertions deployed on 50 randomly selected examples. Model
assertions can be written with 88-100% precision across all domains.

whether that data point had an incorrect output from the ML model. The consistency

assertions return clusters of data points (e.g., appear) and we report the precision for errors

in both the identifier and ML model outputs and only the ML model outputs. As we show

in Table 5.3, model assertions achieve at least 88% precision in all cases.

Model Assertions can Identify High-Confidence Errors

We asked whether model assertions can identify high-confidence errors, or errors where the

model returns the wrong output with high confidence. High-confidence errors are important

to identify as confidence is used in downstream tasks, such as analytics queries and actuation

decisions [35, 83, 93, 94]. Furthermore, sampling solutions that are based on confidence

would be unable to identify these errors.

To determine whether model assertions could identify high confidence errors, we collected

the 10 data points with highest confidence error for each of the model assertions deployed

for video analytics. We then plotted the percentile of the confidence among all the boxes

for each error.
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Figure 5.3: Percentile of confidence of the top-10 ranked errors by confidence found by
OMG for video analytics. The x-axis is the rank of the errors caught by model assertions,
ordered by rank. The y-axis is the percentile of confidence among all the boxes. Mdel
assertions can find errors where the original model has high confidence (94th percentile).

As shown in Figure 5.3, model assertions can identify errors within the top 94th percentile

of boxes by confidence (the flicker confidences were from the average of the surrounding

boxes). Importantly, uncertainty-based methods of monitoring would not catch these errors.

We further show that model assertions can identify errors in human labels, which effec-

tively have a confidence of 1. These results are shown in Kang et al. [101].

Model Assertions can Improve Model Quality via Active Learning

We evaluated OMG’s active learning capabilities and BAL using the three domains for

which we had access to the training code (visual analytics, ECG, AVs).

We asked whether multiple model assertions can improve model quality via continuous

data collection. We deployed three assertions over night-street and two assertions for

NuScenes. We used random sampling, uncertainty sampling with “least confident” [158],

uniform sampling assertions, and BAL for the active learning strategies. We used the mAP

metric for both datasets, which is widely used for object detection [73, 119]. We defer

hyperparmeters to Kang et al. [101].

As we show in Figure 5.4, BAL outperforms both random sampling and uncertainty

sampling on both datasets after the first round, which is required for calibration. BAL also

outperforms uniform sampling from model assertions by the last round. For night-street, at

a fixed accuracy threshold of 62%, BAL uses 40% fewer labels than random and uncertainty
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Figure 5.4: Performance of random sampling, uncertainty sampling, uniform sampling
from model assertions, and BAL for active learning. BAL improves accuracy on unseen
data and can achieve an accuracy target (62% mAP) with 40% fewer labels compared to
random and uncertainty sampling for night-street. BAL also outperforms both baselines
for the NuScenes dataset.

sampling. By the fifth round, BAL outperforms both random sampling and uncertainty

sampling by 1.5% mAP. While the absolute change in mAP may seem small, doubling

the model depth, which doubles the computational budget, on MS-COCO achieves a 1.7%

improvement in mAP (ResNet-50 FPN vs. ResNet-101 FPN) [60].

These results are expected, as prior work has shown that uncertainty sampling can be

unsuited for deep networks [156].

Model Assertions can Improve Model Quality via Weak Supervision

We used our consistency assertions to evaluate the impact of weak supervision using asser-

tions for the domains we had weak labels for (video analytics, AVs, and ECG).

For night-street, we used 1,000 additional frames with 750 frames that triggered flicker

and 250 random frames with a learning rate of 5 × 10−6 for a total of 6 epochs. For the

NuScenes dataset, we used the same 350 scenes to bootstrap the LIDAR model as in the

active learning experiments. We trained with 175 scenes of weakly supervised data for one

epoch with a learning rate of 5×10−5. For the ECG dataset, we used 1,000 weak labels and

the same training procedure as in active learning.

Table 5.4 shows that model assertion-based weak supervision can improve relative per-

formance by 46.4% for video analytics and 33% for AVs. Similarly, the ECG classification

can also improve with no human-generated labels. These results show that model assertions

can be useful as a primitive for improving model quality with no additional data labeling.
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Domain Pretrained Weakly supervised
Video analytics (mAP) 34.4 49.9
AVs (mAP) 10.6 14.1
ECG (% accuracy) 70.7 72.1

Table 5.4: Accuracy of pretrained and weakly supervised models. Weak supervision can
improve accuracy with no human-generated labels.

5.1.5 Discussion

In this Section, we introduced model assertions, a model-agnostic technique that allows

domain experts to indicate errors in ML models. We showed that model assertions can be

used at runtime to detect high-confidence errors, which prior methods would not detect.

We proposed methods to use model assertions for active learning and weak supervision

to improve model quality. We implemented model assertions in a novel library, OMG,

and demonstrated that they can apply to a wide range of real-world ML tasks, improving

monitoring, active learning, and weak supervision for ML models.

5.2 Learned Observation Assertions

Machine learning (ML) is increasingly being deployed in complex applications with real-

world consequences. For example, ML models are being deployed to make predictions over

perception data in autonomous vehicles (AVs) [102], with potentially fatal consequences

for errors, such as striking pedestrians [171]. Thus, quality assurance and testing of ML

pipelines are of paramount concern [10, 136, 179, 184].

A critical component of ML deployments is the curation of high-quality training data, in

which crowd workers produce labels over data. Similar to how errors in tabular data results

in downstream errors in query results, erroneous training data (e.g., Figure 5.5) can lead to

subsequent safety repercussions for trained models. As such, finding these errors is critical,

which we focus on in this work.

Unfortunately, standard techniques in data cleaning are not well suited for finding errors

in training data. For example, while constraints work well on tabular data, they are less

suited for perception data, e.g., pixels of an image. As such, we have found it necessary to

develop new tools for finding errors in training data.

Recent work has proposed Model Assertions (MAs) that indicate when errors in ML
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Figure 5.5: Example of human labels (orange) and missing labels (red) in the Lyft Per-
ception dataset. The black truck highlighted is within 25m of the AV. Such errors can cause
downstream issues with perception and planning systems.

model predictions or labels may be occurring [101]. MAs are black-box functions over

model inputs and outputs that return a quantitative severity score indicating when an ML

model or human-proposed label may have an error. For example, a MA may assert that

a prediction of a box of a car should not appear and disappear in subsequent frames of a

video. MAs can be used to monitor the ML models in deployment, and to flag problematic

data to label and retrain the model.

However, in our experience deploying MAs in a real-world AV perception training pipeline,

we have found several major challenges. First, users must manually specify MAs, which can

be challenging for complex ML deployments. Second, calibrating severity scores so that

higher severity scores indicate a higher chance of error is challenging. This is especially

important as organizations have limited resources to evaluate potential errors in ML models

or human labels. Third, ad-hoc methods of specifying severity scores ignores organizational

resources [163] that are already present: large amounts of ground-truth labels and existing

ML models.

To address these challenges, we propose a probabilistic domain-specific language (DSL),

Learned Observation Assertions (LOA), for specifying assertions, and methods for data-

driven specification of severity scores that leverage existing resources in ML deployments.

We implement LOA in a prototype system (Fixy), embedded in Python to easily integrate

with ML systems.

Our first contribution, LOA, allows users to specify properties of interest for perception

tasks. LOA contains three components: data associations, feature distributions, and appli-

cation objective functions. LOA can be used to specify assertions without ad-hoc code or
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severity scores by automatically transforming the specification into a probabilistic graphical

model and scoring data components, producing statistically grounded severity scores.

In our labeling deployment, sensor data across short snippets of time (scenes) are sent

to vendors for labeling. These scenes are then audited for missing labels. These errors

are difficult to specify via ad-hoc MAs, so LOA supports associating observations together:

across observation sources (observation bundles, i.e., predictions from different ML models

or sensors) and across time (tracks, i.e., predictions of the same object over time). These

associated observations can then be considered jointly when searching for errors.

Our second contribution is methods of leveraging organizational resources [163], i.e.,

existing labels and ML models, to automatically specify severity scores via LOA. Users

specify features over data, which are used to automatically generate feature distributions, and

application objective functions (AOFs) to guide the search for errors. Feature distributions

take sets of observations and output a probability of seeing a feature of the input. For

example, a feature distribution might take a 3D bounding box of a car and return the

likelihood of encountering that box volume. AOFs transform feature distribution values for

the application at hand. For example, if we wish to find likely tracks (e.g., a track missed

by human labels), the AOF could simply return the feature distributions’ value. If we wish

to find unlikely tracks (e.g., a “ghost” track that an ML model erroneously predicts), the

AOF could return one minus the feature distributions’ value.

We evaluate Fixy on two real-world AV datasets, the publicly available Lyft Level 5

perception dataset [104] as well as an internally collected dataset. Both datasets were

annotated by leading commercial labeling vendors. Despite best efforts from these vendors

[34], we find a number of labeling errors via Fixy, some of which could cause safety violations

(e.g., in Figures 5.5 and 5.12). Using LOA, we discovered errors in 70% of the scenes of

the Lyft Level 5 autonomous vehicle dataset, a popular autonomous vehicle dataset. We

further show that Fixy can achieve recalls of up to 75% when searching for errors in these

datasets, while achieving 2× higher precision for finding label error than hand-crafted MAs.

Furthermore, Fixy can find novel errors in ML models that the hand-crafted MAs in previous

work are unable to find, and finds high-confidence errors that uncertainty sampling misses.

In the remainder of this section, we describe LOA’s interface and how Fixy integrates

in the broader context of ML deployments, how Fixy automatically learns feature distribu-

tions, how Fixy scores assertions, and our evaluation of LOA.
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(a) Schematic of a track that contains observations from LIDAR ML model predictions and from
human-proposed labels. We show examples of feature distributions for observations (p1, p2, p4, and
p5), bundles (b3), and transitions (p1,2).
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Figure 5.6: Example of the factor graph (top) and corresponding LIDAR point cloud data
(bottom). The track is in black and other human-proposed labels are in orange for reference.

5.2.1 Example and Background

ML workflow. As an example, we describe the ML deployment pipeline for our AVs, fo-

cusing on labeling data for perception systems. Other organizations deploy similar pipelines,

e.g., as documented by Kaparthy [102].

Our AV deployment pipeline is a continuous process, in which ML models are trained,

tested, and deployed on vehicles. Because ML models are continuously exposed to new and

different scenarios, we continuously collect and label data, which is subsequently used to

develop and retrain ML models [17].

Label quality is of paramount concern: erroneous labels can lead to downstream errors,

which in turn can lead to safety violations. Vendors that provide labels are not always

accurate, which is in contrast to the large body of work that assumes datasets are “gold.”

For our perception system, the most egregious errors are when objects are entirely missed

in labeling. We show examples of missing labels in Figure 5.5, in which a truck and several

cars were missed by the human labeler.

To address label quality issues, our organization has expert auditors who audit the

vendor-provided labels. Unfortunately, it is too expensive to audit every data point, so we

have developed Fixy, which enables ranking datapoints that are likely to be erroneous and
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allows better utilization of auditing resources.

Model assertions. MAs are user-provided, black box functions over ML model inputs

and outputs that indicate if the ML model has an error [101]. MAs can be deployed at test

time to indicate possible errors so corrective actions can be taken. They can additionally be

used to select data that produces errors for labeling, e.g., as studied by Kang et al. [101], as

many organizations continuously collect data to label.

Unfortunately, MAs are specified in an ad-hoc manner. They require users to write

programs to specify exactly what forms of errors occur and ad-hoc severity scores to indicate

the likelihood of an error. We have found that these ad-hoc procedures can be challenging

to use.

Factor graphs. Fixy generates graphical models from data and feature distributions.

We specifically consider factor graphs due to the ease of representing data and distributions

[111].

Given a set of random variables X = {X1, . . . , Xn}, a factor graph represents a fac-

torization of a joint distribution g(X1, . . . , Xn). Assume that the joint distribution can be

factorized in terms of a set of functions fj , which we will call factors, and Sj ⊆ X

g(X1, ..., Xn) =

m∏
j=1

fj(Sj). (5.3)

Formally, we can represent a factor graph as a graph G = (X,F,E), where X and F are

two disjoint sets of nodes. The graph is bipartite, meaning that each edge connects a node

in X to a node in F , but no edge connects nodes in X among themselves nor nodes in F

among themselves. For every factor fj ∈ F , there is an edge that connects it to Xi if and

only if Xi ∈ Sj in the factorization of g.

We consider specific factor graphs that are automatically generated by Fixy, as described

later in this chapter.

LIDAR. We extensively use and show LIDAR data and predictions over LIDAR data as

examples of missing human labels or ML model predictions. LIDAR is generated by pulsing

light and timing the returns of the pulsed light [173]. With accurate timings, LIDAR data

gives accurate distance measurements and are represented as point clouds. In this chapter,

we show birds-eye view of LIDAR data: concentric circles indicate same distances from

the LIDAR sensor and we draw predicted boxes over the scenes. We show an example

in Figure 5.6. LIDAR figures in white background are from the Lyft Level 5 perception
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Figure 5.7: System diagram for Fixy. Users provide features over perception data (e.g.,
box volume) and associations between observations. Given these inputs, Fixy will learn
feature distributions, generate graphical models, score new data, and output potential errors.

dataset [104] and figures in black background are from our internal dataset.

5.2.2 System Overview

Goals. Fixy aims to enable users to find errors in ML labeling pipelines and in ML

models, primarily in the form of missing labels. In particular, Fixy aims to reduce manual

effort by only requiring users to specify natural quantities (e.g., box volume, velocity) as

opposed to specifying the exact form of errors as model assertions expect users to do.

Inputs and outputs. We first denote human-proposed labels and ML model outputs

as “observations.” As input, Fixy takes a set of observations. As output, Fixy returns a

ranked list of (potentially a subset of) observations, where higher ranked observations are

ideally more likely to contain errors.

Offline, Fixy takes already-present labels to learn feature distributions over features of

the observations. Fixy will then use this data to rank potential errors.

Fixy components. Fixy consists of: a DSL for specifying relations between observations

and feature distributions, a component to learn feature distributions, a scoring component,

and a runtime engine. Fixy’s DSL allows users to specify how feature distributions and

observations interact. Its distribution learning component fits distributions over existing

observations. Its scoring component scores observations or groups of observations by likeli-

hood. Finally, its runtime engine ranks observations or groups of observations.

We show a system diagram in Figure 5.7. Users need only provide the features (and data

to be ranked). Once the feature distributions are learned, Fixy will rank potential errors

for auditing.
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Workflow. Fixy contains an offline (distribution learning) and online (error ranking)

phase. In the offline phase, Fixy will learn feature distributions from existing labels. In the

online phase, Fixy will rank potential errors.

We have found that users of label checking tools are often non-experts in coding and

ML tools, so we have opted for simplicity in LOA. Thus, a user of Fixy need only specify

features and optionally AOFs. In particular, many features are already computed for use in

other pipelines so can be reused (e.g., object volume, velocity, and distance from vehicle).

Thus, the features can be specified in few lines of code, as we show below.

Worked example. Consider the use case of finding missing human labels of 3D bounding

boxes over LIDAR point cloud data. For example, Figure 5.5 show several missing cars and

a missing truck.

In this example, we have two sources of observations: predictions from an ML model and

human labels. To find these errors, the user will: 1) associate observations and 2) specify

features. Then, Fixy will automatically score and rank potential errors.

The analyst first associates observations within a time step (i.e., overlapping model

predictions and human labels) and between adjacent timesteps (i.e., objects across time).

To do so, the user can specify that observations with high box overlap are associated. While

this is provided by default by Fixy, the user can also write a short amount of code using

the intersection over union (IOU):

class TrackBundler(Bundler ):
def is_associated(self , box1 , box2):

return compute_iou(box1 , box2) > 0.5

The analyst then specifies features. As a concrete example, the analyst may specify a

feature that computes box volume. The user need only provide code to compute the box

volume: Fixy will learn distribution of box volumes and use it to find anomalous boxes.

# KDEObsDistribution takes features and learns a
# KDE density estimator over the features
class VolumeDistribution(KDEObsDistribution ):

def feature(self , box):
vol = box.width * box.height * box.length
return vol

The user can also specify other features, such as object velocity. The two code snippets

above (and another other features the user wishes to specify) are all that a user need to

provide to Fixy.
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Given the associations between observations and the features, Fixy will learn the like-

lihood of encountering specific feature values offline, using already-collected resources.

Once these feature distributions are learned, Fixy will score and rank new data, ideally

with potential errors ranked higher. Concretely, consider Figure 5.5. Although not shown,

an ML model highlighted the truck in a time-consistent way. Since the track is highly

consistent, Fixy returns a high likelihood of an error. An expert auditor can then verify if

the potential error is actually a missing label.

5.2.3 Learned Observation Assertions

LOA provides a simple means of specifying associations between observations and specifying

associations between observations and feature distributions. Intuitively, applications that

contain observations over time and over multiple modalities/models may have observations

that are associated across time/modalities. Furthermore, feature distributions may operate

over individual observations or groups of observations. We show an example of a compiled

LOA graph and corresponding sensor data observations in Figure 5.6.

In this section, we provide a formal description of LOA. However, users interface with

LOA via a Python library. In particular, users only need to specify features over which distri-

butions are learned and methods of associating observations. Our implementation provides

class interfaces where users can override the feature computation (for the feature distribu-

tions) and the association method (for associating observations). We show an example in

Section 5.2.2 of the code the user needs to provide.

Overview

LOA contains elements for allowing users to specify how observations interact with each

other and how feature distributions interact with observations. Our implementation of

LOA is embedded in Python for ease of integration with standard ML packages. Since

perception data often contains spatial and temporal components, we allow users to construct

observation bundles within a single time step and tracks across time. We collectively refer

to observations, bundles, and tracks as OBTs. LOA then allows features to be specified

over any OBT. Finally, the user can specify application objective functions (AOFs) over any

feature distribution.
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Scene Syntax

Overview. We consider scenes of data, which consists of observations and features over

these observations. Our syntax consists of specifying how observations relate to each other

within a scene and how features relate to groups of observations.

Formalism. A scene consists of a set of tracks. Each track contains a set of observation

bundles. An observation bundle contains observations from different modalities, such as

LIDAR, vision, and for offline data, human proposals of labels. We summarize our syntax

notation in Table 5.5.

Formally, we denote the scene (i.e., set of tracks) as s = {τ}. Each track consists of an

indexed sequence of observation bundles, τ = (β0, . . . , βn). Each observation bundle consists

of a set of observations, β = {ωτ,β}.
In order to reason about erroneous or unusual artifacts in the perception system, we

define features over the elements of the scene. Users can assign features to any of the elements

of the scene; these assignments are often done automatically (e.g., a volume feature would

apply over every observation). Concretely, features can be over observations, observation

bundles, tracks, or entire scenes.

Formally, π, the feature function, maps each element to its features. For example, π(ωτ,β)

are the features assigned to the observation in track τ in bundle β, which could be a feature

on the volume of the object detected. Similarly, π(τ) assigns track τ its features, which

could be the total number of observations within that track.

In addition to features over discrete groups of observations, we provide syntax for features

over adjacent observations within a track (“transition features”), i.e., π(βi, βi+1). As a

concrete example, we have implemented a transition feature for the estimated instantaneous

velocity. We note that this syntax is for convenience, as it could be implemented via track

features. Nonetheless, we have found it useful in our applications to allow for transition

features.

Finally, AOFs can be specified over any feature distribution. These AOFs are numeric

transformations of the returned feature distribution score, e.g., the identity function, the

zero function, or f(x) = 1− x.
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Syntactic element Meaning
s Scene
τ Track
β Observation bundle
ω Observation
π Feature mapping function

Table 5.5: Table of syntactic elements in Fixy’s DSL.

Generating Graphical Models

Fixy will compile the scene, feature distributions, and AOFs to a graphical model, which is

used to score groups of observations. Fixy uses these scores to flag potential errors.

To compile a scene, Fixy will create nodes for each observation and feature distribution.

Then, Fixy will create edges between each feature distribution and the observation it applies

over. If a feature distribution applies to a single observation, Fixy will create a single edge.

If a feature distribution applies to a group of observations (e.g., an observation bundle or

track), Fixy will create one edge between each observation in the group and the feature

distribution.

Once the graphical model is constructed, Fixy can then score any OBT. Fixy will score

an observation by the negative log-likelihood implied by its feature distributions. The score

of a group of observations is the sum of the scores of the observations, normalized by the

number of feature distributions. We defer the full discussion of scoring and a worked example

to Section 5.2.5.

5.2.4 Feature Distributions

A key component to scoring OBTs are the feature distributions. Both our AV deployment

and other organizations deploying ML collect large amounts of training data. This training

data contains labels (potentially with errors), which can be used to fit empirical distributions

to the features. We leverage these existing labels in this work, as they come at no additional

cost.

To fit these feature distributions, Fixy takes as input scalar or vector valued features

over OBTs. For example, a feature over an observation may take a bounding box and return

the volume of the box as described in Section 5.2.2. The user may also manually specify

feature distributions to rank severity (e.g., distance of an object to the AV) or to filter
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Figure 5.8: Example of a motorcycle (highlighted in red) missed by human proposals. We
show both the LIDAR point cloud data (top) and the camera view (bottom).

certain instances (e.g., only search for errors in detecting pedestrians). Finally, Fixy takes

an optional AOF, which can be applied per feature or over the resulting score.

We describe the feature types, their specification, and how Fixy fits them below.

Feature Types

Fixy contains features over OBTs and transitions. While transition features can be imple-

mented as track features, we provide a syntactic element for ease of use.

Fixy’s first feature type are features over single observations. Each feature is associated

with a specific observation type (e.g., a feature over a LIDAR model prediction). These

features are typically used to specify time-independent information over the predictions.

For example, a feature may take a 3D box prediction from a LIDAR model and return the

box volume. The observation feature would be over box volumes in this case.

Fixy’s second feature type are features over observation bundles. These features are

typically used to specify consistency between observations of the same object in a single

time step. For example, consider the intuition that observations within bundles should

agree on object class. To specify this, a user could provide a feature that returns 0 if all the

classes agree and 1 otherwise. The feature would then learn the Bernoulli probability of the

class agreement between observation types.

Fixy’s third feature type are features between observations or bundles in adjacent time
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steps within a track. These features are typically used to specify information over time-

dependent quantities or consistency. For example, a feature could specify the velocity esti-

mated by box center offset.

Fixy’s fourth feature type are features over entire tracks. Although rare, these features

can be used to normalize scores over entire tracks.

Learning Feature Distributions

Given features, Fixy can automatically fit feature distributions over existing training datasets.

To fit feature distributions, Fixy takes a function that accepts a list of scalars/vectors and

returns a fitted distribution. By default, Fixy uses a kernel density estimator (KDE) to

learn feature distributions over the features. In some cases, other types of distributions are

appropriate (e.g., discrete distributions): the user can override our default KDE estimator

in these cases.

To learn feature distributions given a set of scenes, Fixy first exhaustively generates the

features over the data and collects the scalar or vector values. Then, for each feature, Fixy

executes the fitting function over the scalar/vector values.

The density estimators have hyperparameters. We have found that default hyperparam-

eters work in all cases we tried, so we defer exploring hyperparameters to future work.

Application Objective Functions

AOFs wrap data feature distributions to transform them into an application-specific prob-

abilities to guide the search for labeling errors. As such, they take scalar values and return

scalar values. The most common operations are taking the inverse and setting the proba-

bility to 0/1 under certain conditions. For example, when searching for likely tracks, the

application objective function may be the identity. In contrast, when searching for unlikely

tracks, the application objective function may invert the probability.

5.2.5 Scoring Relative Plausibility

Given the compiled factor graph, Fixy can score any OBT. Fixy will score the observations

via the sum of log likelihood of the feature distributions transformed by the application
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objective functions. Formally, given the AOFs fi, the score for an observation ω is∑
πi∈π(ω)

ln (fi(πi(ω))) . (5.4)

The score of any component in the graph is the sum of the scores of the observations,

normalized by the total number of features that connect to the component. We normalize

by the number of features so that components of different sizes are comparable (e.g., a track

with 10 observations compared to a track with 100 observations).

Consider the missing truck in Figure 5.5 and suppose the ML model predicted it in two

adjacent time steps (t = 1, 2) for simplicity. Suppose the predicted box volumes are 44.8 m3

and 45.9 m3, and the predicted velocity was 2 m/s. In this case, the scores of the volumes

may be 0.37 and 0.39 respectively, and the score for the velocity may be 0.21. The score

for the track would be (ln(0.37) + ln(0.39) + ln(0.21))/3 = −1.17. Since Fixy only uses the

score to rank, this would be compared to other scores.

5.2.6 Applications

We provide examples of applying Fixy to finding different kinds of errors in ML applications.

For all applications, we assume that the predictions are 3D bounding boxes over LIDAR

point cloud data. We further assume access to two features: an observation feature over box

volume and a transition feature over estimated velocity.

Finding missing tracks. In this application, we are interested in finding tracks that

human proposals missed entirely. For example, Figure 5.8 shows a motorcycle close to the

AV but is only visible for a short period of time due to occlusion. It is important to find

such errors as this may cause ML models to misclassify motorcycles at deployment time.

To find such errors, we additionally execute a 3D bounding box prediction model over

the data. Given the ML model predictions, we associate ML model predictions and human

proposal in the same frame if they have high box overlap.

The AOF zeros out any track that contains any human proposals. The remaining tracks

contain only model predictions and are scored as usual, with the intuition that consistent

predictions from the model are likely to be correct. We show an example of a high probability

track (Figure 5.8) and low probability track (Figure 5.9).

Finding missing labels within tracks. We are interested in finding errors in labels

proposed by humans that should belong to an existing track. For example, Figure 5.10

shows a car trailing the AV, where the first frame is missing the car box.
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Figure 5.9: Example of an unlikely track. Predictions are inconsistent within a track,
suggesting that they are spurious.

Figure 5.10: Example of missing human label within a track that Fixy can find. The left
panel only contains an ML model prediction while the right contains both a human label
and an ML model prediction.

Figure 5.11: Example of a low probability bundle. The box of the person and truck highly
overlap, but are strongly inconsistent in box volume.

To find such errors, we use the 3D bounding box prediction model’s predictions. The

association of observations into bundles is done as above. The AOF zeros out the probability

of any bundle that contains a human proposal and any track that does not contain any

human proposals. Thus, the remaining bundles only contain ML model predictions and are

in tracks that contain at least one human proposal.
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The remaining bundles are scored as usual, with the intuition that predicted boxes that

produce high probability bundles are likely to be correct predictions. We show an example of

a high probability bundle (Figure 5.10) compared to a low probability bundle (Figure 5.11).

Finding erroneous ML model predictions. We are interested in finding erroneous ML

model predictions. As such, we assume there are no human proposals. We show an example

of an erroneous track in Figure 5.13, where the truck is inconsistently predicted.

The AOF inverts the probability of each feature, with the goal of inverting the ranking

of the tracks that are likely to be correct and the tracks that are likely to be incorrect.

5.2.7 Evaluation

We evaluated Fixy on whether it can find errors in ML pipelines. We show that Fixy can

find errors in human-proposed labels that are difficult to specify with ad-hoc MAs and novel

errors in ML model predictions that prior work cannot find.

Experimental Setup

Datasets. We evaluated Fixy on two AV perception datasets: an internal dataset from

our research organization and the publicly available Lyft Level 5 perception dataset [104].

The Lyft dataset has been used to develop models [189] and host competitions [160]. Both

datasets consists of many scenes of LIDAR and camera data that were densely labeled with

3D bounding boxes by leading external vendors for human labels (“human-proposed labels”).

We executed Fixy on 46 scenes from the Lyft dataset (the entire validation set, i.e., not

seen at training time) and 13 scenes from our internal dataset. Additionally, we asses the

recall of Fixy on a scene from our internal dataset that we vetted carefully.

The class labels, sampling rate, and physical sensor layout differ between the two datasets,

showing that Fixy can apply across dataset characteristics.

Observation sources. We used three sources of observations: human-proposed labels,

LIDAR model predictions [114, 189], and expert auditor labels. All sources predict 3D

bounding boxes. We focus on the common classes of car, truck, pedestrian, and motorcycle.

Features. We used the features shown in Table 5.6. These features consist of features

that were automatically learned from data (volume, velocity, count) in addition to features

for selecting more egregious errors (distance, model only).
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Name Type Description
Volume Obs. Class-conditional box volume
Distance Obs. Distance to AV
Model only Bundle Selects bundles with model predictions only
Velocity Trans. Class-conditional object velocity
Count Track Filters tracks with two or fewer obs.

Table 5.6: Description of features we used in this evaluation. Model only and count were
manually specified features.

Baselines. We compared against manually designed ad-hoc MAs developed by Kang

et al. [101] and uncertainty sampling. The ad-hoc MAs were designed to find errors in

similar settings to ours, across both human-proposed labels and ML model predictions.

Uncertainty sampling is commonly used in active learning [158].

Users of Fixy are typically non-experts in coding and ML tools (Section 5.2.2). As such,

we focus on simple ad-hoc MAs (e.g., ones developed by Kang et al. [101]) and low-code

features in Fixy. Each feature required fewer than 6 lines of code to implement.

Both datasets were vetted by leading vendors for human labels. Thus, we find errors

that were not found in an external audit.

Fixy can Find Missing Tracks

We investigated whether Fixy could find errors in vendor-proposed labels. We searched for

tracks that were entirely missed by human proposals, as these errors are the most egregious.

Experimental setup. To find tracks entirely missed by human labelers, we associated

LIDAR observations and human observations by box overlap within the same frame and

associated observations within a track by box overlap across time. We further deployed the

features described above. For the ad-hoc MA baseline, we used the “consistency” assertion

as described by Kang et al. [101]. For comparison purposes, we ordered the ML model

predictions randomly and by model confidence.

We manually checked the top 10 potential errors as proposed by Fixy and ad-hoc model

assertions (in some cases, fewer than 10 potential errors were flagged; we use the maximum

number in these cases). We measured the precision among these potential errors, where a

higher precision indicates that there are more errors within the top 10 proposals. For the

Lyft dataset, we measured the precision across every scene in the validation set (i.e., data

that was not seen during model training) that we discovered errors. For our internal dataset,
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Method Dataset Precision at top 10 Precision at top 5 Precision at top 1
Fixy Lyft 69% 70% 67%
Ad-hoc MA (rand) Lyft 32% 30% 24%
Ad-hoc MA (conf) Lyft 39% 40% 39%
Fixy Internal 76% 100% 100%
Ad-hoc MA (rand) Internal 49% 64% 66%
Ad-hoc MA (conf) Internal 71% 86% 66%

Table 5.7: Precision at top 10, 5, and 1 of Fixy and ad-hoc MA baselines for finding tracks
missed by humans. Fixy outperforms baselines by up to 2×.

(a) Example of a missing car in
motion.

(b) Example of a missing car in
motion. (c) Example of missing cars.

Figure 5.12: Examples of labeling errors in the Lyft dataset. The missing objects in these
examples can be within 20 meters the autonomous vehicle and several are in motion: vehicles
in motion are the most important to detect.

we focused on the scene that failed audit.

Results: recall. To assess the recall of Fixy, we exhaustively audited a 15 second scene

from our internal dataset. It contained 24 missing tracks. In this scene, Fixy achieved a

recall of 75%, finding 18 of the missing tracks in the top 10 ranked errors per-class. We

believe this result is reflective of the larger dataset.

We further manually searched for errors in the Lyft dataset and found errors in 32 of

the 46 scenes (70% of scenes). Unfortunately, due to the sheer number of errors in the Lyft

dataset, we were unable to perform recall experiments on the level of boxes. However, LOA

found errors in 100% of the scenes with errors in the top 10 ranked errors. This dataset

may be used in a different manner internally, but we were unable to find public guidelines

for dataset use.

Results: precision. Fixy outperforms on finding errors on precision in both datasets

(Table 5.7) by aggregating information across observations in tracks, which is difficult to do

with ad-hoc MAs.

We show three examples of errors Fixy found in the Lyft dataset in Figure 5.12. Many

of these errors are close to the AV and are clearly visible. These errors are problematic
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because they can confuse ML models and could potentially cause downstream issues.

Discussion. To further contextualize our results, we note that Fixy uncovered an error

that was missed by an internal audit. Specifically, the motorcycle track described in Sec-

tion 5.2.6 (Figure 5.8) was not found in our initial internal audit. Given the short time period

the motorcycle was visible, it can be difficult to find for both crowd workers and auditors.

Nonetheless, it is critical to be accurately labeled for two key reasons. First, clean training

data is critical for liability purposes should an accident occur. Second, the motorcycle is

close to the autonomous vehicle, which is especially problematic for downstream planning.

Our internal model does better than the public model. This is primarily because the

Lyft dataset is very noisy: our internal model was trained on already audited data, which is

of higher quality and results in more calibrated model predictions. These results highlight

the need for high quality data: noisy data results in lower performing models.

Furthermore, the open-sourced Lyft perception dataset has a number of vehicles that

were not labeled. We plan to open source the errors we have found to aid in the development

of consistent labeling for the Lyft dataset.

Fixy can Find Missing Observations

As a case study, we searched for missing observations in human-proposed tracks. We applied

the following AOFs. We set the probability of an observation in a bundle with a human

proposal to 0. We set the probability of any track without a human proposal to 0. For

Fixy, we then ranked the bundles by likelihood. For the ad-hoc MA baseline, we random

ordered bundles.

We were only able to find a single example of such a missing observation. For this

example, Fixy ranked the missing observation at the top. We show the missing observation

in Figure 5.10 and examples of low probability missing observations in Figure 5.11. The

feature distributions correctly identify consistent predictions within tracks and correctly

downweights inconsistent predictions.

Fixy can Find Novel ML Prediction Errors

We further investigated whether or not Fixy can find errors in LIDAR model predictions.

For this use-case, we did not assume access to human-proposed labels.
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(a) t = 0 (b) t = 1 (c) t = 2

Figure 5.13: Example of a model error (in black) in the Lyft dataset not found by ad-hoc
model assertions. We show ground-truth boxes from human labels in orange for reference.
The erroneous prediction overlaps across frames, but is not consistent. Fixy can find such
errors as they produce unlikely values under learned feature distributions.

Experimental setup. Unlike for finding errors in human-proposed labels, ad-hoc MAs

can achieve high precision for errors in ML model predictions. As such, we deployed three ad-

hoc MAs as used in Kang et al. [101] (appear, flicker, and multibox). Briefly, the appear

assertion asserts that an observation should have observations in nearby timestamps, the

flicker assertion asserts than an observation should not appear and disappear rapidly, and

the multibox assertion asserts that 3 boxes should not overlap. These assertions can be

reproduced in Fixy with hand-tuned features.

In addition to ad-hoc MAs, we additionally compared to uncertainty sampling, in which

we sampled predictions around a confidence threshold.

We then deployed Fixy to find errors in ML model prediction after excluding the errors

found by these ad-hoc MAs. We searched for both localization and classification errors. For

Fixy, we deployed the same features as above with the exception of distance and model

only. We additionally deployed a track feature over the total number of observations. We

measure the precision of the top 10 potential errors over 5 scenes in the Lyft dataset.

Results and discussion. Across these scenes, Fixy achieves a precision at 10 of 82%

while uncertainty sampling achieved a precision of 42%. We note that errors we found with

Fixy were not found by ad-hoc MAs. Many of these errors have tracks without missing time

stamps (so will not trigger the flicker assertion) and are longer than two observations (so

will not trigger the appear assertion). We show an example of such a track in Figure 5.13,

in which the predictions overlap across frames, but in an unlikely way.

Furthermore, in contrast to uncertainty sampling, Fixy uncovers errors with high model

confidence. Fixy discovered errors in ML model predictions with confidences as high as

95%, which uncertainty sampling would miss.
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5.2.8 Discussion

To address the problem of finding errors in labels and ML models, we propose Learned Ob-

servation Assertions (LOA) and implement Fixy. LOA allows users to specify data-driven

feature distributions to indicate which data points are potentially erroneous. Our proto-

type implementation of LOA, Fixy, leverages existing organizational resources (trained

ML models and existing labeled data) to find labeling errors. We show that Fixy can find

errors in human labels up to 2× more effectively than prior research work.



Chapter 6

Discussion

In the past few years, the computational complexity of ML methods (particularly DNNs)

has increased dramatically. For example, GPT-3, a state-of-the-art language model, takes

358 Tflops to execute. The trend towards larger models does not seem to be abating. Fur-

thermore, the scale of these models appears to be growing faster than advances in hardware.

As a parallel trend, more unstructured data is being generated than ever before, including

user-generated video, images, and text on social media, scientific video footage, etc.

Querying this data using the most accurate methods is infeasible today and will likely

become even more expensive. As a result, queries over large-scale unstructured data will

continue to be far too expensive for exhaustive execution. This is particularly the case for

resource-limited applications, including scientific applications. However, this is also the case

for applications that require human intervention, such as high-stakes labeling.

In my experience in deploying the systems I have built, several organizations have already

experienced these constraints. For example, the ecologists I have collaborated with have

limited computational resources: even executing state-of-the-art models on their dataset is

difficult. Autonomous vehicle companies collect too much data for expert annotation.

Given these trends, users of these ML methods in analytics and beyond will need prin-

cipled ways of trading off between accuracy and computational/human resources.

In this dissertation, we have introduced novel systems and techniques to navigate these

trade-offs. First, we have introduced end-to-end, proxy-based query processing methods for

ML-based queries. These methods leverage cheap approximations to expensive methods in

a principled manner. We have further introduced abstractions for finding errors in ML-

based deployments, which can find errors with high precision. These methods use existing
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resources to guide limited human resources. As our results show, navigating trade-offs

between accuracy and computational resources is possible and can give orders of magnitude

speedups with limited error.

6.1 Future Directions

Although we have shown the promise of expressing and accelerating queries over unstruc-

tured data, much work remains for the data systems community. In particular, we have

found that many scientists in the social and life sciences have workloads that can be accel-

erated using ML methods. However, in our discussions with practitioners, we have found

several repeated key requirements, which existing work today does not handle.

Usability. The most critical requirement is that solutions that require dedicated engi-

neering support are challenging for non-experts. To draw an analogy, pandas and R are the

frameworks of choice for analyzing structured data amongst this group of practitioners. In

contrast, teams of engineers can deploy higher effort, but also more scalable solutions, such

as Spark. Even setting up a Postgres database can be challenging for non-experts.

In this dissertation, we have described systems and algorithms at the level of Postgres or

Spark, in which experts can leverage state-of-the-art methods. However, much work remains

to enable non-experts to deploy such methods.

Training new models. Furthermore, in many scientific investigations, the investiga-

tors are searching for novel phenomena. The novel phenomena are either unclear to the

investigators at the beginning of the search or not in pretrained models. As a result, us-

ing off-the-shelf models is insufficient for these applications. Coupled with the difficulty in

deploying state-of-the-art ML methods, leveraging ML methods for studying these novel

phenomena becomes increasingly challenging.

Much of the effort in data systems has focused on building solutions for the best-funded

engineering efforts. However, some of the most important work for our society happens in

low-resource settings, where deploying large-scale systems is difficult. As this dissertation

shows, carefully designed techniques and abstractions can aid in both low- and high-resource

settings by directly connecting end use cases with system/algorithm design. We hope that

the data systems community continues such work to enable users in a wide range of settings.
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